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Zusammenfassung

Unendliche Spiele sind ein mächtiges Modell für die Analyse dynami-
sche Netzwerke, die fortwährend topologischen Veränderungen ausgesetzt
sind. In diesem Rahmen vertreten die Spieler die sich entgegenwirken-
den Krä�e im Netzwerk. Diese Dissertation behandelt drei verschiedene
Zweipersonenspiele, welche sich insbesondere auf das Garantieren von
Konnektivitäts- und Routing-Eigenscha�en richten. In jedem Modell muss
ein Spieler die Funktionstüchtigkeit des Netzwerkes herstellen, während
der Gegner Ausfälle und Lasten erzeugt, die während des Betriebs au�re-
ten.

Im ersten Teil betrachten wir Sabotage-Spiele, die van Benthem 2002
einführte. In diesen Spielen durchquert ein Runner einen Graphen und ver-
sucht einen Zielknoten zu erreichen, während ein Blocker Kanten entfernt.
Wir verfeinern dieses Spiel auf zwei Arten: Zum einen betrachten wir eine
allgemeinere Gewinnbedingung, die in linearer temporaler Logik angege-
ben wird. Zum anderen untersuchen wir die Variante, in der Blocker durch
einen probabilistischen Spieler ersetzt wird. Wir zeigen, dass in beiden
Fällen das Entscheidungsproblem, ob Runner gewinnt, Pspace-vollständig
bleibt.

Im zweiten Teil entwickeln wir ein Routing-Spiel, in dem ein Routing-
Spieler Pakete an ihre Zielknoten ausliefern muss, während ein Lasten-
Spieler ununterbrochen Pakete erzeugt und Verbindungen im Netzwerk
für bestimmte Zeit blockiert. Wir beweisen grundlegende Grenzen für
das Berechnen von Routing-Strategien; wir zeigen jedoch auch algorithmi-
sche Lösungen auf. Die Ergebnisse hängen sowohl von der gewünschten
Routing-Eigenscha� als auch von der Gröbe des Modells ab. Für bestimmte
Szenarien entwickeln wir realisierbare Routing-Algorithmen, welche je-
weils eine Routing-Eigenscha� gegen jedes mögliche Verhalten des Lasten-
Spielers sicherstellen.

Im dri�en Teil führen wir ein Konnektivitätsspiel ein, in dem ein Con-
structor gegen einen Destructor antri�. Während Destructor Knoten löscht,
kann Constructor Knoten wiederherstellen und unter bestimmten Bedin-
gungen sogar neue Knoten erzeugen. Auch modellieren wir den Informati-
ons�uss im Netzwerk, indem wir Constructor erlauben, die Beschri�ungen
benachbarter Knoten zu ändern. Als Ziel hat Constructor entweder eine
Erreichbarkeits- oder eine Sicherheitsbedingung, d. h., Constructor muss
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entweder ein zusammenhängendes Netzwerk herstellen oder aber sicher-
stellen, dass das Netzwerk immer zusammenhängend bleibt. Wir zeigen,
unter welchen Bedingungen das Lösen dieser Spiele entscheidbar ist und
untersuchen in diesem Fall die Berechnungskomplexität. Die Ergebnisse
hängen von den Fähigkeiten von Constructor ab und unterscheiden sich
für das Erreichbarkeits- und das Sicherheitsspiel.
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Abstract

In�nite games are a strong model for analyzing dynamic networks that
encounter continuous topological changes during operation. In this frame-
work, the players represent the contrary forces which modify the network.
In particular, this thesis deals with three di�erent two-player games which
focus on guaranteeing routing and connectivity properties in dynamic
networks. In each model, one player has to establish the proper operation
of the network, while the adversary produces failures and demands that
occur during operation.

In the �rst part, we study sabotage games, which van Benthem intro-
duced in 2002. In these games, a Runner traverses a graph and tries to reach
a set of goal vertices, while a Blocker removes edges. We re�ne this game in
two ways; namely we consider a more general winning objective expressed
in linear temporal logic, and we study the variant in which Blocker is re-
placed by a probabilistic player. We show that in both cases the problem
to decide whether Runner wins remains Pspace-complete.

In the second part, we develop a routing game in which a routing agent
has to deliver packets to their destinations, while a demand agent continu-
ously generates packets and blocks connections for a certain amount of
time. We show general limitations for obtaining routing strategies but also
point to algorithmic solutions. �e results depend on both the desired
routing property and the coarseness of the model. For certain scenarios
we develop feasible routing algorithms, each of which guarantees a routing
property against any behavior of the demand agent.

In the third part, we introduce a connectivity game between a Con-
structor and a Destructor. While Destructor deletes nodes, Constructor can
restore or even create new nodes under certain conditions. Also, we model
information �ow through the network by allowing Constructor to change
labels of adjacent nodes. Constructor either has a reachability or a safety
objective, i.e., Constructor has to either establish a connected network or
guarantee that the network always stays connected. We show under what
conditions the solvability of these games is decidable and, in this case,
analyze the computational complexity. �e results depend on the abilities
of Constructor and di�er for the reachability and the safety version.
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Introduct ion

In the past two decades, one of the most signi�cant changes in technology
as well as in our daily life was driven by the rapid development and per-
vasive use of computer networks, as for instance mobile phone networks
and the Internet. Nowadays, even stationary computers can o�en only
accomplish their tasks when an intact network connection is available. In
computer science, this implies a shi� in the view of a computer system. It
does not su�ce anymore to see a system as a �xed entity that only reacts
to possible inputs of an environment; rather the entire network must be
seen as a dynamic system which performs tasks, while the network itself
changes continuously.

�e dependency on the reliability of a dynamic – and therefore rather
fragile – network strongly calls for formal methods to guarantee its proper
operation. However, it is not hard to believe that the shi� from static sys-
tems to dynamic networks makes the formal analysis and veri�cation much
harder, and it is not even clear under what conditions one can guarantee
certain network properties at all. In this thesis, we address problems on
dynamic networks, and we focus on analyzing a wide range of routing and
connectivity properties. To re�ect the dynamic nature of networks, we
choose a game-theoretic model, and we consider dynamic behavior that
results from adversarial agents. Generally speaking, we model dynamic
networks as two-player games of in�nite duration. One player usually
has to establish the proper operation of the network, while an adversary
generates failures and demands that occur during the operation.

In the following, we motivate our game-theoretic approach in more
detail and present the models of dynamic network games with which we
deal in this thesis.
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Introduction

Dynamic Networks via Games

�e idea to model a reactive system as an in�nite two-player game dates
back to the late 1950s. Church (1957, 1963) considered a scenario where
a system gets an in�nite input sequence from an environment le�er by
le�er. �e system produces an in�nite output sequence by responding to
each input le�er with an output le�er. �e task for the system is to ensure
– against any choices of the environment – that the sequence of inputs and
outputs ful�lls a given speci�cation. Church raised the question of whether
a �nite-state controller for this task can be constructed algorithmically for a
given speci�cation – a problem to which is nowadays o�en referred to as
Church’s synthesis problem (for instance, see �omas, 2008b, 2009).

�is problem indeed has the format of an in�nite two-player game,
more precisely the form of a Gale-Stewart Game (Gale and Stewart, 1953).
One player represents the environment; he generates an input le�er with
each of his moves. A�er each move of the environment, the system reacts
with an output le�er in her move, and so on.1 �e sequence generated in
this way forms an in�nite play of this game. Each play that ful�lls a given
winning condition is won by the system; the environment wins all other
plays. If a player has a strategy to win every play – against any choices
of the adversary – this player has a winning strategy. Maybe contrary to
intuition, for very exotic winning conditions it may not be the case that
one of the players has a winning strategy. However, it is a classical result
from the theory of in�nite games, that this is the case for a wide range
of winning conditions; especially, this holds if the set of winning plays
belongs to the Borel hierarchy (Martin, 1975).

Translated into the framework of in�nite games, the task for Church’s
synthesis problem is, �rst, to decide whether the system has a strategy to
win, and second, if the system wins, to algorithmically compute such a
winning strategy. �e �rst solutions to this problem were found indepen-
dently by Büchi and Landweber (1969) and Rabin (1969) for ω-regular
winning conditions. Many seminal results on solutions for various speci�-
cations and system models followed, especially with applications to the
veri�cation and synthesis of reactive systems. For an overview (and also

1 �roughout this thesis we follow the convention that one player is female and the
other one is male. We always associate the female player with the constructive player,
who tries to satisfy a given speci�cation.
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Dynamic Networks via Games

for an introduction to in�nite games) we refer to the tutorial by �omas
(2008a) and the book by Grädel, �omas, and Wilke (2002). A �rst case
study of automatic hardware synthesis was done by Bloem et al. (2007).

A dynamic network is very similar to a reactive system in the sense
that it has to response to demands and that it has to compensate changes
to the network structure. �e demands have usually the form of generated
network packets. �e network has to cope with the generated packets by
routing them to their destinations. Changes in the network structure may
be caused by link failures, e.g., due to interference, or by node failures,
e.g., due to client or server breakdowns. �e network has to response on
failed links and nodes by forwarding packets via alternative routes or by
establishing new links and nodes in some self-healing process.

�e view of a dynamic network as a usual reactive system has one
shortcoming. A reactive system is a single entity which produces an output
sequence in the same way as the environment provides an input sequence.
In contrast, in a game on a dynamic network, only the environment can be
seen as an entity but not the network itself. Modeling the environment as a
single, malicious player re�ects the worst-case scenario, in which all events
that disrupt the proper network operation can happen everywhere in the
network at the same time. �e nodes of a dynamic network, however, are
rather autonomous; and each of the nodes itself can be a�ected by failures
and demands. Furthermore, the nodes can only response to environmental
changes in a local, but possibly coordinated, way. �erefore, we need a
new notion of in�nite games which embraces the asymmetric behavior of
the players as they occur in dynamic networks.

In this thesis, we study three di�erent games for modeling dynamic
networks. �e �rst two games deal with routing properties, whereas the
third game deals with connectivity properties. In both cases the network
is considered as a graph. �e vertices are the network nodes, and an edge
between two vertices indicates a direct link between these nodes. Edges
can be either directed or undirected, depending on the desired model.
Usually, we assume that edges are undirected. If not stated otherwise, our
results hold for networks with both directed and undirected edges.

�e �rst game is due to van Benthem (2005); we extend his model and
provide several new results. �e two remaining games are our contribution
to model more realistic scenarios of dynamic networks. In the following,
we describe the three games in more detail.
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Introduction

Runner vs. Blocker – Sabotage Games

�e �rst model describes a simple scenario in which only a single packet is
routed through a network in an adversarial environment. Although many
theoretical models for this scenario exist, we focus on the sabotage game,
which was �rst proposed by van Benthem in 2002 and published in 2005.
We obtain the sabotage game in various ways as a special case of the more
complex games that we study in this thesis. So, the results on sabotage
games help us to tackle some of the obstacles which we later encounter in
our studies of more complex game models.

�e two players in a sabotage game are called Runner and Blocker. �e
game is played on a graph, which possibly contains multi-edges. Runner
traverses the graph (starting from a designated initial vertex), while a�er
each of her moves, Blocker deletes a single edge from the graph. In the
very basic version of the sabotage game, Runner wins if she reaches some
vertex in a given set of �nal vertices. In contrast to the more complex game
models, a play of a sabotage game is always �nite, because the players
cannot move anymore a�er all the edges have been deleted.

Routing Agent vs. Demand Agent – Dynamic Network Routing Games

With dynamic network routing games, we address two shortcomings of sabo-
tage games. First, instead of permanent edge removals, blocked edges can
become available again; and second, instead of considering the routing of
a single packet, packets which have to be routed simultaneously are gener-
ated again and again. �e game is played by a demand agent and a routing
agent, who act in alternation. �e demand agent claims the demands of
both the environment and the network clients. �is means that he blocks
edges in the network, which become available a�er a certain number of
turns (if not blocked again in the meantime); he also generates packets
in the network, each of which has a �xed source and destination node.
To prevent the demand agent from blocking all edges and generating an
unmanageable number of packets in every turn, the actions of the demand
agent are subject to given constraints. �ese constraints may be subject
to both the channels that are currently available and the packets that are
currently in the network. �e routing agent transmits each packet via a
non-blocked edge in every turn, but she is not allowed to use a single edge
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Dynamic Networks via Games

to transmit two packets from one node to another node in one turn.
�e plays of a routing game are in�nite in general. We consider several

winning objectives for the routing agent: the delivery of every packet to
its destination, the delivery of each packet within a given number of turns,
the boundedness of the number of undelivered packets in the network,
and the combined form where each packet has to be delivered while the
number of undelivered packets in the network has to stay bounded.

A possible application of these routing games is to realize dynamic
spectrum access in mobile networks. �e basic idea is that the clients in
a network (also called the secondary users) use frequency bands that are
locally not used by their owners (the primary users) for a certain period
of time. However, when a primary user requires one of his frequencies,
this frequency becomes unavailable for the secondary users in the transi-
tion range. In our model, an unavailable frequency corresponds to some
blocked edges in the secondary network. Dynamic network routing games
allow to study whether, and under what conditions, one can provide cer-
tain guarantees (“quality-of-service”) for routing in the secondary network.
More precisely, by determining the winner of a routing game, we can check
whether a routing objective is achievable under certain demands (which
are both the frequency usage in the primary network and the packet load
in the secondary network). Moreover, a winning strategy for the routing
agent describes a routing scheme for the secondary network clients to
react on changing demands instantly.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the routing game model can be
used for similar applications apart from computer networks. We may think
of a tra�c network where connections may be blocked due to road works
or accidents, or a network of distribution centers of a packet delivery
service whose delivery vehicles may fail.

Constructor vs. Destructor – Dynamic Network Connectivity Games

Instead of guaranteeing routing properties, in many applications it may
be su�cient to ensure that the network nodes can establish a connected
network or to guarantee that the network nodes always stay connected.
Our third model is a framework for studying such connectivity properties
of dynamic networks, which have self-healing capabilities and may also
allow the extension of the network beyond its original shape. A dynamic
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Introduction

network connectivity game is played by two players called Destructor and
Constructor, who move in alternation. �e faults that can occur in the
network are represented by Destructor; he tries to disconnect the network
by disabling a network node in every turn. Constructor can be seen as the
player who represents users and supplies of the network. �e users exchange
information via the network. �e suppliers maintain the network topology;
they can restore deactivated nodes and even create new nodes. Since the
task of both the users and the suppliers is to provide a connected network,
we combine the capabilities of both parties into the player Constructor. In
contrast to Destructor’s node deletions, Constructor’s actions are local and
subject to a given set of rules. On the one hand, to restore or create nodes
Constructor needs special maintenance resources, called strong nodes. On
the other hand, the labels of the nodes that are involved in a local action
of Constructor must match some rule of the given rule set.

�e set of rules may consist of three di�erent kind of rules; each rule
describes a possible action of Constructor. A relabeling rule allows Con-
structor to relabel two adjacent nodes. �is rule models the information
�ow through the network evoked by the users; nodes and edges stay �xed.
With a movement rule Constructor can shi� a strong node to an adjacent
node, if the labels of the two nodes match the rule. �e strong node can
also be shi�ed to a deactivated node, which is then restored. Finally, a
creation rule enables Constructor to use a certain number of strong nodes
to create a new node, if the labels of the strong nodes match this rule; the
new node is then connected to the strong nodes which created it.

A play of a connectivity game is an in�nite sequence of networks that
arises by the actions of Constructor and Destructor. As winning objective
for Constructor we consider the connectivity of the network either in
a reachability version, where Constructor has to establish a connected
network (starting from a disconnected network), or in a safety version,
where Constructor has to guarantee that the network is always connected.

Besides the described scenario of a dynamic network that should be
maintained by users and suppliers, connectivity games can also be seen as
an approach to veri�cation and formal analysis of dynamic so�ware and
hardware systems. In this �eld, classical approaches usually assume that
the system under consideration is static. �e states and transitions of the
system are collected in an inalterable transition graph (Kripke structure),
and the only dynamic aspect is the state change via �xed transitions. How-
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ever, from a modern point of view, a system itself is rather dynamic than
static; some components in a system may fail while faulty parts may be
replaced, or the system may be extended with new components. Modeling
this dynamics with classical transition systems is indeed problematic. If a
system consists of n components, each of which may be subject to failure,
the state space of the Kripke structure rises by a factor of 2n. When new
components can be added again and again, the state space becomes in�nite.
Using connectivity games we can model the changes of the states of the
components by relabeling rules (by identifying a state with a certain label).
�e replacement of a faulty component corresponds to a restoration of a
deactivated node; new components can be added with creation rules. It
is also a natural point of view that the components of a system should be
connected in order to function properly.

Contributions of this Thesis

�is thesis introduces new models for the analysis of dynamic networks
in terms of in�nite two-player games. �e proposed routing and connec-
tivity games are powerful frameworks to model routing and connectivity
problems. Besides the initiation of these models, we provide – for each of
the considered games – results on the general limitations and algorithmic
solutions. To obtain these results, we employ and extend methods from
the theory of in�nite two-player games. In the following we sketch the
results that we establish for each of the game models.

�e �rst chapter deals with sabotage games. We extend the existing
model, which is due to van Benthem (2005), and re�ne the known result
that solving sabotage games in the reachability version (and also in various
of its variants) is Pspace-complete (Löding and Rohde, 2003a). On the
one hand, we study sabotage games with a winning condition expressed in
linear temporal logic (LTL). In these games, the graphs have labeled ver-
tices, and Runner has to guarantee that the sequence of labels of the visited
vertices ful�lls a given LTL formula. We show that LTL sabotage games
are still solvable in polynomial space. �is result clari�es the complexity
of solving sabotage games, since many properties (e.g., reachability, safety)
can be expressed in LTL. In particular, we illustrate that the complexity
of solving sabotage games is mainly determined by the length of the play,
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which is bounded by the number of edges in the graph. However, we
show that the winner of a LTL sabotage games needs memory in general,
whereas the winner in a reachability sabotage game always wins with a
memoryless strategy.

On the other hand, we introduce randomized sabotage games, in which
the Runner is replaced by a probabilistic player. �is re�ects the concerns
that faults are usually be�er modeled as random events. In these games, af-
ter each of Runner’s moves, exactly one available edge is randomly chosen
for removal. �is turns the sabotage game into a Markov decision process.
In this se�ing solving a randomized sabotage game means to determine
whether Runner wins a given game at least with a given probability p.
We show that randomized sabotage games are still solvable in polynomial
space. We also point to a special case in which solving randomized sabo-
tage games is decidable in linear time. �is is the case for the existential
fragment; there we ask whether Runner wins with a probability > 0. How-
ever, we show that in general solving randomized sabotage games is not
easier, even if we restrict the winning probability p for that we ask to a
�xed ε-neighborhood. More precisely, given a sabotage game and a proba-
bility p, the question of whether Runner wins the randomized sabotage
game with a probability ≥ p is Pspace-hard even if the value of p is �xed to
an ε-neighborhood (which does not belong to the problem instance). So,
turning the Blocker into a probabilistic player does not make the analysis
easier (unless one breaks down the problem to the existential fragment).

In the second chapter, we introduce dynamic network routing games.
We provide results on the solvability of routing games, which depend not
only on the considered winning objective for the routing agent but also
on the form of the constraints that restrict the demand agent. In general,
the constraints may depend on both the blocked channels and the packets
in the network. In this case, we show general limitations of algorithmic
solutions, namely that routing games are algorithmically solvable only for
the winning condition that requires every packet to be delivered within a
given number of turns. For the three other winning objectives considered
in this chapter we prove that solving routing games is undecidable.

However, we also analyze simpler versions of the routing game where
we ease the constraints. One approach is to require that the possibilities of
the demand agent to block edges and to generate packets do not depend
on the packets in the network (but only on the currently blocked edges).
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�is re�ects the natural assumption that the demands of the environment
and the network clients are not a�ected by the current network tra�c (but
possibly by the availability of network connections). For these constraints,
to which we refer to as weak constraints, routing games are algorithmically
solvable for all of the considered winning conditions.

Finally, we introduce an even coarser model of the routing games,
which are described by so-called simple constraints. In this model, the de-
mand agent has the same possibilities to generate packets and block edges
in every turn. For these games, we develop routing algorithms that run
locally on each network node. �is means that we are able to decompose
a winning strategy for the routing agent into local strategies for the single
network nodes. We show that, depending on the winning condition, each
local routing decision at a node only requires knowledge about a certain
local neighborhood of this node.

In the third chapter, we present dynamic network connectivity games.
We study the decidability and complexity of solving these games in their
reachability version (where Constructor has to establish a connected net-
work) and in their safety version (where Constructor has to guarantee
that the network always stays connected). Perhaps surprisingly, our results
di�er for the safety and the reachability version. Furthermore, the results
depend on the types of rules we allow for Constructor. For the most gen-
eral model, where Constructor’s rules may contain any type of rule, we
prove that solving connectivity games is undecidable; this holds for both
the reachability and the safety version.

However, for several fragments where Constructor’s rules are restricted
or node labels are omi�ed, we show that connectivity games are algorith-
mically solvable. For most of the non-trivial fragments, we show that these
games are solvable in Pspace or ExpTime. We also prove the Pspace-
hardness of solving connectivity games for many of these cases. Some
of the complexity results depend on the balance between node deletion
and restoration, i.e., on the fact that Destructor can immediately delete a
node a�er each of Constructor’s node creation or restoration. �erefore,
we also propose a variant of the model which contains rules that allow
Constructor multiple movement and relabeling actions in a single turn.
�ese rules rise the complexity of solving connectivity games in some of
the decidable cases; in particular we show that then some of the problems
become ExpTime-complete.
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Related Work

�e starting point for our studies are the aforementioned sabotage games,
which were proposed by van Benthem (2005); we will discuss them in
detail in the �rst chapter. �e theory of these games and their variants
was thoroughly studied by several authors (Löding and Rohde, 2003a,b,c;
Rohde, 2004, 2005; Gierasimczuk, Kurzen, and Velázquez-Quesada, 2009;
Kurzen, 2011). Besides the complexity results on solving sabotage games in
many variants, the mentioned authors developed various sabotage modal
logics.

To the best of our knowledge, other contributions are only loosely
related to our research on dynamic networks. For the sake of completeness,
we mention in the following some other approaches to analyze dynamically
changing systems and, especially, dynamic networks. However, most of
these approaches do not consider the notion of network modi�cations by
adversarial agents in terms of faults and demands.

Most of the literature about games on networks deals with games in
strategic form and the computation of Nash equilibria that correspond
to stable points of network operation (see Altman et al., 2006); these
approaches do not consider the evolvement of a network in which the
network has to react on faults and demands.

From a more general point of view, dynamically changing systems are
also addressed by online algorithms (see Fiat and Woeginger, 1998; Borodin
and El-Yaniv, 1998; Albers, 2003). �ese �nd applications in routing and
scheduling problems in wireless and dynamically changing wired networks
(see Rajaraman, 2002; Scheideler, 2002). Studies on routing under ad-
versarial demands were started early by Awerbuch, Mansour, and Shavit
(1989) and by Borodin, Kleinberg, et al. (1996), but for a long time only
the injections of new packets were modeled as adversarial actions. An
approach where the adversary also changes the network structure is due
to Awerbuch, Berenbrink, et al. (2001) (also see Awerbuch, Brinkmann,
and Scheideler, 2003). In their approach, a routing objective is faced with
an adversary that injects packets and also decides which connections are
available. �ese studies aim at a competitive analysis of the communica-
tion throughput; the number of delivered packets of an online algorithm
is compared to an optimal o	ine algorithm.

Another view on online algorithms are dynamic algorithms, whose anal-
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ysis focuses on the time complexity of update steps to maintain a solution
(see Demetrescu et al., 2010; Feigenbaum and Kannan, 2000). In partic-
ular, a fully dynamic algorithm refers to a dynamic graph in which edges
are inserted and deleted; the focus of investigation is the computational
complexity of static graph properties with respect to a given sequence of
update steps (see Holm, de Lichtenberg, and �orup, 2001; Rodi�y and
Zwick, 2004). �e same idea motivates studies in the �eld of dynamic
complexity theory, which deals with the complexity of computing and main-
taining an auxiliary structure; this structure allows to extract the solution
of a decision problem for a dynamically changing instance (see Weber and
Schwentick, 2007).

Routing problems in dynamic networks were also considered in the
theory of time-varying graphs (for an overview see Casteigts, Flocchini,
Qua�rociocchi, et al., 2011). In this �eld, the edges (or vertices) changes
over time; they are described by a “presence function” which de�nes the
time intervals for which edges (or vertices) are available. Also a latency
that changes over time is given; it is described by a “latency function”
which indicates the time that one needs to cross an edge. So, in contrast
to online algorithms, the entire sequence of graphs is provided determinis-
tically in advance, but the model can be used to study routing algorithms
whose knowledge about the time-varying graph is restricted. In particular,
Casteigts, Flocchini, Mans, et al. (2010) study under what assumptions
and knowledge of the time-varying graph one can broadcast information
while guaranteeing the “foremost” date of message arrival, the “shortest”
routes (i.e., the lowest number of hops), or the “fastest” broadcasting time
(i.e., the shortest time spent for broadcasting). Although various stochastic
models for time-varying graphs were considered (see Casteigts, Flocchini,
Qua�rociocchi, et al., 2011), adversarial changes to the graphs were not
treated.

A di�erent approach to dynamic systems arises from the studies of dy-
namic versions of the dynamic logic of permission (DLP), which is in turn an
extension of the propositional dynamic logic (PDL). In DLP, computations
in a Kripke structure from one state to another are considered which are
subject to permissions (Pucella and Weissman, 2004). �e logic DLP+dyn
(see Demri, 2005; Göller and Lohrey, 2006) extends DLP with formulae
which allow updates of the permission set and thus can be seen as a dy-
namically changing Kripke structure. However, the dynamic changes have
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to be speci�ed in the formula; an adversarial agent is not considered.
�ere are also models where the dynamics are prvided with the Kripke

structure itself. In these structures with reactive Kripke semantics, visiting
certain nodes or traversing certain edges turns other edges available or
unavailable (Gabbay, 2008). But also these models are deterministic and
do not consider an adversarial agent.

�e idea of changing networks is of course studied in considerable
depth in the theory of graph grammars, graph rewriting, and graph transfor-
mations (see Rozenberg, 1997; Heckel, 2006). �ere, the class of generable
graphs (networks) is the focus of study, whereas this thesis deals with the
more re�ned view when considering the evolvement of a two-player game
and the properties of a (possibly in�nite) play.

Finally, in the (one-player) framework of model checking, we mention
the work of Gadducci, Heckel, and Koch (1998), where graph-interpreted
temporal logic is introduced as a rule-based speci�cation. �ey developed a
technique to map a “graph transition system” (where each node is a graph)
to a �nite Kripke structure, so that classical LTL model checking can be
applied. In contrast, an approach to apply model checking techniques to
dynamically changing Kripke structures directly is module checking (Kupfer-
man, Vardi, and Wolper, 2001). �ere, in the context of open (reactive)
systems, the environment can remove (all but one) and restore successor
nodes in a Kripke structure. However, the dynamic changes are enforced
by a single player, the environment.
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1Runner vs. Blocker

Sabotage Games &

Randomizat ion

Our studies on games for dynamically changing networks have their ori-
gin in the sabotage game, which was proposed by van Benthem in 2002.1

A sabotage game is played on a graph between two players, called Run-
ner and Blocker. In the original se�ing, Runner has to reach a given set
of �nal vertices while, a�er each of Runner’s moves, Blocker removes an
edge from the graph. But already van Benthem (2005) mentioned a lot
of variants of this game in his original article, e.g., a traveling salesman
problem with sabotage, a three-player game in that two Runners try to
meet or avoid each other while Blocker deletes edges, and a probabilis-
tic version where Blocker is replaced by a random player. Other studied
variants comprise safety sabotage games, in which Runner has to avoid
some vertex set (Gierasimczuk, Kurzen, and Velázquez-Quesada, 2009),
sabotage games in which Blocker deletes multiple edges per turn or deletes
vertices (Löding and Rohde, 2003a), and sabotage games with restorations
(Rohde, 2005).

1 His article was published three years later (van Benthem, 2005).
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In this chapter, we consider two di�erent kinds of winning objectives
for Runner. �e �rst one is a reachability winning condition, i.e., as in van
Benthem’s original article, Runner has to reach a given vertex set. �e
other one is a more general winning condition stated in linear temporal
logic (LTL); there, the vertices of the graph are labeled and Runner has to
guarantee that the sequence of labels of the visited vertices ful�lls a given
LTL formula. We introduce reachability and LTL sabotage games more
formally in Section 1.1.

�ere are several reasons for considering sabotage games with the less
general reachability objective. First, the hardness results for solving sabo-
tage games are already valid in this simple se�ing. Second, strategies do
not need memory, i.e., the players only need to know the current position
of the game to make an optimal move. And third, a simple reachability
condition provides an easy approach to sabotage games and gives a good
intuition for the game-theoretic nature of routing problems. With the LTL
winning objective on the other hand, we study a powerful winning con-
dition which comprises many of the aforementioned winning conditions
(e.g., reachability and safety).

Besides the standard model of the sabotage game, where Runner plays
against a malicious Blocker, we consider also a randomized version where
the edge deletions happen randomly, i.e., a�er each of Runner’s moves, ex-
actly one edge is deleted randomly. We de�ne these randomized sabotage
games in detail in Section 1.2.

Löding and Rohde (2003a,b) already showed that solving reachability
sabotage games is Pspace-complete. In this chapter, we clarify and extend
this result. On the one hand, we provide a deterministic algorithm for
solving sabotage games that requires only polynomial space. We provide
two versions of the algorithm, one for reachability and one for LTL sab-
otage games. Our algorithmic solution provides also a solution for the
randomized sabotage games in polynomial space. In this case, the algo-
rithm returns the maximal winning probability with which Runner can
win the given game. Moreover, our algorithm can be used to compute the
strategy for the winner of the game. For reachability sabotage games the
obtained strategy is always positional (memoryless), whereas memory is
generally required to win an LTL sabotage game (Section 1.3).

On the other hand, we extend the hardness result from Löding and
Rohde (2003a,b), which we present in Section 1.4, to randomized sabotage
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games. At �rst sight this seems to be clear, since a solution for winning
a randomized sabotage game surely, i.e., with probability 1, is identical
to a solution for the two-player version of this game. Opposed to this,
the question of whether Runner wins the randomized version of a reach-
ability sabotage game with a probability > 0 is decidable in linear time.
�erefore, we restrict Runner’s winning probability p for which we ask
to a �xed ε-neighborhood. For any �xed ε-neighborhood we show the
following: Given a sabotage game and a p in this ε-neighborhood, the
question of whether Runner wins the randomized sabotage game with
a probability ≥ p is Pspace-hard (i.e., the probability p of the problem
instance is restricted to an a priory �xed ε-neighborhood). �e proof of
this result consists of two steps. �e �rst one is a reduction from solv-
ing randomized sabotage games for a parametrized probability to solving
two-player sabotage games (Section 1.5); this allows us to use the known
hardness result for the two-player version. In a second step, we show that
we can choose the parameters for the reduction in such a way that the
parametrized probability lies in the desired ε-neighborhood; and we show
that we �nd these parameters in polynomial time (Section 1.6).

�e hardness result for randomized sabotage games, which we show
in Sections 1.5 and 1.6, has been developed in discussion and collaboration
with Dominik Klein and Wolfgang �omas (see Klein, Radmacher, and
�omas, 2009). �e generalization to sabotage games with LTL speci�-
cations was originally published in an extended version of the aforemen-
tioned work (see Klein, Radmacher, and �omas, 2012).

1.1 The Sabotage Game

Van Benthem (2005) introduced the sabotage game as a turn-based two-
player game. It is played on a given �nite graph in the way that a Runner
traverses the graph while an adversary, Blocker, deletes an edge a�er each
turn. Since the given graph is �nite, the game ends a�er Blocker has deleted
all edges.

�e given graph can be either directed or undirected, and the edges
may possibly be multi-edges. In this thesis, we de�ne a graph as well
as a multi graph as a pair (V, E), where V is a non-empty, �nite set of
vertices. If G is a (usual) graph, which only contains single edges, E is an
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edge relation E ⊆ V × V . If G is a multi graph, E is an edge multiplicity
function V × V → N, where N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} denotes the set of natural
numbers including zero. In the la�er case, we also write (u, v) ∈ E if
E(u, v) > 0. Two vertices u and v are adjacent if (u, v) ∈ E. A graph is
undirected if (u, v) ∈ E implies (v, u) ∈ E. A multi graph is undirected if
E(u, v) = E(v, u) for all vertices u and v. Otherwise the (multi) graph
is directed. We denote with ∣E∣ ∈ N the number of single edges of G.
For directed graphs with single edges, this corresponds to the standard
de�nition of the number of pairs in the edge relation E. For directed graphs
with multi-edges, we set ∣E∣ ∶= ∑e∈V×V E(e). For undirected graphs we
divide these values by two, so that we count each edge only once.

A sabotage game is a pair

G = (G, vin)

consisting of a graph or multi graph G = (V, E) and a designated initial
vertex vin ∈ V . A position of the game is a pair (vn , En) with vn ∈ V and
En ⊆ E. �e initial position is (vin , E). In each turn of the game (where,
say, (vn , En) is the current position), �rst Runner chooses an outgoing
edge (vn , vn+1) from vertex vn and moves to vertex vn+1. A�er Runner’s
move, the new position of the game is (vn+1 , En); we say that Runner
has reached the vertex vn+1. �en, Blocker chooses an edge e ∈ E. If G
is a (usual) graph, we remove e and de�ne En+1 ∶= En ∖ {e}. If G is a
multi graph, we decrement the multiplicity of e by one; we de�ne En+1
by En+1(e) ∶= En(e) − 1 and En+1(e′) ∶= En(e′) for all e′ ≠ e. Of course,
if G is an undirected graph and Blocker removes the edge e = (u, v), we
also remove the pair (v, u) from En or reduce the multiplicity of (v, u) by
one. A�er Blocker’s move, the turn is over; the new position of the game
is (vn+1 , En+1).

A play of the sabotage game is a sequence of positions

π = (v0 , E0)(v1 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vm , Em)

where (v0 , E0) = (vin , E) is the initial position, each step from (vn , En) to
(vn+1 , En) results from a move of Runner, and each step from (vn , En+1)
to (vn+1 , En+1) results from an edge deletion of Blocker. A play ends if
Runner cannot move anymore, i.e., there does not exist any outgoing edge
from Runner’s current vertex. Clearly, the number of reachable positions
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of a game is �nite. And since the players are not permi�ed to skip and
edges are only deleted and not added, also each play is �nite.

In this work, we consider two kinds of winning conditions. �e �rst
one is a reachability winning condition where Runner’s objective is to reach
a given set of �nal (or goal) vertices F ⊆ V . �e other is a more general
LTL winning condition which is given by an LTL formula φ and a labeling
L∶V → 2AP of the vertices with atomic propositions from a given set AP;
Runner’s aim is to traverse the game graph in such a way that the sequence
of labels of the visited vertices ful�lls the given LTL formula φ. Although
the LTL condition is more general than the reachability condition, we
introduce both conditions since we show our Pspace-hardness result even
for the simpler reachability winning condition.

Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)

In the following we recall the syntax and semantics of LTL (cf. Clarke,
Grumberg, and Peled, 2000; Baier and Katoen, 2008). �e syntax of LTL
formulae over a set AP of atomic propositions is de�ned as follows:

◆ true is an LTL formula.

◆ Each atomic proposition in AP is an LTL formula.

◆ If φ1 and φ2 are LTL formulae, then ¬φ1, φ1 ∧ φ2, X φ1, and φ1Uφ2
are LTL formulae.

As usual we de�ne false ∶= ¬true, φ1 ∨ φ2 ∶= ¬(¬φ1 ∧ ¬φ2), F φ1 ∶=
trueU φ1, and G φ1 ∶= ¬F¬φ1 for LTL formulae φ1 , φ2.

We de�ne the semantics of LTL over a path labeled with atomic propo-
sitions in AP. For a path ρ = v0v1 . . . vn−1, let ρ[i] = vi and ρ[i ..] be the
path vivi+1 . . . vn−1. Given a path ρ ∈ V∗, a labeling function L∶V → 2AP,
and an LTL formula φ, the satisfaction relation ⊧L is de�ned inductively
as follows:

ρ ⊧L true

ρ ⊧L a i� a ∈ L(ρ[0])
ρ ⊧L ¬φ i� ρ /⊧L φ
ρ ⊧L φ1 ∧ φ2 i� ρ ⊧L φ1 and ρ ⊧L φ2
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ρ ⊧L X φ i� ρ[1..] ⊧L φ
ρ ⊧L φ1U φ2 i� ∃ j ≥ 0∶ ρ[ j..] ⊧L φ2 and

∀0 ≤ k < j∶ ρ[k..] ⊧L φ1 .

Winning Conditions

In order to evaluate a play of a sabotage game, we de�ne for a play π =
(v0 , E0)(v1 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vm , Em) the trace of π as

trace(π) ∶= v0v1 . . . vm ,

i.e., we project the play to the sequence of vertices visited by Runner.
We can consider a sabotage game G = (G, vin) either as a reachability

sabotage game with a set F of �nal vertices or as an LTL sabotage game with
an LTL speci�cation φ and a labeling L∶V → 2AP of the vertices with
atomic propositions from a given set AP. We say that Runner wins a play π
of the reachability sabotage game G if trace(π) contains a vertex from the
set F; Blocker wins otherwise. Analogously, Runner wins a play π of the LTL

sabotage game G if trace(π) ⊧L φ; otherwise Blocker wins.
Clearly, the LTL winning condition is more general, since each reach-

ability objective can be expressed by an LTL formula without changing the
game graph, but not conversely. To transform a reachability sabotage game
into an LTL sabotage game, take the LTL formula F a and label exactly the
�nal vertices with a.

Strategies and Determinacy

For the formal analysis of sabotage games, we introduce the notion of
strategies. A strategy for Runner is a (partial) function σ ∶ (V ×2E)+ → V ; it
maps each play pre�x (v0 , E0)(v1 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vn , En) to a vertex vn+1
with (vn , vn+1) ∈ En (meaning that Runner moves to vn+1 if she plays ac-
cording to σ). A strategy for Blocker is a (partial) function τ∶ (V × 2E)+ →
En−1; it maps each play pre�x (v0 , E0)(v1 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vn , En−1) to the
edge which Blocker removes next. A strategy for Runner is a �nite-memory
strategy if it only depends on the current position and on the state of a
�nite-memory structure (e.g., a �nite-state automaton) that is maintained
according to the visited vertices, i.e., there exists a �nite set S such that the
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strategy can be described as a function σ ∶V×2E×S → V , which maps Run-
ner’s current position (vn , En) and the current memory state s ∈ S to the
vertex vn+1. Moreover, a strategy for Runner is positional (or memoryless) if
it only depends on the current position, i.e., it is a function σ ∶V ×2E → V ,
which maps Runner’s current position (vn , En) to the vertex vn+1. For
Blocker, �nite-memory and positional strategies are de�ned analogously.
Runner wins the reachability (LTL) game if she has a strategy σ to win every
play of the reachability (LTL) game in which she moves according to σ .
Analogously, Blocker wins the reachability (LTL) game if he has a strat-
egy τ to win every play. We call a strategy with which a particular player
wins a winning strategy for this player.

It is easy to show that every sabotage game with a reachability or an
LTL winning condition is determined, i.e., in each sabotage game either
Runner or Blocker has a winning strategy. �is follows from a classical
result of Martin (1975), namely that every game with a Borel type winning
condition is determined (also see Martin, 1985; Kechris, 1995). To apply
this result, it su�ces to transform the sabotage game into a two-player
game played on a graph (see �omas, 2008a; Grädel, �omas, and Wilke,
2002), in which each vertex corresponds exactly to one position of the
sabotage game and an indication of which player acts next. �e resulting
game graph has vertices of the form (i , vn , En) containing the player i who
moves next and the position (vn , En) of the sabotage game; the winning
condition de�ned on the vertices of the sabotage game carries over to the
new unfolded game graph.2

In the same way one can show that positional strategies are su�cient to
win reachability sabotage games, i.e., if one of the players wins a reachability
sabotage game G, this player also has a positional strategy to win G. �is
follows since in the unfolded reachability game the winning player can
always win with a positional strategy (see �omas, 1995, 2008a; Grädel,
�omas, and Wilke, 2002).

Proposition 1.1. Sabotage games with a Borel type winning condition over the
visited vertices (e.g., reachability or LTL sabotage games) are determined. More-
over, in reachability sabotage games the winning player always has a positional
winning strategy.

2 Rohde (2005) states this unfolding explicitly for reachability sabotage games.
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�e Problem of Solving Sabotage Games

�e task that we address in this chapter is to solve a given sabotage game.
Usually, a solution of a sabotage game G comprises the winner of G and a
winning strategy. To classify this problem in terms of computational com-
plexity (see Papadimitriou, 1994), we formally only refer to the question
of whether Runner wins G. �us, the problem of solving sabotage games
denotes one of the following decision problems.

◆ Solving reachability sabotage games: Given a reachability sabotage
game G = ((V, E), vin) with a designated set F ⊆ V , does Runner
win the reachability sabotage game (i.e., does Runner have a strategy
to reach a vertex in F)?

◆ Solving LTL sabotage games: Given a sabotage game G = ((V, E), vin),
a labeling L∶V → 2AP of the vertices, and an LTL formula φ, does
Runner win the LTL sabotage game (i.e., does Runner have a strat-
egy to traverse the graph in a way that the sequence of labels of the
visited vertices ful�lls the LTL formula φ)?

In the face of analyzing the computational complexity of these decision
problems, we have to de�ne more precisely in which format an instance is
given. All ingredients of the graph are given in a unary coding (also edge
multiplicities are coded unary), the labeling of the vertices are given as bit
vectors over the atomic propositions, and the LTL formula is given as a
tree where each node represents a subformula. �us, the size of a problem
instance of a reachability sabotage game is ∣V ∣ + ∣E∣ + ∣F∣, and the size of a
problem instance of an LTL sabotage game is ∣V ∣+ ∣E∣+ ∣V ∣ ⋅ ∣AP∣+ ∣ cl(φ)∣,
where ∣E∣ is the number of single edges as de�ned before and cl(φ) is the
set of all subformulae of φ.

In practice, beyond determining the winner of a sabotage game, we
want to synthesize a winning strategy for the player who wins. For example,
for the synthesis of a routing algorithm that has to function in a scenario
modeled by a sabotage game, we want to obtain a strategy for Runner. For
the formal veri�cation of systems, a counter-example for an unsatis�able
speci�cation is helpful, which in terms of sabotage games corresponds to
a winning strategy for Blocker. �e algorithms for solving sabotage games
that we shall present in Section 1.3 can easily be modi�ed to compute a
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Figure 1.1: �e game graph of a sabotage game. In the reachability game, Runner has
to reach the set of circled �nal vertices; in the LTL game, the sequence of labels of the
visited vertices over the set AP = {a, b, c , d} has to ful�ll a given LTL formula.

winning strategy for the winning player. Moreover, for reachability sabo-
tage games we can compute in this way a positional winning strategy. For
an LTL sabotage game we only obtain a �nite-memory winning strategy.
�e following example shows that, in general, positional strategies are not
su�cient to win LTL sabotage games.

Example 1.1. As a comprehensive example we consider the sabotage game
in Figure 1.1. �e depicted graph is undirected, and it only contains single
edges. �e vertex v0 is the initial vertex.

First, we analyze the reachability sabotage game where Runner (start-
ing in the initial vertex) has to reach one of the circled �nal vertices. It
is easy to see that Blocker wins this game. In the �rst turn Runner has
to move to v1. �en, Blocker has to remove the edge (v1 , v3) in order to
prevent that Runner wins. In the second turn Runner either moves to
v2 or back to v1. In either case, Blocker will delete the edge (v2 , v4) in
his following move; thus, Runner is cut o� from any �nal vertex. Hence,
Blocker wins.

Next, we imagine the variant where the vertices v2 and v4 are connected
by a double edge. In the resulting reachability sabotage game, the situation
is essentially be�er for Runner. Again, Runner starts by moving to v1,
and Blocker has to remove the edge (v1 , v3) in his �rst move in order to
prevent Runner from winning. In the second turn Blocker can delete only
one of the two edges between v2 and v4; thus, he cannot prevent Runner
from reaching the vertex v4. Since Blocker can remove only two of the
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edges (v4 , v3), (v4 , v5), and (v4 , v6) in the second and third turn, Runner
is able to move via v4 to one of the �nal vertices v3, v5, and v6. Hence,
Runner wins in this scenario.

Now, we consider the LTL sabotage game where the labeling of the
graph over the set AP = {a, b, c , d} is depicted in Figure 1.1 and the given
LTL formula is

φ ∶= F(a ∧ F c) ∨ F(b ∧ F d) .
Runner has to traverse the game graph in such a way that the sequence of
visited vertices ful�lls φ. In fact, Runner wins with the following strategy.
In the �rst turn Runner moves to v1; in the second turn Runner moves
to v3 if the edge (v1 , v2) or the edge (v2 , v4) is deleted, and Runner moves
to v2 otherwise. At v2 (v3) Runner moves back to v1 if the edge (v1 , v2)
(the edge (v1 , v3)) is available and to v4 otherwise. At v4 Runner moves
to v5,v6, or v7 if she has visited v2, and she moves to v7 or v8 otherwise.

Note that Runner does not have a positional strategy to win this LTL
sabotage game. Assume the following two sequences of edge deletions:
(v1 , v3), (v1 , v2), (v4 , v7) and (v1 , v2), (v1 , v3), (v4 , v7). We neglect that it
is possible for Runner to move at v1 back to vertex v0, because Runner
cannot win with such a strategy. So, both sequences lead to the same
position with Runner at vertex v4; but the �rst sequence forces Runner to
move via v2 while the second forces Runner to move via v3. �en, at v4,
Runner has to move either to one of the vertices v5 , v6 or to the vertex v8
depending on the sequence of previous edge deletions.

1.2 The Randomized Sabotage Game

Since Blocker’s edge deletions usually represents failures in a system, his
actions are in many scenarios be�er modeled as random events. �erefore,
we introduce in this section the modi�ed game model where Blocker is
replaced by a purely probabilistic adversary, to which we o�en refer as
Nature. With the term Nature we follow Papadimitriou (1985, 1994), who
denotes such games, where a single player is faced with a probabilistic
adversary, as games against nature. Depending on the community, the
terms Markov decision process (see Filar and Vrieze, 1996; Puterman, 2005;
Baier and Katoen, 2008) or 1½-player game (see Cha�erjee and Henzinger,
2012) are probably more common in the literature.
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As before in the two-player version, a randomized sabotage game is
denoted by a pair G = (G, vin) consisting of a graph G = (V, E) and an
initial vertex vin ∈ V . We describe a position of the game again by a pair
(vn , En), but we do not collect the intermediate positions where Nature
acts. In a turn of a randomized sabotage game, �rst Runner chooses an
outgoing edge (vn , vn+1) in vertex vn of position (vn , En) and moves to
vertex vn+1. �en, Nature acts by removing randomly a single edge. For
this, a dice with ∣En∣ sides is thrown, and the chosen edge is removed
from En. Note that we de�ned ∣En∣ = ∑e∈V×V En(e) for multi graphs.
So, in a multi graph Nature only reduces the multiplicity of an edge by
one. �e new edge relation (or edge multiplicity function) En+1 is de�ned
accordingly as in the two-player version. A�er this turn, the new position
of the game is (vn+1 , En+1); we say that Runner has reached the vertex vn+1.
So, a play of a randomized sabotage game is a sequence of positions

π = (v0 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vm , Em)

where (v0 , E0) = (vin , E) and each step from (vn , En) to (vn+1 , En+1)
results from a move of Runner followed by an edge deletion. For such a
play π we de�ne the trace of π as trace(π) ∶= v0v1 . . . vm.

Evaluating Randomized Sabotage Games

For the probabilistic analysis of randomized sabotage games we need the
formal de�nition of a strategy for Runner: analogously to the two-player
game, this is a (partial) function σ ∶ (V × 2E)+ → V which maps each play
pre�x (v0 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vn , En) to a vertex vn+1 with (vn , vn+1) ∈ En
(meaning that Runner moves to vn+1 if she plays according to σ).

Now we build up the probability tree tG ,σ for a randomized sabotage
game G and a strategy σ . �e probability tree contains the positions (of
Runner) that may occur when Runner plays according to the strategy σ .
�e root of the probability tree is (vin , E). From a position (v′ , E′) the
successor nodes are all positions (v′′ , E′′) where v′′ is the vertex σ(v′ , E′)
and E′′ results from E′ by an edge deletion. So, a position where Runner
cannot move (and where thus σ(v′ , E′) is not de�ned) is a leaf.

Given the probability tree tG ,σ and the winning condition of G (which
is either a set F of �nal vertices for a reachability game or an LTL formula
φ for an LTL game with a labeling L), we de�ne the set of winning plays as
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the set of paths from the root to a leaf in the probability tree where Runner
wins according to the winning condition. Formally, for a reachability and
an LTL winning condition we de�ne the set of winning plays as follows:

Plays(tG ,σ , F) ∶= set of all paths π from the root to a leaf in
tG ,σ where trace(π) contains a vertex in F ;

Plays(tG ,σ , (L, φ)) ∶= set of all paths π from the root to a leaf in
tG ,σ with trace(π) ⊧L φ .

For a play π = (v0 , E0)(v1 , E1) . . . (vn , En) in one of these sets, we denote
with ProbtG ,σ(π) the probability of π, i.e.,

ProbtG ,σ(π) ∶=
1

∣E0∣
⋅ 1
∣E1∣

. . . 1
∣En−1∣

.

Given a randomized sabotage game G, we say that Runner wins the reachabil-
ity game with probability p (Runner wins the LTL game with probability p) if
she has a strategy σ such that the probabilities of all plays in Plays(tG ,σ , F)
(in Plays(tG ,σ , (L, φ))) sum up to p, i.e., if

p = ∑
π∈W

ProbtG ,σ(π) ,

where W = Plays(tG ,σ , F) in the case of a reachability game and where
W = Plays(tG ,σ , (L, φ)) in the case of an LTL game.

�e Problem of Solving Randomized Sabotage Games

A solution of a randomized sabotage game G usually comprises the maxi-
mal probability p for which Runner wins G and a strategy for Runner to
win with probability p. Again, to classify this problem in terms of com-
putational complexity (see Papadimitriou, 1994), we formally refer to the
decision problem of whether, for given G and p, Runner wins G at least
with a probability ≥ p. �us, formally the problem of solving randomized
sabotage games denotes one of the following decision problems.

◆ Solving randomized reachability sabotage games: Given a randomized
sabotage game G = ((V, E), vin), a designated set F ⊆ V , and a
p ∈ [0, 1], does Runner win the reachability sabotage game with a
probability ≥ p?
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◆ Solving randomized LTL sabotage games: Given a randomized sabotage
game G = ((V, E), vin), a labeling L∶V → 2AP of the vertices, an
LTL formula φ, and a p ∈ [0, 1], does Runner win the LTL sabotage
game with a probability ≥ p?

�e algorithms that we present in Section 1.3 for solving randomized sabo-
tage games also return Runner’s winning probability for a given random-
ized sabotage game G. For this reason, the probability p can be given
in any representation (e.g., binary) as long as we can e�ciently compare
p with the obtained winning probability for Runner. Besides Runner’s
winning probability our algorithms can easily be modi�ed to compute an
optimal3 strategy for Runner.

Also note that the problem of solving two-player sabotage games, as
introduced in the previous section, is a special case of solving randomized
sabotage games: Runner wins the two-player reachability (LTL) sabotage
game if and only if she wins the randomized reachability (LTL) sabotage
game with probability 1.

Example 1.2. Let us consider again the game graph in Figure 1.1. First, we
analyze the randomized reachability sabotage game where Runner (starting
in the initial vertex) has to reach one of the circled �nal vertices. We ask
whether Runner wins the reachability game with a probability ≥ 0.95. We
have already seen in Example 1.1 that Runner cannot guarantee to reach
one of the �nal vertices surely, i.e., with probability 1. However, it is easy
to state a strategy for Runner which maximizes her winning probability. In
the �rst turn Runner has to move to v1. In the second turn Runner tries to
move to the �nal vertex v3 if the edge (v1 , v3) has not been deleted, and
she moves to v2 otherwise. At v2 she moves to v4 if possible. If Runner
reaches v4, she moves to one of the �nal vertices v3 , v5 , v6 via a non-deleted
edge. However, it may happen with a probability > 0 that a�er Runner’s
�rst move the edge (v1 , v3) is deleted (for which the probability is 1

9) and
that a�er her second move the edge (v2 , v4) is deleted (for which the
probability is 1

8). So, Runner loses the game with a probability of 1
72 , and

hence she wins with a probability of 71
72 > 0.98, which is higher than the

probability of 0.95 we asked for.

3 A strategy for Runner is optimal if it maximizes Runner’s winning probability.
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Now, we consider the randomized LTL sabotage game (where the
game graph and its labeling over the set AP = {a, b, c , d} are de�ned again
as in Figure 1.1). As speci�cation we provide the LTL formula

φ ∶= XX¬b ∧ XXXX¬b ,

i.e., a safety condition where Runner has to avoid to visit a b-labeled vertex
in the second and the fourth turn. We ask whether Runner wins this LTL
sabotage game with a probability ≥ 0.95. In this game Runner has to
make four moves without visiting v3. Clearly, Runner wins if she is able
to move via the vertex v2 to v4 (since a�er three turns there is at least
one edge le� that does not lead to v3). Let us calculate Runner’s maximal
winning probability. For this we distinguish four cases, depending on
the �rst edge that is removed by Nature. If in the �rst turn none of the
edges (v0 , v1), (v1 , v2), (v2 , v4) is deleted, Runner wins surely: Runner
moves to v2, and even if then the edge (v2 , v4) fails, Runner moves back
to v1; in her fourth move she can avoid v3 by moving to v0 or v2. So, in
this case Runner can maximize her winning probability by playing the
strategy where she always tries to avoid the vertex v3 and tries to move
via v2 to v4. �is case, namely that one of the three edges is deleted a�er
Runner’s �rst move, happens with probability 6

9 . If in the �rst turn (v0 , v1)
is deleted, Runner only loses if (v2 , v4) and then (v1 , v2) are deleted in
the following turns (which happens with probability 1

8 ⋅
1
7). If in the �rst

turn (v1 , v2) is deleted, Runner only loses if (v0 , v1), (v1 , v2) stay intact in
the next turn and (v0 , v1) is deleted in the following turn (which happens
with probability 6

8 ⋅
1
7). If in the �rst turn (v2 , v4) is deleted and Runner

moves to v2 in her second move, she only loses if (v0 , v1) and then (v1 , v2)
are deleted in the following turns (which happens with probability 1

8 ⋅
1
7).

Hence, Runner wins with a probability of

6
9
+ 2
9
(1 − 1

8
⋅ 1
7
) + 1

9
(1 − 6

8
⋅ 1
7
) = 62

63
> 0.98 ,

which is higher than the probability of 0.95 we asked for.
Anyway, calculating the winning probability for Runner can be a hard

task even for simple LTL formulae. As such an example one can consider
the randomize LTL sabotage game on the same graph, but with the spec-
i�cation ¬F b, i.e., the safety game where Runner has to avoid to visit
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vertex v3 as long as she is able to move. Since in this case we cannot abort
the computation a�er four turns, it would be troublesome to compute by
hand whether Runner still wins with a probability ≥ 0.95.

1.3 Solving Sabotage Games in Polynomial Space

Löding and Rohde (2003a,b) showed that solving two-player sabotage
games is Pspace-complete for various winning conditions: reachability,
Hamilton path (i.e., Runner wins if she visits each vertex exactly once), and
complete search (i.e., Runner wins if she visits each vertex at least once).
Rohde (2005) shows the membership of these problems to Pspace by
providing an alternating polynomial-time algorithm. Such an algorithm
guesses Runner’s moves non-deterministically and chooses the blocked
edges universally, i.e., the algorithm has to accept for all possible edge dele-
tions. �e membership of the problem in Pspace follows from APtime =
Pspace, where we denote with APtime the class of decision problems
that can solved by an alternating Turing machine in polynomial time (see
Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981; Papadimitriou, 1994).

It is known that replacing universal quanti�ers by randomized quanti-
�ers in a quanti�ed Boolean formula does not lead out of the class Pspace
for deciding whether such a formula is satis�able (Papadimitriou, 1985;
Li�man, Majercik, and Pitassi, 2001). So, it is no surprise that the random-
ized versions of these sabotage games are also solvable in Pspace.

In contrast to the LTL model checking problems for two-player games
(Pnueli and Rosner, 1989; Rosner, 1991; Alur, La Torre, and Madhusudan,
2003) and Markov decision processes (Courcoubetis and Yannakakis, 1995)
on static graphs, which have both been shown to be complete for double
exponential time, we can also solve (randomized) LTL sabotage games in
Pspace. �e reason is that the number of turns of every sabotage game is
bounded by the number of edges of the initial graph.

In this section we provide algorithms that solve (randomized) sabotage
games in Pspace. �is clari�es the algorithmic solution of randomized
sabotage games. In the randomized case we cannot adapt the alternating
polynomial-time algorithm from Rohde (2005) since we cannot choose
randomly deleted edges universally. However, we still have to inspect each
possible edge deletion to compute Runner’s winning probability. So, our
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algorithm can be seen as a deterministic variant of Rohde’s alternating
algorithm. More precisely, we generate the game tree on-the-�y in a depth-
�rst manner. �is allows us to memorize Runner’s winning probability in
the currently inspected subgame for each possible edge deletion.

Furthermore, our algorithmic solution shows that for every random-
ized reachability sabotage game Runner always has a positional strategy
that maximizes her winning probability and that for every randomized LTL
sabotage game Runner has a �nite-memory strategy that is optimal in this
sense. For this reason, we treat the solution of reachability and LTL sabo-
tage games separately in this section. We only provide algorithms for the
randomized versions since the algorithms can be used for the two-player
version by checking whether Runner’s winning probability equals 1. At
the end of the section we discuss how the algorithms can be adapted for
solving further variants of sabotage games.

1.3.1 The Reachability Case

In the following we provide an algorithm that computes, for a given reach-
ability sabotage game (with a given set of �nal vertices), the winning
probability for Runner. �e space that this algorithm uses is only polyno-
mial in the size of the given game instance (which we have de�ned as the
number of vertices and edges of the given graph plus the size of the set
of �nal vertices). So, by comparing the result of this algorithm to a given
probability p one can decide in polynomial space whether Runner wins a
randomized reachability sabotage game at least with probability p.

We present the Algorithm 1.1, which builds up and traverses the game
tree in a depth-�rst manner. More precisely, for a reachability sabotage
game G = (Gin , vin) with a set F of �nal vertices, the game tree consists
of both all reachable positions where it is Runner’s turn and all reachable
intermediate positions where Nature acts next. Each tree node has the
form (G, v, 0/1) consisting of the current game graph G, Runner’s current
position v, and a bit which is 1 if and only if Runner moves next. �e
root of the game tree is (Gin , vin , 1), where Runner starts to move. From
a position (G, v, 1) with G = (V, E) and v /∈ F, where Runner moves, the
successor nodes are all positions (G, v′ , 0) with (v, v′) ∈ E (a position
(v, E), with v ∈ F or (v, v′) /∈ E for all v′, is a leaf). Now, the successors
of (G, v′ , 0) are the positions (G′ , v′ , 1) with G′ = (V, E′) where E′ re-
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Algorithm 1.1: An algorithm for solving (randomized) reachability
sabotage games.

Input: the game graph G, current position u of Runner (initialized
to the initial vertex), the set F of �nal vertices, boolean
variable runners-turn (initialized to 1)

Output: Runner’s winning probability pout in the game (G, u) for
reaching a �nal vertex in F

Function: solve-reach-game(G, u, F, runners-turn)
1 if u ∈ F then
2 pout ∶= 1
3 else
4 if u has no outgoing edges then
5 pout ∶= 0
6 else (* u has at least one outgoing edge *)
7 if runners-turn then (* Runner moves next *)
8 pout ∶= 0
9 let m be the number of outgoing edges from u
10 for i ∶= 1 to m do
11 let (u, vi) be the i-th outgoing edge from u
12 pout ∶= max{pout , solve-reach-game(G, vi , F, 0)}
13 end for
14 else (* Nature acts next *)
15 pout ∶= 0
16 let n be the total number of edges in G
17 for j ∶= 1 to n do
18 let G j be the game graph resulting from G by deletion of

the j-th edge e j (i.e., decrementing its multiplicity
by 1)

19 pout ∶= pout + 1
n ⋅ solve-reach-game(G j , u, F, 1)

20 end for
21 end if
22 end if
23 end if
24 return pout
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sults from E by an edge deletion (i.e., by decrementing an edge multiplicity
by 1 if G is a multi graph).

To each node of Runner our algorithm assigns the probability for
Runner to win the subgame starting in this node. �ese probabilities are
computed inductively in the obvious way, starting with 1 and 0 at a leaf
(G, v, 1) depending on whether v is in F or not. For an inner node s in
the game tree which has successors s1 , . . . , sk with winning probabilities
pi (1 ≤ i ≤ k), the algorithms assigns to s the winning probability pout as
follows. If s is a tree node of Nature, then pout ∶= 1

k ∑i pi (each edge is hit
with the same probability). If s is a tree node of Runner, pout ∶= maxi pi
(Runner moves to the vertex with the maximal winning probability). �us,
Runner wins G with the probability pout assigned to the root node.

So, using Algorithm 1.1 we obtain Runner’s winning probability pout
for the reachability game by calling the function

solve-reach-game(G, vin , F, 1) .

Since the algorithm builds up and traverses the entire game tree, the com-
putation may require exponential time in general. However, the required
space is still polynomial. �e memory that is needed for each recursive
call is linear in ∣G∣ ∶= ∣V ∣ + ∣E∣.4 Since the depth of the game tree and
hence the recursion depth of the function solve-reach-game is bounded
by the number of edges ∣E∣, the algorithm runs in O (∣G∣2) space.

Hence, given a randomized reachability sabotage game and p, one can
decide in Pspace whether Runner wins with a probability ≥ p. For that,
one calls the function solve-reach-game and compares the output value
pout with p. �e algorithm can also be used for deciding whether Runner
wins a two-player reachability sabotage game since this is exactly the case
when Runner wins in the randomized version with probability 1.

We can also adapt Algorithm 1.1 to compute an optimal strategy for
Runner that is positional. For this, in the for loop for Runner’s move
(lines 10–13), where the current game graph is G = (V, E) and Runner is
at vertex u, we have to memorize the vi for which the recursive call of the
function solve-reach-game(G, vi , F, 0) maximizes the probability pout.

4 We store the probability pout in binary encoding. �e current value arises by taking at
most ∣E∣ times the maximum and the arithmetic mean of the successor nodes (starting
from 0 and 1 at the leaves). So, the memory needed to store pout is linear in ∣E∣.
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�en, an optimal positional strategy for Runner is the following: When the
play is in position (E , u), Runner moves to vertex vi . Since this strategy
per de�nition maximizes Runner’s winning probability, Runner always
has an optimal, positional strategy. Especially, this means that Runner
cannot gain a higher winning probability with a randomized strategy. We
summarize our results on solving reachability sabotage games with the
following theorem.

�eorem 1.2. Solving (randomized) reachability sabotage games is in Pspace,
i.e., given a (randomized) reachability sabotage game G with a goal set F (and a
p ∈ [0, 1]), one can decide in polynomial space whether Runner wins G (with a
probability ≥ p). Moreover, given a randomized reachability sabotage game G
with a goal set F , one can compute in polynomial space Runner’s winning proba-
bility for G and a positional strategy that maximizes her winning probability.

1.3.2 The LTL Case

In the following we provide an algorithm that computes the winning prob-
ability for Runner in a given LTL sabotage game (for a given LTL formula
and a given labeled graph). �e most obvious approach for solving an LTL
sabotage game might be to traverse the game tree in a depth-�rst manner
and to compute the probabilities of each subformula at each node (as it
works for reachability sabotage games for a single reachability property).
However, this approach does not work since one choice may maximize
the probability for ful�lling one subformula whereas another choice may
maximize the probability for ful�lling another subformula.

However, the height of the game tree is bounded by the number of
edges in the game graph. So, we can compute at each leaf in polynomial
time whether the path that Runner has taken satis�es the given LTL for-
mula. �is idea is implemented in Algorithm 1.2; during traversing the
game tree it stores the history of Runner’s moves, i.e., the sequence of ver-
tices that Runner has visited in a play. �e winner of a play is computed
at each leaf of the game tree by the function play-satisfies-formula,
which returns true if and only if the sequence of labelings of the play
satis�es the LTL formula, i.e.,

play-satisfies-formula(ρ, L, φ) ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

true if ρ ⊧L φ
false otherwise .
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�en again, for each node of the game tree where Nature acts next, we
take the arithmetic mean over the successors; for a node where Runner
moves next we take the maximal probability of the successors. Runner
wins the LTL sabotage game with the probability pout that is assigned to
the root node.

So, given a randomized sabotage game G = (G, vin) over an graph
G = (V, E), a labeling function L∶V → 2AP, and an LTL formula φ, the
call of the function

solve-LTL-game(G, vin , L , φ, 1)

of Algorithm 1.2 returns Runner’s winning probability pout for the LTL
game G. For the complexity analysis of the algorithm, we �rst note that
the additional memory that is needed per call is linear in ∣V ∣+ ∣E∣ if the last
node of the current play pre�x is an inner node of the game tree (either
one node is added to the history ρ or one edge in ∣E∣ is removed). For
a leaf the function play-satisfies-formula is called, which requires at
most O(∣E∣ ⋅ ∣ cl(φ)∣) space, where cl(φ) denotes the set of all subformulae
of φ. Since the depth of the game tree and hence the recursion depth of
solve-LTL-game is bounded by the number of edges ∣E∣, the algorithm
requires the space

O (∣E∣ ⋅ (∣V ∣ + ∣E∣) + ∣E∣ ⋅ ∣ cl(φ)∣) ⊆ O (∣G∣2 + ∣E∣ ⋅ ∣ cl(φ)∣) .

It remains to be shown that the function play-satisfies-formula re-
quires at most O(∣E∣ ⋅ ∣ cl(φ)∣) space. More precisely, for a history ρ =
u1 . . . un, the function play-satisfies-formula(ρ, L, φ) runs in time

O(n ⋅ ∣ cl(φ)∣ ⋅ (n + ∣AP∣))

and in O(n⋅∣ cl(φ)∣) space. �is can be done by �lling a matrix with ∣ cl(φ)∣
rows and n columns; each (i , j)-entry of this matrix is a bit which is set
to 1 if and only if ρ[ j..] satis�es the i-th subformula. �e computation
of each matrix entry is in O(∣AP∣ + n) time and constant space: For an
atomic proposition, we have to inspect at most a bit vector of size ∣AP∣ (i.e.,
we have check whether the atomic proposition hold at the vertex vi); for
all other entries, we have to inspect at most two other rows of the matrix
(this is the case for an until formula).
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Algorithm 1.2: An algorithm for solving (randomized) LTL sabotage
games.

Input: the game graph G, the history ρ of Runner’s moves including
his current position (initialized to the initial vertex), the LTL
formula φ, boolean variable runners-turn (initialized to 1)

Output: Runner’s winning probability pout for satisfying φ in the
original game under the assumption that she played ρ and
reaches G

Function: solve-LTL-game(G, ρ, L, φ, runners-turn)
1 let u be Runner’s current position a�er playing ρ, i.e., ρ = ρ′u for

some ρ′

2 if u has no outgoing edges then
3 if play-satisfies-formula(ρ, L, φ) then
4 pout ∶= 1
5 else
6 pout ∶= 0
7 end if
8 else (* u has at least one outgoing edge *)
9 if runners-turn then (* Runner moves next *)
10 pout ∶= 0
11 let m be the number of outgoing edges from u
12 for i ∶= 1 to m do
13 let (u, vi) be the i-th outgoing edge from u
14 pout ∶= max{pout , solve-LTL-game(G, ρvi , L , φ, 0)}
15 end for
16 else (* Nature acts next *)
17 pout ∶= 0
18 let n be the total number of edges in G
19 for j ∶= 1 to n do
20 let G j be the game graph resulting from G by deletion of

the j-th edge e j (i.e., decrementing its multiplicity by 1)
21 pout ∶= pout + 1

n ⋅ solve-LTL-game(G j , ρ, L , φ, 1)
22 end for
23 end if
24 end if
25 return pout
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Hence, given a randomized LTL sabotage game and p, one can decide
in Pspace whether Runner wins with a probability ≥ p. For that, one
calls solve-LTL-game and compares the output value pout with p. �e
algorithm can also be used for deciding whether Runner wins a two-player
LTL sabotage game since this is exactly the case when Runner wins in the
randomized version with probability 1.

We have already seen in Example 1.2 that positional strategies, in gen-
eral, do not su�ce to win LTL sabotage games. Nevertheless, we can adapt
Algorithm 1.2 to compute an optimal strategy for Runner that only needs
�nite memory. For that, in the for loop for Runner’s move (lines 12–15),
where the current game graph is G = (V, E) and the history of the play
is ρ = u1 . . . un, we have to memorize the vi for which the recursive call
solve-LTL-game(G, ρvi , L , φ, 0) maximizes the probability pout. We can
store the strategy by assigning to the pair ((E , un), ρ) of position and
history the vertex vi (for which pout is maximal). �en, an optimal �nite-
memory strategy for Runner is the following: When the play is in position
(E , un) a�er Runner has moved according to the history ρ, Runner moves
to vertex vi . Since the length of a sequence ρ, on which the strategy de-
pends, is at most ∣E∣, �nite-memory strategies are su�cient to maximize
the winning probability in LTL sabotage games. Especially, this means
that Runner cannot gain a higher winning probability with a randomized
strategy. We summarize our results on solving LTL sabotage games with
the following theorem.

�eorem 1.3. Solving (randomized) LTL sabotage games is in Pspace, i.e.,
given a (randomized) LTL sabotage game G with an labeling function L and an
LTL formula φ (and a p ∈ [0, 1]), one can decide in polynomial space whether
Runner wins G (with a probability ≥ p). Moreover, given a randomized LTL

sabotage game G with L and φ, one can compute in polynomial space Runner’s
winning probability for G and a positional strategy that maximizes her winning
probability.

1.3.3 Further Results

To get a complete picture we brie�y mention some possible extensions of
the presented algorithms to solve some variants and generalizations of the
sabotage game. On the one hand, we remark that Algorithm 1.2 for solving
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sabotage games with an LTL winning condition only checks at each leaf of
the game tree whether the generated path satis�es the given LTL formula.
By replacing the function play-satisfies-formula, the algorithm can be
adapted to check more general speci�cations of linear time properties; e.g.,
these could be given by regular expressions or in the extended temporal
logic ETL (Vardi and Wolper, 1994). Indeed, for every linear time property
for that we can check in polynomial space whether it is ful�lled by a given
sequence of labels, the corresponding randomized sabotage game can also
be solved in Pspace.5 For example, the winning conditions complete search
and Hamilton path (see Löding and Rohde, 2003a,b) can be checked in
this way also in their randomized version. More precisely, one has to check
whether the generated path contains each vertex of the game graph at least
once for the complete search condition or exactly once for the Hamilton
path condition.

We constricted our algorithms to a uniform probability distribution
of edge failures and the assumption that Nature deletes exactly one edge
per turn. We can adapt both Algorithm 1.1 and Algorithm 1.2 for solving
more general versions of sabotage games where the probabilities for edge
failures are non-uniform and where also more than one edge may fail in
each turn. For this, we need to modify our algorithms as follows.

1. For solving randomized sabotage games with non-uniform distri-
butions of edge failures, let us assume that for each position (v, E)
of the game a distribution of edge failures pv,E(e) ↦ [0, 1] with
∑e∈E pv,E(e) = 1 is given. �en, in line 19 of Algorithm 1.1 (and
in line 21 of Algorithm 1.2) we just have to replace the factor 1

n by
pu,E(e j) (where E describes the edges in the graph G before the
deletion of e j).

2. For solving randomized sabotage games in which k edges fail in
each turn, it su�ces to replace the boolean variable runners-turn
by a modulo-(k + 1) counter (so that Nature deletes k edges in
succession). With some work our algorithms can also be adapted to
the case where in each turn the number of edge deletions is chosen
randomly (in {1, . . . , k}). For that, the algorithm has to calculate

5 For instance one can check e�ciently whether the sequence of labels matches a regular
expression (see Aho, 1990).
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the probability for all k cases recursively and take the arithmetic
mean of these probabilities. However, we have to require that at
least one edge is deleted per turn; otherwise we cannot guarantee
the termination of our algorithms.

1.4 PSPACE-Hardness of the Reachability Game

So far, we have seen that (randomized) sabotage games can be solved in
polynomial space; this holds for sabotage games with various winning
conditions (e.g., reachability, Hamilton path, complete search, LTL, regular
expressions) on graphs which may be directed or undirected and may
possibly contain multi-edges. Löding and Rohde (2003a,b) have already
shown that solving sabotage games with a reachability, a Hamilton path,
or a complete search winning condition is also Pspace-hard. In Section 1.5
we will re�ne the hardness result in the probabilistic se�ing. In order to
have a self-contained exposition this section brie�y describes the hardness
proof by Löding and Rohde for solving two-player reachability sabotage
games.

We show the hardness by a reduction from the problem Quanti�ed
Boolean Formulae (QBF), which is known to be Pspace-complete (see
Papadimitriou, 1994, problem QSAT). �e basic strategy is to construct a
game graph in such a way that, in the �rst part of the game graph, Runner
chooses the assignments for existentially quanti�ed variables and Blocker
chooses the assignments for the universally quanti�ed variables. �en,
these assignments are veri�ed in a second part.

Formally, an instance of the problem QBF is given as a quanti�ed
boolean formula in a special form; more precisely: given a boolean ex-
pression ϑ in conjunctive normal form over boolean variables x1 , . . . , xm,
is

∃x1∀x2∃x3 . . . Qmxm ϑ

true? Without loss of generality, one requires the formula to start with
an existential quanti�er. If m is even, Qm = ∀; otherwise Qm = ∃. We
also assume that each clause of ϑ contains exactly three literals. For each
instance φ of QBF, we construct a reachability sabotage game G with a
set F of �nal vertices such that φ is true if and only if Runner has a strategy
to reach a �nal vertex in G.
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�e game graph that we construct consists of three types of subgraphs
or gadgets: existential, universal, and veri�cation gadgets. �e gadgets
uses multi-edges. Here, we denote an edge with multiplicity l as l -edge.
Although, the gadgets also contain ∞-edges; these can be considered as
permanent edges, which cannot be removed by Runner. Formally, ∞-edges
are only syntactic sugar since in two-player reachability sabotage games
they can be replaced by l -edges for a su�ciently large l . More precisely,
the following is easy to show: If Runner wins a two-player reachability
sabotage game, she has also a winning strategy without visiting any vertex
twice (see Rohde, 2005). �is implies that the multiplicity of the edges
can be bounded to the number of vertices in the graph. (Moreover, for
the constructions in this chapter, it su�ces to consider ∞-edges as 4-
edges. Nevertheless, we think that the construction with ∞-edges is more
convenient for the reader.) In the following we describe these di�erent
gadgets. At the end of this section, we introduce an additional gadget with
which we can replace multi-edges with single edges; this shows that solving
reachability sabotage games is already Pspace-hard on graphs that only
contain single edges.

�e Existential Gadget

Intuitively, the existential gadget allows Runner to set an existentially quan-
ti�ed variable to true or false. �e gadget is depicted in Figure 1.2. Runner’s
aim is to traverse the gadget, i.e., to move from vertex a to b, in such a way
that the 4-edge between xi and the (circled) �nal vertex stays intact if she
sets the variable xi to true and the 4-edge between xi and the �nal vertex
stays intact if she sets the variable xi to false. We denote the vertex a as
the entry vertex, the vertices xi and xi as the variable vertices, and the
vertex b as the exit vertex of this gadget. If this is the �rst existential gadget
(i.e., i = 1), the entry vertex is the initial vertex of the constructed game;
otherwise, the entry vertex coincides with the exit vertex of the preceding
gadget (i.e., the universal gadget for xi−1). Analogously, the exit vertex of
this gadget coincides with the entry vertex of the next gadget (i.e., the uni-
versal gadget for xi+1, or the veri�cation gadget if xi is the last quanti�ed
variable). �e “back”-edges from xi and xi lead directly to the last gadget
of the construction, the veri�cation gadget. Later, Runner possibly moves
back via these edges to verify her assignment of the variable xi . (We will
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Figure 1.2: �e existential gadget for the
variable xi (if i is odd).
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Figure 1.3: �e universal gadget for the
variable xi (if i is even).

see later that it is useless for Runner to take these edges as a shortcut from
the existential gadget directly to the veri�cation gadget.)

If Runner wants to set xi to true, she moves along the right path to
the vertex xi in four turns. In this case Blocker successively removes the
4-edge between xi and the �nal vertex to prevent Runner from winning
immediately. When in the subsequent turn Runner moves to b, Blocker
removes the edge between b and xi to prevent Runner from reaching the
�nal vertex via xi . So, a�er Runner traverses the gadget the 4-edge from
xi to the �nal vertex remains untouched so far while all edges between xi
to the �nal vertex are removed. �e case that Runner wants to set xi to
false is symmetrically. Hence, if Runner later moves from the veri�cation
gadget back to xi or xi , she can only guarantee a win from one of these
vertices; and Runner chooses which case applies.

�e Universal Gadget

�e universal gadget lets Blocker choose the truth value of a universally
quanti�ed variable. �e gadget is depicted in Figure 1.3. Runner should be
able to traverse the gadget from a to b, but Blocker can decide whether the
4-edge between xi and the �nal vertex or the 4-edge between xi and the
�nal vertex stays intact. We denote vertices as entry, variable, or exit vertex
in the same way as in the existential gadget, and the exit vertex b coincides
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with the entry vertex of the next gadget (i.e., the existential gadget for xi+1,
or the veri�cation gadget if xi is the last quanti�ed variable). Again, the
“back”-edges from xi and xi lead directly to the veri�cation gadget and
possibly Runner moves back via these edges to verify Blocker’s assignment
of the variable xi . (Also in the universal gadget it is useless for Runner to
take these edges as a shortcut directly to the veri�cation gadget.)

If Blocker wants to set xi to false, he removes the three edges between
s and xi . Runner can only guarantee to leave the gadget at b via xi , but
she cannot visit xi or the (circled) �nal vertex because Blocker removes
the 4-edge from xi to the �nal vertex and the edge between b and xi in
the subsequent turns. In this case, however, the 4-edge between xi and
the �nal vertex remains untouched.

If Blocker wants to set xi to true, he removes successively the 4-edge
from xi to the �nal vertex. At s Runner will move down to xi , because
in this way Runner can achieve that the 4-edge between xi and the �nal
vertex stays untouched when she reaches b. (If Runner misbehaves in s by
moving via the ∞-edges and xi to the exit vertex b, Blocker can completely
delete both 4-edges to the �nal vertex.)

Hence, Blocker chooses which 4-edge to the �nal vertex stays intact
and which is completely removed. If Runner later moves back to xi or xi
from the veri�cation gadget, Blocker can only win if Blocker has assigned
the corresponding truth value to the variable xi before.

�e Veri�cation Gadget

�e veri�cation gadget can be seen as an evaluation game for the quanti�er-
free part of the quanti�ed Boolean formula, where Blocker picks a clause
and Runner picks a literal of this clause. �en, Runner has to move back
to the corresponding variable vertex (in an existential or universal gadget)
and wins there if the 4-edge to the �nal vertex has not been removed before.
�us, Runner wins if the assignments for the variables, which have been
chosen in the existential and universal gadgets, satisfy the quanti�er-free
part of the formula.

�e veri�cation gadget for a formula with k clauses C1 , . . . , Ck is de-
picted in Figure 1.4. Its entry vertex coincides with the exit vertex b of
the last of the existential or universal gadgets. For a clause Ci = (¬)xi1 ∨
(¬)xi2 ∨ (¬)xi3 there are three paths. Each of these paths leads from ci
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Figure 1.4: �e veri�cation gadget for a formula with k clauses.

via a single edge and an ∞-edge back to the variable vertex xi j (xi j) in the
corresponding gadgets, where j ∈ {1, 2, 3} denotes the �rst, second, or
third path. We denote the corresponding edge as the literal edge Li j.

Runner’s �rst turn in the veri�cation gadget leads her to the vertex s1.
Whenever Runner is at vertex si , Blocker can decide whether Runner can
move to ci or to si+1. If, however, Runner is at sk , Runner can proceed
to ck since Blocker has to remove the edge between sk and the �nal vertex.
So, Blocker decides to which of the vertices c1 , . . . , ck , which represent
the clauses C1 , . . . , Ck , Runner will move. When Runner moves to such a
vertex ci , Blocker has to remove the edge between ci and the �nal vertex.
�en, Runner can move via one of the three literal edges Li j back to the
variable vertex xi j (xi j) if Runner or Blocker has set xi to true (false) in
the corresponding existential or universal gadget. So, Runner chooses one
of the three literals (¬)xi1 , (¬)xi2 , (¬)xi3 in the clause Ci . Runner wins
by moving from the chosen variable vertex xi j (xi j) to the �nal vertex if
and only if the 4-edge has not been removed before.

One should note that Runner cannot win by moving from an exis-
tential or universal gadget via a “back”-edge (i.e., a literal edge Li j) to the
veri�cation gadget since Blocker will then remove the edge between ci and
the literal edge Li j. �e construction contains, however, many edges to
prevent Runner from traversing edges a non-intended way. �e gadgets
can be simpli�ed if edges are directed (Löding and Rohde, 2003a).

It is now easy to see that Runner has a winning strategy in the con-
structed reachability sabotage game if and only if the quanti�ed Boolean
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formula φ is true. If φ is true, Runner is able to choose assignments of the
variables in the existential gadgets against all assignments of Blocker in the
universal gadgets such that these assignments satisfy the quanti�er-free
part of φ. �en, from each vertex ci in the veri�cation gadget there exists
a path via a literal edge back to a �nal vertex in an existential or universal
gadget because each clause has a literal which is true for the chosen assign-
ments. So, Runner wins by moving along this path. Conversely, if φ is false,
Blocker is able to choose assignments of the variables in the universal gad-
gets against all assignments of Runner in the existential gadgets such that
the quanti�er-free part of φ if false with these assignments. �en, Blocker
forces Runner to move to a vertex ci , which represents a clause Ci that is
false for the chosen assignments. �ere, Runner gets stuck since each of
the three paths back to the previous gadgets lead to a variable vertex that
is disconnected from the �nal vertex.

As a �nal remark we note that the number of vertices and edges of the
constructed sabotage game is linear in the length of the given quanti�ed
Boolean formula. �e size of each existential and each universal gadget
is �xed; the size of the veri�cation gadget is linear in the length of the
formula. �is linear time bound requires that each ∞-edge is replaced
by an edge with a constant multiplicity, e.g., the construction still works
if each ∞-edge is replaced by a 4-edge. However, we do not prove this
linear time bound. �erefore, let us also note that a polynomial bound
for the size of the constructed game (which also meets our need) is easy
to obtain. For this we set the multiplicity of each ∞-edge to the total
number of vertices in all gadgets. �is generic bound follows from the
aforementioned fact that in a two-player sabotage game Runner has a
strategy to win without visiting any vertex twice if she wins at all (see
Rohde, 2005). In any case, we can use the construction for a reduction
from the problem QBF. Since the problem QBF is Pspace-hard, the same
holds for solving sabotage games.

On Graphs with Single Edges or a Single Goal

All of the presented gadgets contain multi-edges. �us, one might ques-
tion whether multi-edges are needed for obtaining the presented hardness
result. Löding and Rohde (2003a,b) showed that solving reachability sab-
otage games stays Pspace-hard under this restriction since each l -edge
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Figure 1.5: An l -edge from u to v.

from a vertex u to a vertex v can be replaced by the construction shown in
Figure 1.5, which only involves single edges. (�e �gure shows the replace-
ment for undirected graphs; the construction for directed graphs is the
same except that all edges are directed from le� to right.) �e resulting
game graph is equivalent in the sense that Runner wins the reachability
sabotage game on the original graph if and only if she wins the reachability
game on the modi�ed graph where every multi-edge is replaced; the size
of the resulting game graph is polynomial in the size of the original game
graph. So, solving reachability sabotage games remains Pspace-hard on
game graphs with single edges.

Another question is whether multiple goal vertices are needed for the
presented reduction from QBF. Indeed, we can merge all �nal vertices into
one vertex if we allow multi-edges. So, solving sabotage games remains
Pspace-hard on graphs containing only one �nal vertex. In this case, how-
ever, we cannot replace all multi-edges by single edges in general. If for
instance in Figure 1.5 the vertex v is also �nal, merging the �nal vertices
leads again to multi-edges (more precisely, to l double edges). In general, if
multi-edges are forbidden, we can only reduce the number of �nal vertices
to two (Löding and Rohde, 2003a,b).

We summarize the hardness-results of this section.

�eorem 1.4 (Löding and Rohde, 2003a,b). Solving reachability sabotage
games is Pspace-hard, i.e., the following problem is Pspace-hard: Given a sabo-
tage game G = (G, vin) with a goal set F , does Runner have a strategy to win G?
Moreover, this problem remains Pspace-hard if

◆ F is restricted to be a singleton set and the multiplicity of each edge in G is
≤ 2, or

◆ F is restricted to contain only two vertices and G has only single edges.
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If the given game graph has only single edges and only one �nal vertex,
we can solve reachability sabotage games in linear time (Löding and Rohde,
2003a). �e observation that leads to this result is that Runner wins such a
reachability sabotage game if and only if she either starts at the �nal vertex
or reaches the �nal vertex in her �rst move; if Runner moves to another
vertex v (which is not the goal), Blocker deletes the edge between v and
the goal vertex (if there is any).

1.5 PSPACE-Hardness of the Randomized

Reachability Game for Arbitrary Probabilities

In this section we extend the Pspace-hardness result of Löding and Rohde
to randomized sabotage games. Indeed, solving randomized sabotage
games is Pspace-hard in general because it is already Pspace-hard to de-
cide whether Runner wins a reachability sabotage game with probability 1,
which is equivalent to the question of whether Runner wins the two-player
sabotage game. Nevertheless, the problem may become easier if we restrict
the probability for which we ask to a certain probability. For instance,
the problem of whether Runner wins a randomized reachability sabotage
game with a probability > 0 is decidable in linear time since Runner wins
with a probability > 0 if and only if there is a path from the initial to a
�nal vertex. We shall show, however, that solving randomized reachability
sabotage games remains Pspace-hard if we restrict the probability to any
ε-neighborhood. More precisely, for any �xed p ∈ [0, 1] and ε > 0, the
problem of whether Runner wins a randomized reachability game at least
with a given probability p′ is Pspace-hard, even if p′ is restricted to the
interval [p − ε , p + ε].6

For the proof of this result we use a parametrized reduction from solv-
ing two-player reachability sabotage games, whose Pspace-hardness we
discussed in the last section. For each reachability sabotage game G, we
construct a family of instances (with natural numbers k and n as parame-
ters), each of which consisting of a randomized reachability sabotage game
Gk ,n and a rational number pk ,n ∈ [0, 1]. �e construction ensures that,

6 So, for any ε > 0, asking whether Runner wins with a probability ≥ p with p ∈ [0; ε]
instead of asking whether Runner wins with a probability > 0 rises the computational
complexity of solving randomized sabotage games from linear time to Pspace.
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for each k and n, Runner wins the two-player game G exactly if Runner
wins the randomized game Gk ,n with a probability ≥ pk ,n. Furthermore,
we guarantee that, given p and ε > 0, the probability pk ,n lies within the
interval [p − ε , p + ε] for suitable k and n, and that such k and n can be
computed in polynomial time.

�e outline of the proof is as follows. We �rst introduce the construc-
tion of the randomized sabotage game Gk ,n and show that Runner wins
Gk ,n with probability pk ,n if and only if Runner wins the given two-player
sabotage game G (Section 1.5.1). In a second step, we exactly calculate the
probability pk ,n, with which Runner wins Gk ,n (Section 1.5.2). To complete
the proof, we �nally show that the set of the probabilities pk ,n is dense
in the interval [0, 1], and that the parameters k and n can be computed
e�ciently such that pk ,n ∈ [p − ε , p + ε] (Section 1.5.3).

1.5.1 The Randomized Sabotage Game Gk ,n
�e intention of the parameters is that a higher k decreases Runner’s win-
ning probability, whereas a lower k increases Runner’s winning probability;
and opposed to this, a higher n increases Runner’s winning probability,
whereas a lower n decreases Runner’s winning probability. Parameter k
determines a new subgraph of the constructed game graph, which we
denote as the parametrization gadgetHk . �e parameter n is the overall
number of edges in the constructed game graph that do not belong to the
parametrization gadget. �is leads us the additional constraint that n has
to be greater or equal to the number of edges in G; the parameter k could
be any natural number ≥ 1.

In detail, let us assume that the graph of the given sabotage game G
has n0 edges. We get modi�cations of G with any number n ≥ n0 of edges
by adding arti�cial extra edges (without manipulating the winner of the
two-player game); we can achieve this by adding a path (with n−n0 edges)
that has a dead end. We call this sabotage game Gn.

Now, we combine Gn with the parametrization gadgetHk . We de�ne
the parametrization gadgetHk for each k ≥ 1 as depicted in Figure 1.6. In
the depicted version edges are undirected; a version of the parametrization
gadget for directed graphs can be obtained by directing each horizontal
edge from le� to right and each vertical edge from top to bo�om. �e
parametrization gadget is the initial part of the game that we construct,
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Figure 1.6: �e parametrization gadgetHk .

i.e., Runner starts from the initial vertex a in this gadget. We a�ach the
graph of the game Gn by identifying the exit vertex b inHk with the initial
vertex of Gn; the resulting game is the randomized sabotage game

Gk ,n ∶=Hk ○ Gn ,

with which we will work in the following. We de�ne

pk ,n ∶= the probability for Runner to traverse the
parametrization gadgetHk of Gk ,n ,

i.e., the probability for Runner starting at a to reach the vertex b. We show
that Runner wins the constructed game Gk ,n with probability pk ,n, i.e.,
with her probability for traversing the parametrization gadgetHk , if she
wins the original two-player sabotage game G. If Runner does not win the
original two-player sabotage game G, she only wins Gk ,n with a probability
that is strictly smaller than pk ,n.

Lemma 1.5. Runner wins the randomized reachability sabotage gameGk ,n with
a probability≥ pk ,n i� Runner wins the two-player reachability sabotage gameG .

Proof. First note the following. If Runner resides at vertex b and in Hk

exactly the k edges below vertex b have been deleted so far, then Runner
wins with probability 1 i� Runner wins the two-player sabotage game G.
�e reason is that Runner is at the initial vertex of the original game G,
whose edges are untouched except of the additionally added extra edges
(which are per de�nition useless for Runner in the two-player game), and
that Runner cannot win from b in the parametrization gadgetHk anymore.
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Now assume that Runner wins the two-player sabotage game G. In
the parametrization gadget Runner starts at vertex a and moves towards b.
Clearly, if any edge between his current position and b is deleted, she
loses the game immediately. However, if Runner succeeds in ge�ing to b,
she wins surely from there. To show this, we �rst distinguish two cases.
If during Runner’s k steps towards b only edges in Hk were subject to
deletion, Runner wins from b by moving in the game graph of G with the
strategy of the two-player sabotage game G. If otherwise at least one of
the k deletions took place outside ofHk , there is at least one edge leading
from b downward to some middle node, say b′, and from there are at least
two edges leading to the two �nal vertices of the parametrization gadget.
Hence, in this case Runner wins from b by moving downwards to b′ and
then to one of the two �nal vertices (depending on the next edge deletion).
In both cases, Runner wins over Gk ,n exactly with the probability pk ,n of
traversing the parametrization gadgetHk from node a to node b.

Conversely, assume now that Blocker wins the two-player sabotage
game G. In the case that only the k edges below vertex b inHk are subject
to deletion while Runner moves towards b, which happens with a proba-
bility > 0, Runner’s only chance to win from b is by moving towards some
�nal vertex in the game graph of G. Since Blocker wins the two-player sab-
otage game G, Runner’s winning probability at b is strictly smaller than 1.
Hence, Runner’s overall probability to win Gk ,n (from the initial vertex a)
is strictly smaller than pk ,n.

In order to use the previous lemma as a reduction to show Pspace-
hardness, we need to construct the game Gk ,n in polynomial time. Since
Gn can be obtained from a given sabotage game G by adding a path with a
dead end of at most n edges, the size of Gn is linear in n and in the size
of G. Concerning the parametrization gadget Hk it su�ces to note that
Hk has 2k + 3 vertices and 4k edges.

Lemma 1.6. �e number of vertices (edges) in Gk ,n are linear in k, n, and the
number of vertices (edges) in the game graph of the given sabotage game G .

1.5.2 Computing the Probability pk ,n

In the following we compute the probabilities pk ,n with which Runner
succeeds in traversing the parametrization gadget Hk of a randomized
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sabotage game Gk ,n. If k = 1, Runner reaches the vertex b in the �rst turn;
thus, we have p1,n = 1 for all n.

For k ≥ 2, we note that Runner starting at a needs k moves to reach
the vertex b, and that Nature may prevent Runner from reaching b only
by edge deletions a�er each of Runner’s �rst k − 1 moves. So, we obtain
Runner’s winning probability from the probability of Runner not failing
in the �rst turn, multiplied by the probability of not failing in the second
turn, and so on, until the probability of not failing in the (k−1)-th turn. If
in the �rst k − 1 turns Nature has not deleted any edge between Runner’s
current position and the vertex b, Runner reaches b with the next move
(so, Runner cannot fail in the k-th turn).

A�er Runner’s �rst move she still has to cross k − 1 edges, none of
which may be deleted in Nature’s �rst turn. Since the overall number of
edges in the game graph of Gk ,n is 4k + n, Runner does not lose in the
�rst turn if any of the other 4k + n − (k − 1) edges is deleted (which does
not belong to the k − 1 edges between Runner and b). A�er Runner’s
second move, she has still to cross k − 2 edges. �ere are 4k + n − 1
edges le� in the game graph; so, Runner does not lose if any of the other
4k + n − 1 − (k − 2) edges is deleted. Analogously, a�er k − 1 moves of
Runner, k − 2 edges have been deleted already; so, 4k + n − (k − 2) edges
are le� in the game graph. If any edge except the one between Runner’s
current position and b is deleted, Runner will reach b. Generally, in the
i-th turn, there are 4k + n − (i − 1) edges le� in the game graph; in order
that Runner will still be able to reach b, one of the 3k+n+1 edges that are
not between Runner’s current position and b has to be deleted. Altogether,

pk ,n =
3k + n + 1
4k + n

⋅ 3k + n + 1
4k + n − 1

. . . 3k + n + 1
4k + n − (k − 2) =

k−2
∏
i=0

3k + n + 1
4k + n − i

.

We combine these observations with Lemmas 1.5 and 1.6.

�eorem 1.7. Given a reachability sabotage game G on a game graph with n0
edges, one can construct in polynomial time a randomized reachability sabotage
game Gk ,n such that for any k , n ∈N with n ≥ n0 the following holds: Runner
wins the randomized reachability sabotage gameGk ,n with a probability≥ pk ,n =
∏k−2

i=0
3k+n+1
4k+n−i i� Runner wins the two-player sabotage game G .
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1.5.3 Towards the PSPACE-Hardness for Arbitrary
Probabilities

In order to complete our reduction we have to show that we can adjust
the probability pk ,n to any ε-neighborhood in [0, 1] and that we can com-
pute the accordant parameters k and n in polynomial time. By taking a
closer look at the term pk ,n we already see that the probability pk ,n can
be adjusted arbitrarily close to 0 and arbitrarily close to 1. More precisely,
for a �xed k ≥ 2, we have limn→∞ pk ,n = 1; and for a �xed n, we have
limk→∞ pk ,n = 0. We will see that the probabilities pk ,n form a dense set
in the interval [0, 1]. Moreover, we will show a stronger result, namely
that we can compute e�ciently k and n such that n is greater or equal to a
given n0 and the probability pk ,n is in an arbitrarily given ε-neighborhood.
More precisely, we show the following.

�eorem 1.8. �e set of probabilities {pk ,n ∣ k , n ∈ N, k ≥ 2} is dense in
the interval [0, 1]. Moreover, given n0 ∈ N, p ∈ [0, 1], and ε > 0, there exist
k , n ∈Nwith k ≥ 2 and n ≥ n0 such that pk ,n ∈ [p− ε , p+ ε]; the computation
of such k, n, and pk ,n is polynomial in the numerical values of n0, 1

p , and 1
ε .

�e proof of this theorem is the subject of Section 1.6; it is rather
technical and detached from the game-theoretic arguments in this section.

Note that �eorem 1.8 provides a pseudo-polynomial algorithm since
the computation is only polynomial in the numerical values of n0, 1

p , and 1
ε

(and not in their lengths, which are logarithmic in the numerical values).
For our need – i.e., for a polynomial-time reduction from two-player sabo-
tage games – this is no restriction; the parameter n0 corresponds to the
number of edges in the given two-player game (which has already a poly-
nomial representation), and p and ε are �xed values (i.e., formally they do
not belong to the problem instance).

With �eorems 1.7 and 1.8 we can prove our hardness result.

�eorem 1.9. For each �xed p ∈ [0, 1] and ε > 0, the following problem is
Pspace-complete: Given a randomized sabotage game G′ with goal set F and a
probability p′ ∈ [p − ε , p + ε], does Runner win G′ with a probability ≥ p′?

Proof. For arbitrary p and ε > 0, we give a reduction from the problem of
solving two-player reachability sabotage games to the problem of solving
randomized reachability sabotage games where only probabilities in the
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interval [p − ε , p + ε] are allowed. Note that p and ε do not belong to the
problem instance; so they are treated as constants.

Given a two-player reachability sabotage game G, we need to compute
a randomized reachability sabotage game Gk ,n and a pk ,n ∈ [p − ε , p + ε]
such that Runner wins Gk ,n with a probability ≥ pk ,n i� Runner wins the
two-player game G. Let n0 be the number of edges of the game graph
of G. �en, due to �eorem 1.8 we can compute k and n with n ≥ n0
such that pk ,n ∈ [p − ε , p + ε]. For �xed p and ε, these computations
are polynomial in n0 and hence polynomial in the number of edges in
the game graph of the given game G. Since n ≥ n0, the result follows
immediately from �eorem 1.7, i.e., for the computed k and n we can
construct a randomized sabotage game Gk ,n in polynomial time such that
the following holds: Runner wins the randomized reachability sabotage
game Gk ,n with a probability ≥ pk ,n i� Runner wins the two-player sabotage
game G.

As a �nal remark, we note that we can establish the same re�nements
of the hardness result as for solving two-player sabotage games: Namely,
the problem stays Pspace-hard if the goal set contains only two vertices
and the game graph has only single edges, or the goal set is a singleton
set and the graph contains at most double edges (see �eorem 1.4). �e
former re�nement follows immediately since the parametrization gadget
in Figure 1.6 contains only two goals and single edges; we have to merge
the goal vertices from the other subgraph Gn with these two goals. For
the la�er re�nement, we must merge the two goals in the parametrization
gadget resulting in a parametrization gadget with k double edges to a single
goal vertex; then, in the same way we have to merge the goal vertices from
the subgraph Gn with this goal vertex. Merging vertices in the described
way does not alter the sum of the edge multiplicities in the graph. Hence,
the computation of the probability pk ,n is una�ected by these re�nements.

1.6 On the Distribution and Computation of the

Probabilities pk ,n

�is section deals with the proof of �eorem 1.8: given n0 ∈N, p ∈ [0, 1],
and an ε > 0, we can construct k ≥ 2 and n ≥ n0 in polynomial time with
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respect to the numerical values of n0, 1
p , and 1

ε such that pk ,n is in the
interval [p − ε , p + ε].

�e idea is to �rst adjust the term pk ,n arbitrarily close to 1, and then
go with steps of length below any given ε > 0 arbitrarily close to 0; so, we
hit every ε-neighborhood in the interval [0, 1].

In order to adjust the term pk ,n arbitrarily close to 1, we �rst choose
k = 2 and a su�ciently high n ≥ n0. We will show that it is su�cient to
choose n ∶= max {n0 , ⌈1ε ⌉} (formally, we will also assume n ≥ 4). For this
choice we obtain p2,n ≥ 1 − ε, which is at least as large as p − ε. �en, we
decrease pk ,n by stepwise incrementing k by 1 (while keeping n constant).
It will turn out that the term pk ,n decreases by a value that is lower than

1
4k+n+4 , which is, with the choice of n as above, lower than ε. Iterating this,
the values converge to 0, and we hit the interval [p − ε , p + ε]. Hence, the
set {pk ,n ∣ k , n ∈ N, k ≥ 2} is dense in the interval [0, 1]. Furthermore,
we will show that it will be su�cient to increment k at most up to 8n. For
this choice, we obtain pk ,n ≤ ε, which is at least as small as p + ε.

For the complexity analysis, note the following. A�er each step, the
algorithm has to check e�ciently whether pk ,n ∈ [p − ε , p + ε]. �e com-
putation of the term pk ,n is pseudo-polynomial in k, n, and the test for
pk ,n ≤ p+ ε is in addition polynomial in 1

p and 1
ε . Since k and n are pseudo-

linear in n0 and 1
ε , the whole procedure is pseudo-polynomial in n0, 1

p ,
and 1

ε .
Four claims remain to be proven:

◆ �e adjustment of pk ,n arbitrarily close to 1 with the proposed
choice of n, i.e., given ε > 0, for n ≥ 1

ε it holds p2,n ≥ 1 − ε.

◆ �e adjustment of pk ,n arbitrarily close to 0 with the proposed
choice of k, i.e., given ε > 0 and n ∈ N with n ≥ 1

ε and n ≥ 4,
for k ≥ 8n it holds pk ,n ≤ ε.

◆ �e estimation pk ,n − pk+1,n < 1
4k+n+4 .

◆ �e test for pk ,n ∈ [p − ε , p + ε] is pseudo-polynomial in k, n, 1
p

and 1
ε .

�ese claims are shown in the rest of this section.

Lemma 1.10. Given ε > 0, for n ≥ 1
ε we have p2,n ≥ 1 − ε.
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Proof. Since n ≥ 1
ε ≥

1
ε − 8 for ε > 0, the result follows from

p2,n =
n + 7
n + 8

≥ 1 − ε ⇐⇒ n ≥ 1
ε
− 8 .

Lemma 1.11. Given ε > 0 and n ∈N with n ≥ 1
ε and n ≥ 4, for k ≥ 8n we have

pk ,n < ε.

Proof. First note that we have at least n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 8. �en

pk ,n =
k−2
∏
i=0

3k + n + 1
4k + n − i

≤ (3k + n + 1
3.5k + n

)
⌈ k2 ⌉

≤ (3k + n + 1
3.5k + n

)
k
2

≤ (4k + 1
4.5k

)
k
2

≤ (4.125k
4.5k

)
k
2

= (11
12

)
k
2

≤ (11
12

)
4n

< ε .

�e inequality ( 11
12)

4n < ε remains to be shown. Since 1
n ≤ ε, it is su�cient

to show that ( 11
12)

4n < 1
n :

(11
12

)
4n

< 1
n
⇐⇒ n

1
4n < 12

11
⇐⇒ n

√
n

1
4 ≤

√
2

1
4 < 12

11
.

For n ∈N ∖ {0} the inequality n
√
n

1
4 ≤

√
2

1
4 is equivalent to n2 ≤ 2n and

holds for all n ≥ 4.

Lemma 1.12. For k , n ∈N with k ≥ 2, we have pk ,n − pk+1,n < 1
4k+n+4 .

Proof. In this proof we use the substitution m ∶= 4k + n + 4.

pk ,n − pk+1,n =
k−2
∏
i=0

3k + n + 1
4k + n − i

−
k−1
∏
i=0

3k + n + 4
4k + n + 4 − i

≤
k−2
∏
i=0

3k + n + 4 + 1
4k + n + 4 − i

−
k−1
∏
i=0

3k + n + 4
4k + n + 4 − i

=
k−2
∏
i=0

m − k + 1
m − i

−
k−1
∏
i=0

m − k
m − i

=
k−1
∏
i=0

m − k + 1
m − i

−
k−1
∏
i=0

m − k
m − i

= (m − k + 1)k−1 − (m − k)k−1

∏k−1
i=0 m − i

.
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Now we use the equation

a l − b l = (a − b)(a l−1 + a l−2b + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ + ab l−2 + b l−1)

for the estimation (d + 1)k−1 − dk−1 = (d + 1)k−2 + (d + 1)k−3d + ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ +
(d + 1)dk−3 + dk−2 ≤ (k − 1)(d + 1)k−2. We obtain

pk ,n − pk+1,n ≤
(k − 1)(m − k + 1)k−2

∏k−1
i=0 m − i

= (k − 1)(m − k + 1)k−2

m ⋅ (m − 1) ⋅∏k−1
i=2 m − i

= k − 1
m(m − 1)

k−1
∏
i=2

(m − k + 1)
m − i

≤ k − 1
m(m − 1) .

Since m > k for all k , n ∈N, we obtain pk ,n − pk+1,n < 1
m = 1

4k+n+4 .

Lemma 1.13. �e computation of the term pk ,n is pseudo-polynomial in k and n.
�e test for pk ,n ≤ p + ε is pseudo-polynomial in k and n, and polynomial in 1

p
and 1

ε .

Proof. First, we rewrite pk ,n in the form

(3k + n + 1)k−1

∏k−2
i=0 4k + n − i

.

Now, we compute the numerator and the denominator separately. For the
computation, we can switch to binary encoding. Each multiplication can
be performed in polynomial time in the length of its binary encoding. We
need k − 2 multiplications (for this reason the algorithm is only pseudo-
polynomial). �e division and comparison of two rational numbers can be
done in polynomial time with respect to the length of their binary repre-
sentations (see von zur Gathen and Gerhard, 2003). So, the quotient pk ,n
can be computed in pseudo-polynomial time with respect to k and n, and
the test to check whether pk ,n ≤ p + ε is in addition polynomial in 1

p
and 1

ε .
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1.7 Conclusion and Open Problems

In this chapter we introduced van Benthem’s sabotage games. We summa-
rized the result of Löding and Rohde that solving reachability sabotage
games is Pspace-complete. We showed that various re�ned versions of the
sabotage game can still be solved in Pspace. In particular this holds for
randomized sabotage games and sabotage games with a more general win-
ning condition, e.g., an LTL winning condition or any winning objective
for that one can decide in Pspace which player wins a given �nite play.
Also, we re�ned the hardness result for randomized sabotage games. We
showed that deciding whether Runner wins a game at least with probabil-
ity p′ remains Pspace-complete, even if the p′ of the problem instance is
restricted to any �xed interval [p − ε , p + ε] (with ε > 0).

In our proof of the Pspace-hardness it seems di�cult to adjust the
probability exactly to a given probability p (in our formulation this would
mean ε = 0). However, a proof that pk ,n cannot be adjusted to a particular
rational probability, e.g., 1

2 , is missing. Even if such rational numbers exist,
it remains open whether one can re�ne the construction of the randomized
sabotage game for the reduction in Section 1.5 such that Runner’s winning
probability can be adjusted exactly to any rational probability.

Problem 1.1. Is there any rational number p′ > 0 such that p′ ≠ pk ,n =
∏k−2

i=0
3k+n+1
4k+n−i for all k , n? If p′ ≠ pk ,n for all k , n, can one re�ne the con-

struction of the randomized sabotage game Gk ,n in Section 1.5 (possibly
using additional parameters) such that Runner’s winning probability can
be adjusted exactly to any rational number?

We have seen in Section 1.4 that solving two-player reachability sabo-
tage games is only Pspace-hard if the game graph is allowed to contain
multi-edges or more than one �nal vertex. Otherwise they can be solved in
linear time. �is result, however, is due to the fact that in this case Blocker
always removes the edge from Runner’s current position to the goal (if
such an edge exists). �us, this proof works for the randomized case only
if we ask whether Runner wins with probability 1. Our hardness proof
for randomized sabotage games (where probabilities are restricted to a
�xed ε-neighborhood) requires at least double edges or more than one
�nal vertex. It remains open whether the construction for the reduction
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can be improved to the scenario where the goal set is always a singleton
and the game graph contains single edges only.

Problem 1.2. Consider the following problem: Given a randomized sab-
otage game G where the game graph is restricted to contain only single
edges and only one goal vertex and given a probability p′, which is re-
stricted to an a priori �xed interval [p− ε , p+ ε], does Runner win G with
a probability ≥ p′? Is this problem Pspace-hard for any p ∈ [0, 1] and
ε > 0?

Solving randomized reachability sabotage games is closely related to
the problem of dynamic graph reliability de�ned by Papadimitriou (1985).
�ere, each edge e fails with probability p(e , v) in each turn, i.e., the
probability depends on both the edge e and the current position v of
Runner. �is allows to adjust the probabilities of the edge deletions a�er
each move; Papadimitriou’s proof of the Pspace-hardness of the dynamic
graph reliability problem heavily depends on such adjustments.7

For randomized sabotage games, we assume a uniform probability
distribution, where in each turn one of the n edges is deleted with prob-
ability p = 1

n . Nevertheless, solving randomized sabotage games is not a
special case of the dynamic graph reliability problem since in randomized
sabotage games exactly one edge is deleted per turn (as opposed to possi-
bly multiple edge deletions each of which is subject to a given probability).
�e proof of our hardness result in Section 1.5 depends on this restriction.
Sharpening the problem of dynamic graph reliability to probabilities that
are independent of Runner’s position, one can study the model where in
every turn each edge e fails with probability p(e), or even uniformly with
probability 1

n .

Problem 1.3. Consider restrictions of the dynamic graph reliability problem
(Papadimitriou, 1985) where in every turn each edge e fails with probabil-
ity p(e), or even each of the n edges fails with probability 1

n . Are these
problems Pspace-hard?

7 In fact, all problems considered by Papadimitriou (1985, 1994) as games against nature

allow a precise adjustment of the probability, so that a reduction from the Pspace-
complete problem SSAT (Papadimitriou, 1985; Li�man, Majercik, and Pitassi, 2001) is
possible. Here, SSAT is a stochastic version of QBF (see Papadimitriou, 1994, problem
QSAT), with randomized quanti�ers instead of universal quanti�ers.
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In Section 1.3 we studied randomized LTL sabotage games, where the
sequence of labels of the visited vertices has to ful�ll an LTL formula at
least with a given probability p. For some applications it might be more
convenient to consider branching time logics where the probabilities are
incorporated into the logic, e.g., PCTL (Hansson and Jonsson, 1994; also
see Baier and Katoen, 2008). We can imagine two di�erent approaches
to de�ne semantics of PCTL speci�cations over sabotage games (also
see Klein, 2008, for discussion). �e �rst one is to unfold a randomized
sabotage game, which results in a Markov decision process, and then use
the standard PCTL model checking (see Baier and Katoen, 2008) on the
unfolding. Standard PCTL model checking is polynomial in the size of
the Markov decision process. As the unfolding of the sabotage game can
be traversed on-the-�y, this approach should result in a Pspace model
checking algorithm.

�e second approach to evaluate PCTL speci�cations is to consider the
PCTL formula as a winning condition for Runner. �is means that, given a
randomized sabotage game and a PCTL formula φ, we ask whether Runner
has a strategy such that the resulting probability tree ful�lls φ. Clearly, the
problem is at least Pspace-hard, since we can express reachability in PCTL.
It is an open issue whether this problem can be solved in Pspace.

Towards a Pspace solution for the second approach, a (broken) ap-
proach would be to traverse the game tree again on-the-�y in a depth-�rst
manner; then, one could store the probabilities for each subformula in the
game tree in a way that only takes the path from the current node to a leaf
into account. However, this approach does not work, because it is unclear
how to assign probabilities to subformulae for Runner’s moves; in general,
to decide whether Runner should try to ful�ll or violate a subformula, the
whole game tree has to be taken into account. Due to this observation, we
conjecture that randomized sabotage games with a PCTL winning condi-
tion cannot be solved in Pspace. �en, a task is to �nd another su�ciently
expressive logic with built-in probabilities for which randomized sabotage
games can still be solved in Pspace.

Problem 1.4. Is it possible to solve randomized sabotage games with a
PCTL winning condition in Pspace? Is there another su�ciently expres-
sive logic with built-in probabilities for which this problem is decidable
in Pspace?
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2Routing Agent vs. Demand Agent

Dynamic Network

Routing Games

In the face of analyzing routing problems, the games that we present in this
chapter are much more involved than the sabotage games of the previous
chapter. A sabotage game represents the routing of a single packet only.
Also, the sabotage model only allows permanent link failure. In practice,
however, not only links could be reestablished a�er some time, but also
various network packets can con�ict with each other since the number of
packets that can be transmi�ed between adjacent nodes at the same time
is limited.

A dynamic network routing game is a two-player game for modeling
routing problems in dynamically changing networks that overcomes the
aforementioned issues. Compared to the sabotage game we extend the
Blocker to a player that we call demand agent; he generates packets and
blocks certain edges for a certain number of turns (with respect to some
constraints). �e Runner is generalized to a routing agent who can send in
each turn one packet per node and outgoing edge to a neighbored node. In
this context we also re�ne the notion of a network. Following the idea that
multiple edges between two nodes correspond to di�erent communication
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channels, we not only consider multi graphs but also label the edges over a
�nite index set Σ. Intuitively, the edge labels correspond to the frequency
bands that the clients uses to communicate, and the index set Σ represents
the set of all available frequencies. �e routing agent can use all available
channels to transmit packets. Demand agent’s actions, however, depend on
given constraints; more precisely, they may be subject to the channels that
are currently available and to the packets that are currently in the network.
We introduce this game model in detail in Section 2.1.

We consider four di�erent winning objectives for routing agent: the de-
livery of every packet to its destination, the delivery of each packet within
a given number of turns ℓ (here also called ℓ-delivery), the boundedness of
the number of undelivered packets in the network, and the combined form
where each packet has to be delivered while the number of undelivered
packets in the network has to stay bounded. We provide results on the
solvability of routing games, which depend not only on the considered
winning objective but also on the form of the given constraints.

In general the constraints may depend on both the blocked channels
and the packets in the network. In this case we show general limitations of
algorithmic solutions, namely that solving routing games is only decidable
for the ℓ-delivery objective but undecidable for the other three objectives
(Section 2.2). However, we analyze also simpler versions of the routing
game where we restrict the power of the constraints. A natural assumption
is that the possibility of a demand (i.e., the possibility to block a channel
or to generate a packet) should not be restricted by the packets in the net-
work. �is leads to routing games with weak constraints, which require that
demand agent’s possibilities to act depend on the currently blocked edges
only. In this case routing games become solvable for the remaining three
winning objectives (Section 2.3). However, even under weak constraints a
strategy for routing agent to win a given game does in general not result in
a suitable routing scheme. Especially, routing agent’s decisions are global;
they can depend on the entire state of the network (i.e., the packets and
the blocked edges in the current network). �erefore, we investigate also
routing games with simple constraints, in which demand agent has the same
possibilities in every turn. More precisely, the possible demands are given
by a list of packets that demand agent can generate in every turn (i.e., a
list of pairs of source and destination) and two parameters that specify
the number of edges that demand agent can block in every turn and the
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number of turns for that these edges stay blocked. Under these simple
constraints we develop routing algorithms that run locally at each network
node. A routing decision at each node u only depends on the packets at u
(or, in the case of delivery games, on the packets in a small neighborhood
of u) and possibly on the blocked edges in the network (Section 2.4).

�e routing game model and parts of the results in this section were
developed in discussion and collaboration with James Gross and Wolfgang
�omas. Most of the results on the general model and the model under
weak constraints have been published before (see Gross, Radmacher, and
�omas, 2010). �e results for simple constraints, which were developed
in discussion and collaboration with James Gross and Christof Löding,
were not published before.

2.1 The Routing Game Model

A dynamic network routing game (or short routing game) is played by two
players, which we call demand agent and routing agent. �ey play on a
given multi graph, which represents the network that is the subject of our
analysis. �e demand agent can generate packets and block edges in the
network with respect to given constraints, while the routing agent tries to
route the packets to their destination nodes. Formally, a dynamic network
routing game is given by a pair

G = (G, C)

where G is the connectivity graph and C are the constraints for the moves
of demand agent. More precisely, a connectivity graph G is a labeled multi
graph of the form G = (V, E) with �nite vertex set V and a �nite set E of
multi-edges. �e set E is partitioned into sets Ea of single edges, where a ∈
Σ for some index set Σ. We write (u, v)a ∈ E for the edge (u, v) in Ea . As
in the previous chapter, G may be either directed or undirected, but if not
stated otherwise, we consider in the following all edges as undirected, i.e.,
we assume that (u, v)a ∈ E implies (v, u)a ∈ E. However, all results in this
chapter hold exactly in the same way for connectivity graphs with directed
edges. (Moreover, in Section 2.4, we provide some counterexamples only
for graphs with directed edges.) �e constraints C are a list of rules that
describes the conditions imposed on edge removal and packet generation.
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In the following we �rst formalize the notion of packets and blocked
edges in the network. �en, we describe the players’ moves and the con-
straints C for demand agent.

Packets, Blocked Links, and Network States

A packet consists of a unique identi�er from N, its source, its destination,
and a time stamp, which is the number of turns since its creation. �us, a
packet is a tuple

(id, s , d , k) ∈N × V 2 ×N ,

indicating that it has the identi�er id, the source node s, the destination
node d, and that it was generated k turns before the current point in time.
We de�ne the packet distribution

λ∶V → 2N×V
2×N

by mapping each node to the set of packets that are currently stored at this
node.

�e demand agent can block network connections (i.e., edges) for a
certain number of turns. �e current status of the edges is described by a
blocked-links function

bl∶ E → {0, 1, . . . , m} ,
which says that a single edge e is blocked for the next bl(e) turns. If
bl(e) = 0, the edge e is not blocked. Communication between two nodes
via the edge e is only possible if bl(e) = 0. �e maximal number of
turns m that can be assigned to an edge for blocking is always given by
the constraints C, which we describe later. As E and m are �xed in each
routing game, we denote the set of all possible functions bl for a routing
game G by BLG or simply by BL when the context is clear.

We denote the positions or states of a dynamic network routing game
G as network states. Formally, a network state is a pair

(λi , bli)
consisting of a packet distribution λi and a blocked-links function bli . We
denote by QG the set of all network states in the game G. Note that QG
can be in�nite in general since we do not impose an a priori bound on the
number of packets in the network.
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Moves and Constraints

�e dynamics of the packets and blocked links in a routing game arises by
the actions of demand agent and routing agent, who make their moves in
alternation. We assume here that the demand agent starts (since before
demand agent’s �rst move there are no packets in the network that routing
agent could deliver). We also assume that no edges are blocked in the
beginning of the game. So, the initial network state is (λ1 , bl1) with λ1(u) =
∅ and bl1(e) = 0 for all u ∈ V , e ∈ E. Stating from the initial network state
of a given game G = (G, C) the players modify the blocked links and the
packet distribution that are de�ned on G. In contrast to the players in a
sabotage game, which we discussed in the previous chapter, the two agents
in a routing game play ad in�nitum. �us, we de�ne a play of the routing
game G as an in�nite sequence

π = π1π2π3 . . .

of network states where π1 = (λ1 , bl1) is the initial network state and each
step from πi to πi+1 results from the move of demand agent (if i is odd)
or routing agent (if i is even).

In detail the two agents modify the packet distribution and the blocked-
links function in each move by the following actions. When it is demand
agent’s move, he generates new packets and blocks edges for a certain
number of turns. We restrict demand agent’s possible actions in the game
G = (G, C) by a list C of constraints, which we describe in detail shortly.
When it is routing agent’s move, she can send packets to neighbored nodes.
For each node u ∈ V and each non-blocked, outgoing edge (u, v)a ∈ E,
routing agent can send one packet via this edge.1 Delivered packets, i.e.,
packets that reach their destination nodes in this turn, are removed from
the network. For all other packets we increment the time stamp by 1.
A�er routing agent’s move we decrement the value of the blocked-links
function bl by 1 for every edge (if it is not already 0).
1 To model wireless networks it may be more convenient to de�ne routing agent in such a

way that she can transmit from each node v ∈ V at most one packet per frequency a ∈ Σ
via some non-blocked edge (as in Gross, Radmacher, and �omas, 2010). �e results
for general and weak constraints hold for both models. Also for simple constraints,
the proposed routing algorithms can be adapted, but one may run into problems with
further extensions of the model, e.g., when interference of frequencies at neighboring
nodes is considered.
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In the following we describe the constraints C, which specify demand
agent’s possibilities to move. We start with an example constraint:

node u has a packet ∧ ¬ edge (u, v)a is blocked Ð→
block2((u, v)a) ∣ block1((u, v)a), generate(u, v′) .

�is constraint says: whenever there exists a packet at node u and the
edge (u, v)a is not blocked, then demand agent can either block the edge
(u, v)a for the next two turns or block the edge (u, v)a for one turn and
generate a packet at node u with destination v′.

All of such constraints in the list C are processed in their given order
(in the case that C is a list of more than one constraint). Generally, the
constraints C are a list of rules of the form

ConditionÐ→ Behavior .

Here, the condition is a Boolean combination of statements of the following
form:

1. edge (u, v)a is blocked

2. node u has a packet (possibly speci�ed in more detail by a source s,
a destination d, a time stamp t, or several of these requirements)

�e behavior is a disjunction (separated by “∣”) of conjunctions (separated
by “,”) of demands, i.e., instructions of the following form:

1. generate(s, d)

2. blockk((u, v)a)

�e �rst instruction says that demand agent can generate a packet at node s
with destination d , i.e., he generates the packet (id, s , d , 0) at node s where
the unique identi�er id is set to the lowest available number. �e second
instruction says that demand agent can block the edge (u, v)a for the
next k turns. Notice that also an edge (u, v)a with bl((u, v)a) ≠ 0 can
be blocked again; in this case bl((u, v)a) is updated to its new value k
according to the rule blockk((u, v)a).

Per de�nition the constraints always impose a bound m on the num-
ber of turns for that demand agent can block an edge and a bound n on
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the number of packets that demand agent can generate per turn. More
precisely, we set m to the maximal value of k among all rules of the form
blockk((u, v)a); if no “block” instruction exists in the constraints, we set
m ∶= 0. �is means that the co-domain of the blocked-links function bl is
�nite, i.e., the blocked-links function is a function from E to {0, 1, . . . , m}
as introduced before. For the bound n on the maximal number of packets
generated per turn, we take the overall number of generate instructions
contained in the constraints.

�e semantics of the constraints is de�ned in the natural way. In each
turn, demand agent processes the constraints in the list in their given order.
First, for each constraint demand agent assigns some nodes and edges of
the connectivity graph to the nodes and edges that occur in this rule. �en,
it is checked whether the condition (le� hand side) is true, i.e., it matches
the current network state. If this is the case, demand agent can choose
at most one of the conjunctions of the behavior (right hand side). In a
second step, all statements of the chosen conjunctions are applied on the
connectivity graph, i.e., the network state is updated accordingly.

In this chapter, we also consider two restrictions of demand agent’s
constraints, namely weak constraints and simple constraints. We call con-
straints weak if all of its conditions (le� hand sides) depend on the blocked
edges only, i.e., every condition is a Boolean combination of statements
that says whether an edge (u, v)a is blocked.

On a more abstract level, the constraints can be seen as a function
C∶QG → 2QG , which assigns to each network state of demand agent a set
of possible successor network states that are described by the given list of
constraints. As weak constraints depend on the blocked links only, weak
constraints can be seen as a function C∶BLG → 2QG , which assigns to each
blocked-links function a set of possible successor network states that are
described by the given list of constraints.

In a routing game with simple constraints demand agent has the same
possibilities for packet generation and edge deletion in every turn. More-
over, simple constraints do not describe on which frequencies demand
agent blocks edges but only how many edges he blocks. So, demand agent
can perform in every turn exactly two actions:

1. generate packets at nodes s1 , . . . , sn with destinations d1 , . . . , dn and

2. block up to #e edges, each for the next #t turns.
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A routing game with simple constraints is completely described by a tuple

G = (G, D, #e , #t)

where G is a connectivity graph, D is an ordered list ((s1 , d1), . . . , (sn , dn))
of pairs, and #e and #t are two parameters as described above.2 We denote
by ∣D∣ the length of the list D. �e pairs in the list D can be seen as the
demands of the network clients, each of which is a packet generated at s j
that should be routed to its destination d j. �e parameters #e and #t de-
scribe the claims of the environment opposing the network clients. Note
that in a routing game with simple constraints at most #e ⋅ #t edges can be
blocked at the same time.

It is easy to formulate simple constraints in the more general framework
of general or weak constraints. For this, let the list C of constraints contain
the rule

true Ð→ generate(s1 , d1) , . . . , generate(sn , dn)

and #e times the rule

true Ð→ block#t(u1 , v1)a1 ∣ . . . ∣ block#t(uk , vk)ak ,

where E = {(u1 , v1)a1 , . . . , (uk , vk)ak} is the set of all edges in the connec-
tivity graph. So, simple constraints are a special case of weak constraints.3

Winning conditions

In a dynamic network routing game, the routing agent has to forward the
generated packets towards their destinations. More precisely, we distin-
guish among routing games with four di�erent winning conditions for
routing agent:

◆ For the boundedness winning condition we only require that the
number of packets in the network is bounded. We say that routing
agent wins a play π of the boundedness game if there is a k such that in
every network state of π the number of packets is ≤ k.

2 In Section 2.4 we formulate routing algorithms that process the pairs in D in some
order. For this reason we de�ne D as a list and not as set or multiset of pairs.

3 Since C consists of #e + 1 rules, the size of C is polynomial in the size of G, D, #e, and
#t only if #e is given in unary encoding; or we have to encode C in a form that stores
the rule for edge blocking only once and its number of repetitions.
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◆ For the delivery winning condition we only analyze the packet deliv-
ery but neglect that more and more packets may accumulate in the
network. We say that routing agent wins a play π of the delivery game if
in π each generated packet is eventually delivered to its destination.

◆ �e bounded delivery winning condition combines the aforemen-
tioned winning conditions, i.e., we require both the delivery of all
packets and a bound on the number of packets in the network. We
say that routing agent wins a play π of the bounded delivery game if in π
each generated packet is eventually delivered and there is a k such
that in every network state of π the number of packets is ≤ k.

◆ For the ℓ-delivery winning condition we want to guarantee a given
delay bound ℓ. We say that routing agent wins a play π of the ℓ-delivery
game if in π each packet is delivered within ℓ turns a�er it was gen-
erated.

In any of these routing games, demand agent wins a play π if it is not won
by routing agent.

Indeed, if routing agent wins a play in a bounded delivery game, she
also wins the same play in the delivery and the boundedness game. Also, it
is easy to see that each play which routing agent wins in a ℓ-delivery game
is a play she also wins for the three other winning conditions.

Remark 2.1. Let π be a play of a routing game. If there exists an ℓ such
that routing agent wins π with respect to the ℓ-delivery condition, she also
wins π with respect to the delivery, boundedness, and bounded delivery
condition.

Proof. Assume that there exists an ℓ such that in π routing agent delivers
every packet within ℓ turns. Clearly, in the play π every packet is eventually
delivered. Furthermore, the constraints C impose a maximal bound n on
the number of packets that can be generated per turn. Since each generated
packet is delivered within ℓ turns, there are at most n ⋅ ℓ packets in the
network. Hence, in the play π the number of packets is bounded.

It is worth pointing out that – even for the bounded delivery condi-
tion – the converse does not hold, i.e., there exists a play of a bounded
delivery game routing agent wins but in which demand agent wins with
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respect to the ℓ-delivery condition for any ℓ. For this, one can imagine a
play in which routing agent needs more and more turns to deliver packets
while demand agent needs more and more turns to generate these packets.

If we rule out this exotic situation, the boundedness condition is equiv-
alent to the requirement that only �nitely many packets have an unbounded
delay (delivery time). In the same way the bounded delivery condition
then means that every packet is delivered within a bounded number of
turns. We will see in a minute that it is always possible to rule out the
described situation for bounded delivery games. More precisely, we will
show that routing agent can win with respect to the bounded delivery
condition if and only if there exists an ℓ such that she can win with respect
to the ℓ-delivery condition (�eorem 2.3).

Strategies and Determinacy

A strategy for demand agent is a function (here denoted by σ) that maps each
play pre�x π1π2 . . . πi with an odd i to a network state πi+1; the network
state πi+1 arises from πi by a move of demand agent that must be compliant
to the given constraints C. In the same way, a strategy for routing agent is
a function (denoted by τ) that maps each play pre�x π1π2 . . . πi with an
even i to a network state πi+1 that arises from πi by a move of routing agent.
Demand agent wins the delivery (boundedness, bounded delivery, ℓ-delivery)
game if there exists a strategy σ such that he wins every play π of the
delivery (boundedness, bounded delivery, ℓ-delivery) game that is played
according to σ . Analogously, routing agent wins the delivery (boundedness,
bounded delivery, ℓ-delivery) game if she has a strategy τ to win every play π
of the accordant routing game. A strategy with which a particular player
wins is called a winning strategy for this player.

Each of the four routing games de�ned here is determined, i.e., either
demand agent or routing agent has a winning strategy. �e determinacy
follows from the fact that every game with a Borel type winning condition
is determined (Martin, 1975; also see Martin, 1985; Kechris, 1995).

Proposition 2.2. Dynamic network routing games with a delivery, boundedness,
bounded delivery, or ℓ-delivery winning condition are determined.

Proof sketch. We transform the dynamic network routing game into an
in�nite two-player game played on a graph (see Grädel, �omas, and Wilke,
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2002), in which each vertex corresponds exactly to one network state of
the routing game and an indication of which player acts next. Note that
it is possible to encode each network state by a natural number since the
connectivity graph is �nite, the set BL of possible blocked-links functions is
�nite, and packets are enumerated by natural numbers. �us, the set of all
plays in the unfolded game can be seen as a Baire space (see Kechris, 1995).
On this topology the determinacy result of Martin (1975) is applicable.

It remains to describe the winning conditions in the form of Borel sets.
For the ℓ-delivery condition the unfolded game has the form of a simple
safety game that forbids the packets’ time stamps to exceed the bound ℓ.
�e delivery game entails a persistence property for every generated packet,
namely that it does not happen that a certain packet never vanishes from
some point onwards; hence, the delivery winning condition can be seen
as a countable union of these persistence properties. �e boundedness
condition is countable union of safety properties, each of which says that
the number of packets in the network does not exceed a given bound. �e
winning condition of a bounded delivery game is the intersection of the
two aforementioned properties.

Now, we can clarify the meaning of the bounded delivery condition
and its connection to the ℓ-delivery condition. We show that routing agent
wins the bounded delivery game if and only if she has a strategy to deliver
every packet while guaranteeing bounded delay (delivery time), i.e., there
exists some ℓ such that she wins the ℓ-delivery game.

�eorem 2.3. For routing games with weak constraints, routing agent wins
the bounded delivery game i� there exists an ℓ such that routing agent wins the
ℓ-delivery game.4

Proof. Assume that routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game for some ℓ. In
this case we already know due to Remark 2.1 that routing agent also wins
the bounded delivery game.

Conversely, assume that routing agent wins the bounded delivery game.
�us, routing agent has a winning strategy τ ensuring that every packet
is eventually delivered and the number of packets never exceeds some
number b. In the following, we �rst show that, in each play where routing

4 �e proof idea for this theorem is due to Christof Löding.
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agent moves according to τ, we only have to distinguish between �nitely
many network states (namely ∣QG ∣ network states). �en, we see that rout-
ing agent also has winning strategy, say τ′, that needs only �nite memory
(namely ∣S∣ memory sates). Finally, we use these facts to prove that τ′ also
guarantees that every packet is delivered within a �xed number of turns
(namely within ∣QG ∣ ⋅ ∣S∣ turns).

To show that in each play where routing agent moves according to τ a
�nite set of network states QG is su�cient, we recall that a network state
consists of the packet distribution λ and the blocked-links function bl. �e
number of di�erent blocked-links functions is always �nite per de�nition;
but the number of di�erent packet distributions could be in�nite in gen-
eral. However, under the assumption that routing agent has a strategy to
keep the number of packets bounded by b, the only remaining source of
in�nity is in the description of the packets (namely the time stamp and the
identi�er). Since a strategy of routing agent de�nes the next move based
on the complete history of the play, the time stamp can be reconstructed
from the history and thus can be omi�ed without changing the game. Fur-
thermore, we can reuse an identi�er one turn a�er the packet with this
speci�c identi�er has been delivered. From a sequence of network states
it is then always clear whether a packet was moved or a new packet was
created (in the la�er case there was no packet with this speci�c identi�er in
the network in the previous turn). Since there are at most b packets in the
network and a turn consists of two moves (one of demand agent and one
of routing agent), at most 2b di�erent identi�ers are needed when routing
agent moves according to τ. Overall, we obtain a �nite set of network
states QG .

Towards a �nite-memory winning strategy τ′ for routing agent, we
observe that the boundedness condition – with respect to the bound b –
is a simple safety property saying that there are at most b packets in the
network. Furthermore, the delivery condition for a packet is a persistence
condition, namely that it does not happen that a packet with an identi�er id
never leaves the network. Since we have reduced the number of possibili-
ties for every identi�er id to 2b, the delivery condition is a conjunction
of 2b conditions of the above type. Hence, the winning condition is an
intersection between a safety condition and a �nite union of persistence
conditions. For such kinds of conditions it is known that, if routing agent
has a winning strategy (which we assume), she also has a winning strategy,
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say τ′, that uses only �nite memory (see Zielonka, 1998). Let S denote
the memory states used by routing agent in τ′ to guarantee delivery and
boundedness.

We claim that the �nite memory strategy τ′ also guarantees bounded
delivery. Assume that there is a play in which a packet, say P, stays in the
network for more than ∣S∣ ⋅ ∣QG ∣ steps. By the pigeonhole principle, within
this period there must be two turns t1 and t2 such that the two network
states of the game at t1 and t2 as well as the two memory states of routing
agent’s strategy are the same, respectively. Since the strategy of routing
agent behaves the same in such situations, demand agent can now simply
repeat his moves and thus force a repetition of this loop ad in�nitum. As
the packet P is not delivered in the loop, it stays in the network forever,
contradicting the assumption that routing agent’s strategy guarantees the
delivery of every packet. We conclude that no packet stays inside the
network for more than ∣S∣ ⋅ ∣QG ∣ turns, if routing agent plays according
to τ′. Hence, routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game for ℓ = ∣S∣ ⋅ ∣QG ∣.

�e Problem of Solving Routing Games

One of our main concerns is to show limitations and possible solutions
for routing games with respect to the given constraints. For this purpose
we de�ne the routing game problems as the following decision problems.

◆ Solving boundedness games: Given a routing game G, does routing
agent win the boundedness game (i.e., does she have a strategy to
guarantee that the number of packets in the network stays bounded)?

◆ Solving delivery games: Given a routing game G, does routing agent
win the delivery game (i.e., does she have a strategy to eventually
deliver any packet)?

◆ Solving bounded delivery games: Given a routing game G, does routing
agent win the bounded delivery game (i.e., does she have a strategy
to eventually deliver any packet and to guarantee that the number
of packets in the network is bounded)?

◆ Solving ℓ-delivery games: Given a routing game G, does routing agent
win the ℓ-delivery game (i.e., does she have a strategy to deliver any
packet within ℓ turns)?
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Figure 2.1: �e connectivity graph of a dynamic network routing game.

However, we shall also take a broader view on solving routing games.
Besides analyzing general limitations and possibilities of routing, our aim
is to use winning strategies for routing agent as routing algorithms. We
will see that in all cases in which the aforementioned decision problems
are decidable we obtain a �nite bound on the number of network states
that we have to inspect. �us, our proofs are constructive in the sense
that a winning strategy is computable. However, even for routing games
with weak constraints the strategies that we obtain are far too complex
for our purpose. Our aim is to decompose a winning strategy into several
local strategies, each of which runs as a routing algorithm on a single
network node (and, if possible, only requires knowledge restricted to a
small neighborhood of this node). We tackle this aim in Section 2.4 for
routing games with simple constraints. Before we deal with the solvability
of routing game problems, let us analyze a tiny example.

Example 2.1. Consider the connectivity graph G in Figure 2.1 with channels
over Σ = {a, b}. We de�ne the dynamic network routing game G =
(G, C) where demand agent’s constraints C are the following. In each turn,
demand agent can generate at node v1 two packets with destination v4. He
can also block exactly one of the a-labeled edges for one turn; so, at most
one of these edges is blocked in every turn. �ese constraints are weak
and can be formalized as follows:

true Ð→ generate(v1 , v4), generate(v1 , v4)
true Ð→ block1(v1 , v2)a ∣ block1(v1 , v4)a ∣

block1(v2 , v3)a ∣ block1(v3 , v4)a .

First, we analyze the delivery routing game, where the routing agent
eventually has to deliver any generated packet. Routing agent wins the
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game with the strategy that she sends the packet with the highest time
stamp at v1 to v4 via the b-labeled edge. �is move is always possible,
since demand agent cannot block the b-labeled edges in this game. With
this strategy, the packet with the highest time stamp always reaches its
destination in every turn. So, routing agent wins the delivery game.

Next, we discuss the bounded delivery game. Routing agent does
not win with her strategy for the delivery game, because by playing this
strategy more and more packets accumulate at v1. �us, routing agent has
to route packets either via the edge (v1 , v4)a or via the path v1v2v3v4. Now,
consider that demand agent blocks the edge (v1 , v4)a . �en, routing agent
has to send a packet via the path v1v2v3v4. In this case demand agent can
keep this packet at the nodes v2 and v3 by deleting the edge (v1 , v2)a if the
packet is at v2 and the edge (v3 , v4)a if the packet is at v3. So, this packet
will never be delivered. Hence, demand agent wins the bounded delivery
game. As our routing games are determined we can apply Remark 2.1 also
for the demand agent. It follows that demand agent also wins the ℓ-delivery
game for any ℓ.

Surprisingly, routing agent wins the boundedness game. Her strategy
is the following. In every turn she delivers one of the generated packets
at v1 directly via the b-labeled edge. She also delivers the other generated
packet via the a-labeled edge to v4 if this edge is not blocked; otherwise
she sends this packet to v2. Furthermore, routing agent sends packets at
the node v2 always to v3, and she sends packets at v3 to v4 whenever this
is possible. By playing this strategy, each of the generated packets at v1 is
sent immediately to another node. It is also easy to see that the number of
packets at the node v2 is at most 1 and the number of packets at v3 is at
most 2. �us, the number of packets in the network is bounded.

2.2 Solvability of Routing Games in the General

Game Model

�is section deals with the solvability of dynamic network routing games
in general, i.e., here we do not impose any restrictions on the constraints.
We �rst show that solving routing games is undecidable for the winning
conditions boundedness, delivery, and bounded delivery. �en we show
that ℓ-delivery games are solvable, even in this general se�ing.
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Boundedness, Delivery, and Bounded Delivery Games

To show that solving these routing games is undecidable we construct a
routing game that simulates a 2-register machine. A 2-register machine is
a program whose operations modify two registers X1 , X2. �e allowed
operations on these registers are the increment and decrement by 1 and the
test whether a particular register is 0. Such 2-register machines are Turing
complete; in particular both the halting problem, i.e., the question of
whether the computation of the register machine eventually stops, and the
boundedness problem, i.e., the question of whether the register values stay
bounded, are undecidable. In the constructed routing game the number
of packets stays bounded if and only if the register values of the 2-register
machine stay bounded, and every packet is eventually delivered if and only
if the 2-register machine eventually stops.

�eorem 2.4. Solving dynamic network routing games is undecidable for the
boundedness, the delivery, and the bounded delivery winning condition.

Proof. We reduce the boundedness problem for 2-register machines to
the problem of solving boundedness routing games; and we reduce the
halting problem for 2-register machines to the problem of solving delivery
games and bounded delivery games. For each of these reductions we use
the same construction for the routing game. Here, we present 2-register
machines in the form

R = I1; I2; . . . ; Ik .

Each I j with i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} is one of the following instructions:

◆ j∶ inc Xi , i.e., the increment of the register Xi by 1,

◆ j∶ dec Xi , i.e., the decrement of the register Xi by 1 if Xi > 0,

◆ j∶ if Xi = 0 gotom, i.e., the conditional jump to instruction m,

◆ j∶ gotom, i.e., the unconditional jump to instruction m.

�e last instruction Ik is k∶ stop; it stops the computation. Here, we
impose some additional assumptions on 2-register machines. We forbid
self-loops, i.e., we do not allow that a goto instruction I j points to I j. In
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the same way, we forbid that a goto instruction I j points to the previous
instruction I j−1 and that two goto instructions point directly to each
other. �is guarantees that at least two other instructions are executed
before some instruction is invoked again. Clearly, each 2-register machine
can be converted in this format, e.g., one can add an increment instruction
followed by a decrement instruction between each pair of consecutive
instructions and adapt the goto instructions.

We construct, given a 2-register machineR = I1; I2; . . . ; Ik , a dynamic
network routing game G = (G, C). �e idea is to model each instruction
ofR as a vertex in the connectivity graph G. Routing agent sends a packet
which represents the program �ow of R through this part of graph. Ad-
ditional vertices represent the registers and hold as many packets as the
indicated register values. Formally, the connectivity graph G = (V, E) has
∣k∣ + 9 vertices:

V = {v1 , . . . , vk , c1 , c2 , c′1 , c′2 , d1 , d2 , d′1 , d′2 , t} .

Each of the vertices v1 , . . . , vk corresponds to an instruction of the register
machine. A packet starting on vertex v1 with destination vk will move
according to the instructions of R. For technical reasons we also add
some additional edges from each vertex v j (with j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}) to vk;
demand agent will always be able to block these edges as long as he cor-
rectly simulates R. �e vertices c1 , c2 represent the two counters (their
values are given by the numbers of packets located at c1 , c2). In order to
decrement a counter the vertex t is used as destination for packets from
c1 , c2. �e vertex c1 is connected to t via the vertex c′1; analogously, c2 is
connected to t via c′1. �e vertices d1 and d′1 are adjacent but isolated from
the all other nodes; the same holds for d2 and d′2. Demand agent uses the
edges between these vertices to force routing agent to decrement the num-
ber of packets in c1 and c2, e.g., if demand agent blocks the edge (d1 , d′1)
routing agent has to send a packet from c1 to c′1. Due to our additional
assumptions on 2-register machines, the construction only uses an edge
relation over single edges; it is de�ned as follows:

E ∶= {(v j , v j+1) ∣ j∶ if Xi = 0 goto j′ , j∶ inc Xi , or j∶ dec Xi ∈R}
∪ {(v j , v j′) ∣ j∶ if Xi = 0 goto j′ or j∶ goto j′ ∈R}
∪ {(c1 , c′1), (c2 , c′2), (c′1 , t), (c′2 , t), (d1 , d′1), (d2 , d′2)}
∪ {(v j , vk) ∣ for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}} .
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In the following we give an informal description of the constraints C of
the game:

1. Per default the demand agent blocks all edges between the vertices
v1 , . . . , vk for the next turn; the exceptions are mentioned below.
In the same way the demand agent blocks the edges (c1 , c′1) and
(c2 , c′2) for the next turn if not stated otherwise. He does not block
the edges (d1 , d′1) and (d2 , d′2) unless stated otherwise. �e edges
(c′1 , t) and (c′2 , t) are always available. �e additional edges from v j
to vk will always be blocked by demand agent, except for the case
that demand agent misbehaves in some way (see below).

2. When there is no packet in the network (especially in the �rst turn),
demand agent creates the packet that mimics the instruction pointer.
Formally, he generates the packet (0, v1 , vk , 0) at vertex v1. We call
this packet the instruction pointer packet.

3. If the instruction pointer packet is at vertex v j, demand agent enables
the edge to the vertex vl that corresponds to the next step in the
computation. For example, if the instruction pointer packet is at
node u j and the j-th instruction in R is if X1 = 0 goto l , then
demand agent has to enable the edge (u j , ul) if there is a packet at
vertex c1; otherwise he has to enable the edge (u j , u j+1).

4. Demand agent always blocks the edges that lead to the current in-
struction for the next two turns. �is allows demand agent to check
in the next turn whether routing agent misbehaves by not sending
the instruction pointer packet. More precisely, if the instruction
pointer packet is at a node that is incident to a blocked edge, we
allow demand agent to create from this turn onwards in every turn
a new packet at t with destination vk , which can never be delivered.

5. If the instruction pointer packet is at vertex v j and the j-th instruc-
tion inR is inc Xi , demand agent creates a new packet with desti-
nation t at vertex ci . �e constraints have to be formulated in such
a way that demand agent can only block the edges (vi , vk) for all i
if demand agent generates the packet at ci . �is prevents demand
agent from skipping the generation of the packet at ci .
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6. If the instruction pointer packet is at vertex v j, the j-th instruction
inR is dec Xi , and there is a packet at ci , then demand agent has
to enable the edge (ci , c′i) for one turn. Furthermore demand agent
blocks the edge (di , d′i) for the next two turns. �is allows demand
agent to check in the next turn whether routing agent misbehaves
by not sending a packet from ci to , c′i . More precisely, if the edge
(di , d′i) is blocked and there in no packet at c′i , we allow demand
agent to generate from this turn onwards in every turn a packet
that can never be delivered. In the same way demand agent can
force routing agent to send the packet from c′i to t: if the edge
(di , d′i) is not blocked and there is still a packet at c′i , we allow
demand agent also to generate packets that can never be delivered.
Note that in the case of undirected edges this procedure requires
that two decrement instructions are never executed immediately in
succession; otherwise routing agent would be able to send a packet
from c′i back to ci without le�ing demand agent detect a misbehavior
by one the aforementioned checks. Every register machine can be
easily modi�ed to ful�ll this additional requirement.

7. A�er the instruction pointer packet arrived its destination vk , de-
mand agent has to enable the edges (c1 , c′1) and (c2 , c′2) until all
packets arrived their destinations.

It is easy to see that demand agent and routing agent will always try to sim-
ulate the register machine. Demand agent’s constraints are deterministic in
the sense that he never has the choice between di�erent actions. He can
only skip some actions, which is never an advantage for him. If demand
agent skips the generation of a packet at c1 or c2, routing agent can deliver
the instruction pointer packet immediately. Also, the routing agent has
to mimic the instructions ofR as long as the stop instruction Ik has not
been reached. If routing agent misbehaves, the constraints allow demand
agent to generate packets form this turn onwards that will never be deliv-
ered. As long asR does not reach the stop instruction Ik , the number of
packets at the vertex ci is equal to the value of the register Xi: demand
agent generates a new packet at vertex ci whenever a inc Xi instruction
occurs inR, and routing agent has to deliver a packet at ci to t whenever
the number of packets at ci is not zero and a dec Xi instruction occurs
inR.
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For the reduction to boundedness games, it follows immediately that
the number of packet at the vertices c1 , c2 stays bounded i� register values
of R are bounded. Hence, routing agent wins the boundedness game
exactly in this case.

For the reduction to delivery and bounded delivery games, let us as-
sume thatR eventually stops. �en, routing agent eventually delivers the
instruction pointer packet. In the following turns, routing agent can deliver
all packets while demand agent cannot generate any new packets. So, rout-
ing agent wins the delivery and the bounded delivery game. Conversely, if
R never reaches the stop instruction Ik , the instruction pointer packet will
never be delivered. So, demand agent wins the delivery and the bounded
delivery game in this case. Hence, routing agent wins the delivery as well
as the bounded delivery game i�R eventually stops.

Note that we can also sharpen the undecidability result. It is still valid
if we restrict the set of edge labels Σ to a singleton set, as the constructed
connectivity graph only contains single edges. We can also sharpen the
result regarding the conditions used in the constraints. In the informally
given description of the constraints, we only used statements of the form
“edge e blocked” and “node u has a packet”. It is not necessary to specify the
source, destination, or the time stamp of a packet to obtain undecidability.
Hence, our undecidability result does not depend on these features of the
routing game model.

Finally, we note that it is also undecidable whether there exists an ℓ
such that routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game. In the presented unde-
cidability proof, routing agent can either deliver all packets within a �xed
number of turns (if the register machine stops) or the packet that mim-
ics the instruction pointer can never be delivered (if the register machine
never stops). So, we can also apply the reduction for this question. Alterna-
tively, this also follows from the undecidability result for bounded delivery
games and �eorem 2.3, which says that deciding whether routing agent
can deliver each packet within a bounded number of turns is equivalent to
solving bounded delivery games. �us, solving these two kind of routing
games can be reduced to each other.

Remark 2.5. Given a dynamic network routing game, it is undecidable
whether there exists an ℓ such that routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game.
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Delivery Games with a Fixed Delay

Solving routing games becomes decidable if demand agent has to deliver
every packet within an a priori �xed delay ℓ. �ese ℓ-delivery games have
the form of a safety game where routing agent has to ensure that the time
stamp of each packet does not exceed ℓ. Since the number of packets that
can be generated in every turn is also limited by a known bound, we only
have to inspect a �nite state space to solve these safety games.

�eorem 2.6. For every ℓ ∈N, solving ℓ-delivery games is decidable.

Proof. Consider an ℓ-delivery game G. We transform G into an in�nite two-
player game (see Grädel, �omas, and Wilke, 2002) on a game graph G′

such that each vertex of G′ corresponds to a network state of G and an
indication of which player acts next. �e edges of G′ are directed; they
lead from network states where demand agent moves to networks where
routing agent moves and vice versa according to the agents’ possible actions
in G. On this game graph G′ routing agent has to win the safety game
where she has to avoid any vertex of G′ that represents a network state
containing a packet with a time stamp > ℓ. Indeed, solving the ℓ-delivery
game G is equivalent to solving this safety game on the unfolded game
graph G′. In the case that G′ is �nite it is well known that the safety game
can be solved e�ciently with respect to the size of G′ (see �omas, 1995,
2008a; Grädel, �omas, and Wilke, 2002).

It remains to be shown that we have to inspect only a �nite subset
of the network states resulting in a �nite game graph G′. Routing agent
looses as soon as a packet’s time stamp exceeds ℓ. For this reason, when
we generate the game graph G′, we do not have to generate any successor
network state from a network state in which the time stamp of a packet is
already ℓ+1. Also, the number of packets that can be generated in one turn
is bounded by the constraints, say by some constant n. So, the vertices in
G′ only represent network states in which the total number of packets is at
most (ℓ+1) ⋅ n. Since each packet gets the lowest available identi�er when
generated, the identi�ers are also bounded by (ℓ + 1) ⋅ n. So, in this case
a packet distribution λ is a function from V to 2[(ℓ+1)n]×V

2×[ℓ+1] where
[k] ∶= {0, . . . , k}. �e number of di�erent functions of this form is �nite.
Since the number of di�erent blocked-links functions is also �nite, the size
of the game graph G′ is �nite.
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2.3 Solving Routing Games with Weak

Constraints

In this section we show that dynamic network routing games with weak
constraints are solvable. �e principle idea is to prove bounds on the
number of packets in the network that we have to inspect. �is yields a
solution for the routing game by solving an equivalent safety game that
has a �nite state space.

We start with general remarks on the possibilities of demand agent’s
moves under weak constraints (Section 2.3.1). �en, we use these remarks
to show that solving boundedness routing games becomes decidable (Sec-
tion 2.3.2). �e main part of this section deals with the solvability of
delivery games under weak constraints (Section 2.3.3). Finally, we combine
the arguments to solve bounded delivery games (Section 2.3.4).

2.3.1 General Remarks

First of all, let us remember that weak constraints, as de�ned in Section 2.1,
can be seen as a function C∶BL → 2QG , which assigns to each blocked-
links function a set of possible successor network states. �is leads us
directly to the following remarks. �e �rst one says that demand agent
cannot gain any advantage by omi�ing the generation of some packets,
because the constraints do not depend on the packet distribution.

Remark 2.7. In a dynamic network routing game with weak constraints,
consider a play π that is won by routing agent and results from demand
agent playing according to a strategy σ and routing agent playing according
to a strategy τ. If demand agent changes his strategy σ to σ ′ by leaving
out the generation of some packets, he will also lose the resulting play, i.e.,
demand agent cannot improve his strategy in this way.

For the same reason, namely that the constraints do not depend on
the packet distribution, the demand agent has the same possibilities to
act in all network states that have the same blocked-links function. So, if
demand agent can move from a network state (λ1 , bl) to a network state
(λ′1 , bl

′), he can also move from a network state (λ2 , bl) to some network
state (λ′2 , bl

′). Recall that we denote with BL the set of all possible blocked-
links function and with ∣BL∣ the number of such functions. �e second
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remark is that demand agent can reach a network work state with a certain
blocked-links function within ∣BL∣−1 turns if he can reach such a network
state at all.

Remark 2.8. Consider a dynamic network routing game with weak con-
straints and a network state qi with blocked-links function bli . Let us as-
sume that demand agent has a strategy to reach from qi a network state q j
with blocked-links function blj. �en, demand agent also has a strategy
from qi to reach a network state q′j with the same blocked-links function,
i.e., blj, within at most ∣BL∣ − 1 turns.

Proof. Towards a contradiction assume that demand agent only has a strat-
egy to reach a network state q′j with blocked-links function blj such that
he needs from qi to q j at least ∣BL∣ turns. �en, every resulting play in�x
qi . . . q′j has at least the length 2∣BL∣ (note that for every turn we have one
network state for demand agent’s move and one network state for routing
agent’s move). So, there are two network states qk and ql with identical
blocked-links function where the same player moves (because there are
only ∣BL∣ di�erent blocked-links functions). We assume that qk and ql
are network states of demand agent; otherwise we can take qk+1 and ql+1
since the change of the blocked-links function is deterministic in routing
agent’s moves. We can optimize demand agent’s strategy by choosing in qk
the action that he chooses in ql+1. Repeating this we yield a play in�x of a
length < 2∣BL∣. Hence, demand agent has a strategy with which he reaches
from qi a network state with blocked-links function blj in less than ∣BL∣
turns, which is a contradiction to our assumption.

2.3.2 Boundedness Games

We now show that boundedness games with weak constraints are solvable.
�e basic idea is to note that due to Remark 2.8 demand agent can loop in
some network states that have the same blocked-links function within ∣BL∣
turns. We prove an upper bound on the number of packets that routing
agent is able deliver in such a loop. Based on this bound we de�ne a
threshold for the number of packets in the network. Routing agent tries
to keep the number of packets below this threshold. If demand agent has
a strategy to exceed this threshold, he can also ensure that the number of
packets in the network cannot be bounded at all.
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�eorem 2.9. Given a routing game with weak constraints, routing agent wins
the boundedness game i� she can guarantee that there exist at most b ∶= ∣BL∣ ⋅
(n + ∣E∣ + 1) packets at each vertex, where n is the maximal number of packets
that demand agent can generate per turn (given by the constraints) and ∣E∣ is
the number of single edges in the connectivity graph.

Proof. Clearly, if routing agent guarantees that there always at most b
packets in the network, routing agent wins the boundedness game.

For the converse let us assume that demand agent has a strategy to
reach a network state with more than b packets in the network. As demand
agent’s moves do not depend on the packet distribution, we can partition
the network states QG into a set Inf of network states whose blocked-
links function can occur in�nitely o�en in a play (i.e., demand agent has a
strategy to visit some network states with identical blocked-links function
at least twice) and a set Fin of network states whose blocked-links function
can occur at most once in a play. Since at most ∣BL∣ network states in Fin
are reachable, the sum of packets that can be generated in a play in the
states in Fin can be bounded by the constant k ∶= ∣BL∣ ⋅ n. From the states
in Inf demand agent can revisit a network state with the same blocked-links
function within ∣BL∣ turns (see Remark 2.8). Since demand agent is able
to reach a network state that contains more than b packets and at most k
of these packets can be generated in network states in Fin, demand agent
generates at least b − k = ∣BL∣ ⋅ (∣E∣ + 1) packets in some network states
in Inf. As demand agent can revisit network states in Inf with identical
blocked-links function at least every ∣BL∣ turns, he also has a strategy to
reach a loop of network states with identical blocked-links functions in
which he generates at least ∣BL∣ ⋅ (∣E∣+ 1) packets. Since routing agent can
send at most ∣E∣ packets to adjacent nodes in each turn, she can deliver
at most ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣E∣ packets in such a loop. So, the number of packets in
the network increases with every loop. Hence, demand agent wins the
boundedness game.

With the previous theorem, we can easily reduce the game to a safety
game with �nite state space where routing agent has to ensure that there
are at most b packets at each network node.

Corollary 2.10. For routing games with weak constraints, solving boundedness
games is decidable.
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Proof. �e proof is analogous to the proof of �eorem 2.6. We have to
solve the safety game on the unfolded game graph where routing agent has
to guarantee that the number of packets does not exceed the bound b from
�eorem 2.9. Hence, in the unfolding we only have to generate network
states with at most b+1 packets in the network. As the truncated unfolded
game graph is �nite, we can solve this safety game e�ciently (with respect
to the size of the unfolded game graph).

2.3.3 Delivery Games

Solving delivery and bounded delivery games under weak constraints re-
quires a more involved proof. For the proofs in this section, we use the
following terminology. We say that a packet (id, s , d , k) which is currently
at vertex u (in a given network state) has the type (u, d). So, in a network
with a vertex set V the packets have at most ∣V ∣2 di�erent types. Further,
for a given game, we denote with ∆out the maximal number of outgoing
packets that routing agent can send per node. In the routing game model
considered in this thesis, this is the maximal number of outgoing edges of
a node.5 So, formally we de�ne

∆out ∶= max{ ∣{(u, v)a ∈ E ∶ v ∈ V, a ∈ Σ}∣ ∶ u ∈ V } .

We start with some technical lemmas:

Lemma 2.11. Given a routing game with weak constraints on a connectivity
graph (V, E) with V = {v1 , . . . , vk}. Assume that demand agent can reach a
network state with blocked-links function bl where each node vl stores at least
nlm packets with destination vm (with l , m ∈ {1, . . . , k}). Let n ∶= ∑l ,m nlm .
�en, demand agent can also reach such a state within ∣BL∣n+1 ⋅ (∆out)n turns;
moreover it su�ces to keep at most ∣BL∣n ⋅ (∆out)n−1 packets of each type for
n > 0 (and 0 packets for n = 0), i.e., all other packets of each type may be
discarded a�er each turn.

Proof. We show the claim by induction over n. �e case n = 0 is easy;
demand agent has to reach a network state with blocked-links function bl,

5 For other network models, where for instance routing agent transmits from each node
at most one packet per frequency (as in Gross, Radmacher, and �omas, 2010), one
has to re�ne this de�nition.
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which he can reach within ∣BL∣ − 1 turns according to Remark 2.8. For
n > 0 demand agent has to generate at least n packets, say P1 , . . . , Pn, and
therea�er demand agent has to reach a network state q j with blocked-links
function bl such that the packets P1 , . . . , Pn (or equivalently n other packets
of the same types) remain at their vertices where they were generated. We
distinguish two cases.

In the �rst case demand agent has a strategy to generate each packet
Pi (with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}), say in a network state qi with blocked-links func-
tion bli , without visiting a network state with blocked-links function bli
twice; and a�er generating all n packets in this way he reaches a network
state q j with blocked-links function bl where the packets P1 , . . . , Pn still
exist at their required vertices vlm. �is is the trivial case where demand
agent can reach q j within (n+1) ⋅(∣BL∣−1) ≤ ∣BL∣n+1 ⋅(∆out)n turns. And
since routing agent can send at most ∆out packets from each node in every
turn, it su�ces for demand agent to keep (∆out + 1) ⋅ (n + 1) ⋅ (∣BL∣ − 1)
packets of each type.

In the second case there exists a packet Pi (in {P1 , . . . , Pn}) such that
demand agent can reach the network state q j only by revisiting a network
state with some blocked-links function bli . We assume due to our induc-
tion hypothesis that there is a strategy for demand agent to reach a network
state q′j with blocked-links function bl within xn−1 ∶= ∣BL∣n ⋅(∆out)n−1 turns
where at least the packets P1 , . . . , Pi−1 , Pi+1 , . . . , Pn exist at their required
vertices (and that it su�ces to keep at most xn−2 ∶= ∣BL∣n−1 ⋅(∆out)n−2 pack-
ets of the same type for n > 1 and 0 packets otherwise). Now we use that
demand agent has a strategy to revisit a network state with blocked-links
function bli . Demand agent can generate su�ciently many packets of the
same type as Pi , so that at least one of these packets remains at its origin
a�er taking the xn−1 turns for reaching a network state q j with blocked-
links function bl. Since in the worst case routing agent can send up to
∆out packets per node and turn, demand agent has to visit a network state
with function bli up to xn−1 ⋅∆out times (to accumulate xn−1 ⋅∆out packets
that have the same type as Pi). For this, demand agent needs at most
xn−1 ⋅∆out ⋅ (∣BL∣− 1) turns (due to Remark 2.8), and it su�ces for him to
keep at most xn−1 packets of the same type. �en, from this state demand
agent needs at most xn−1 turns to reach a network state q j with blocked-
links function bl and packets P1 , . . . , Pn at their required vertices vlm, and
it su�ces for him to keep at most xn−2 packets of the same type (due to
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our induction hypothesis). Overall, demand agent can reach q j within
xn−1 ⋅ ∆out ⋅ (∣BL∣ − 1) + xn−1 ≤ ∣BL∣n+1 ⋅ (∆out)n turns; and it is su�cient
for demand agent to keep at most max{xn−1 , xn−2} = ∣BL∣n ⋅ (∆out)n−1
packets of the same type at each vertex.

Lemma 2.12. Given a routing game with weak constraints on a connectivity
graph (V, E) with V = {v1 , . . . , vk}, and given a network state q with blocked-
links function bl where each node vl stores nlm packets with destination vm (with
l , m ∈ {1, . . . , k}). Assume that demand agent has a strategy �om network
state q such that one of the mentioned packets can never be delivered. �en,
�om a network state q′ with the same function bl where each vertex vl stores
only n′lm = min{nlm , ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out} packets with destination vm in the network,
demand agent can also prevent the delivery of a packet.

Proof. Towards a contradiction we assume that demand agent has a strat-
egy from the network state q to prevent the delivery of at least one packet
that is in the network in q, but that routing agent has a strategy τ from
the network state q′ to deliver all packets that are in the network in q′. If
demand agent can prevent the delivery of a packet, he has a strategy to
reach a network state q− with a certain blocked-links function bl− such that
from q− onwards some particular packet, say P−, will never be delivered.
Due to Remark 2.8 demand agent has a strategy σ to reach such a network
state from q within ∣BL∣ − 1 turns. Also note that routing agent is able
to play her strategy τ (which we assumed she has in q′) in the network
state q. It follows from Remark 2.7 that routing agent can deliver all of
the nlm packets of a type with nlm ≤ ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out and that at least ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out

of the packets with nlm > ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out. So, we can assume that the packet
P− has one of the types with nlm > ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out in q. Since demand agent
has a strategy in network state q to prevent the delivery of a packet, there
is a type with nlm > ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out such that at least one of the nlm packets
of this type will never be delivered (if demand and routing agent play σ
and τ from q). Since there are at least ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out many packets of this
type in q′ as well as in q, routing agent can deliver these packets at best in
∣BL∣⋅∆out
∆out

= ∣BL∣ turns. So, if the routing agent plays τ in q′, there is still at
least one of the nlm packets of this type le� at vl a�er ∣BL∣ − 1 turns. But
according to Remark 2.8 demand agent can reach from q′ a network state
with blocked-links function bl− within ∣BL∣ − 1 turns. So, a packet with
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the same type as P− still resides at its original vertex when demand agent
reaches a network state with blocked-links function bl−. Clearly, by playing
σ demand agent prevents the delivery of this packet (because routing agent
has the same possibilities to deliver each packet of the same type). �is
is a contradiction to our assumption that τ is a strategy for routing agent
from q′ to deliver all packets that are in the network in q′.

Now we de�ne a variant of the dynamic network routing game where
the number of packets in the network is always bounded. For a routing
game G, we de�ne the restricted game G↾b where we keep at most b packets
of the same type and discard all other packets a�er each move. More
precisely, for all vertices u and d, the following happen in G↾b a�er each
player’s move: While the number of packets at u with destination d is
higher than b, the packet (id, d , t) at u with the highest id is removed
from the network. Note that we consider removed packets as delivered;
so, the packet deletions in the restricted game are a disadvantage for the
demand agent.

�eorem 2.13. Consider a dynamic network routing game G with weak con-
straints, and let b ∶= (∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out)∣V ∣2⋅∣BL∣⋅∆out . �en, routing agent wins the
delivery game G i� she wins the restricted delivery game G↾b .

Proof. Assume that routing agent wins the delivery game G. Towards a
contradiction, we assume that demand agent wins the delivery game G↾b,
say with a strategy σ . We take demand agent’s strategy σ for G. Since the
constraints C are independent from the packet distribution, routing agent
must at least deliver all packets which would not be deleted by the addi-
tional rule in the modi�ed game G↾b . Since routing agent cannot deliver all
packets in G↾b, she cannot deliver all packets in G. Hence, demand agent
wins G by playing σ , which is a contradiction to our assumption.

Conversely, assume that routing agent wins the restricted delivery
game G↾b. Towards a contradiction, we assume that demand agent wins
the delivery game G. �en, demand agent has a strategy (for G) to reach a
network state q− where he can guarantee that one of the packets will never
be delivered. Due to Lemma 2.12 it su�ces to keep at most ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out

packets of each type from the network state q− onwards. Since the num-
ber of di�erent types is bounded by ∣V ∣2, there have to be kept at most
n = ∣V ∣2 ⋅ ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∆out packets in the network from q− onwards, so that
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demand agent still wins. According to Lemma 2.11 demand agent has a
strategy to reach q− if only ∣BL∣n ⋅ (∆out)n−1 ≤ b packets (and 0 packets if
n = 0) of each type are kept in the network. So, demand agent also wins
the restricted delivery game G↾b, which contradicts our assumption.

So, for a routing game G with weak constraints, solving the restricted
delivery game G↾b with bound b on the number of packets is su�cient
for solving the unbounded delivery game G. Although the number of
network states of the restricted game is �nite, it has not yet the format of
a safety game, as ℓ-delivery games (�eorem 2.6) and boundedness games
under weak constraints (�eorem 2.9). With the following theorem every
restricted delivery game can be turned into an equivalent ℓ-delivery game.

�eorem 2.14. Given a restricted routing gameG↾b with weak constraints, rout-
ing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game G↾b for ℓ ∶= ∣BL∣2 ⋅ ∣V ∣3 ⋅ b i� she wins the
delivery game G↾b .

Proof. Clearly, if routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game, she also wins the
delivery game.

For the converse, we assume that routing agent wins the delivery
game G↾b. We �rst show that routing agent can send each packet in the
network to an adjacent node at least every ∣V ∣ ⋅ b ⋅ (∣BL∣− 1) turns. As G↾b
is a restricted routing game, there are at most ∣V ∣ ⋅ b packets at each node
(because there exist at most ∣V ∣ di�erent destinations). For this reason
we can assume that routing agent delays a packet P due to another packet
with a higher time stamp at most ∣V ∣ ⋅ b times, i.e., she uses at most ∣V ∣ ⋅ b
times the available edges for sending other packets instead of using one of
the available edges for sending P. Also, we can assume that routing agent
has to wait at most ∣BL∣ − 1 turns until she sends one of the packets of
a certain type at a certain node to an adjacent node; otherwise network
states with identical blocked-links function would occur at least twice in
the meantime (see Remark 2.8). �is would imply that demand agent
wins by visiting such network states again and again while he can avoid
that a packet of a certain type can be sent to an adjacent node. We now
give an upper bound on the number of times that a packet visits a certain
node before it is delivered. More precisely, we can assume that routing
agent sends a packet to the same node at most ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣ times; otherwise
a packet would visit a node twice while also the blocked-links function is
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the same (and this would imply that demand agent has a strategy to reach
such network states again and again while preventing the delivery of this
packet).

Altogether, since routing agent sends each packet to an adjacent node
at least every ∣V ∣ ⋅ b ⋅ (∣BL∣− 1) turns, each packet visits each node at most
∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣ times, and the network consists of ∣V ∣ nodes, routing agent has a
strategy to deliver each packet within ∣V ∣ ⋅b ⋅(∣BL∣−1) ⋅ ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣ ⋅(∣V ∣−1)
turns (which is less than ∣BL∣2 ⋅ ∣V ∣3 ⋅ b turns). Hence, routing agent wins
the ℓ-delivery game G↾b.

Now we have all ingredients to solve delivery games under weak con-
straints. We transform the game G into a restricted game G↾b, for which
�eorem 2.13 provides the bound b on the number of packets of the same
type at each node. �en, �eorem 2.14 gives us a bound ℓ such that we
can solve the restricted game G↾b with the ℓ-delivery winning condition
using �eorem 2.6. We obtain the following result.

Corollary 2.15. For routing games with weak constraints, solving delivery games
is decidable.

2.3.4 Bounded Delivery Games

We combine some of the previous arguments for boundedness and deliv-
ery games to solve bounded delivery games under weak constraints. In
particular, we show a variant of �eorem 2.14 where the bound on the
number of packets in the network directly follows from the boundedness
winning condition provided by �eorem 2.9.

�eorem 2.16. Given a routing game with weak constraints, routing agent wins
the ℓ-delivery game for ℓ ∶= ∣BL∣2 ⋅ ∣V ∣2 ⋅ b with b ∶= ∣BL∣ ⋅ (n + ∣E∣ + 1) i� she
wins the bounded delivery game.

Proof. Clearly, if routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game, she also wins the
bounded delivery game.

For the converse, we assume that routing agent wins the bounded de-
livery game. Due to �eorem 2.9 we assume that routing agent guarantees
that there are at most b ∶= ∣BL∣ ⋅ (n + ∣E∣ + 1) packets in the network;
otherwise demand agent wins the boundedness game and hence also the
bounded delivery game. As there are at most b packets in the network,
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we can assume that routing agent delays a packet P due to another packet
with a higher time stamp at most b times, i.e., she uses at most b times
the available edges for sending other packets instead of using one of the
available edges for sending P. Also, we can assume that routing agent has
to wait at most ∣BL∣−1 turns until she sends one of the packets of a certain
type at a certain node to an adjacent node; otherwise some network states
with identical blocked-links functions would occur at least twice in the
meantime (see Remark 2.8). �is would imply that demand agent wins
by visiting such network states again and again while he can avoid that
a packet of a certain type can be sent to an adjacent node. By a similar
argument we can assume that routing agent sends a packet to the same
node at most ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣ times; otherwise a packet would visit a node twice
while also the blocked-links function is the same (and this would imply
that demand agent has a strategy to reach such network states again and
again while preventing the delivery of this packet).

Altogether, since routing agent sends each packet to an adjacent node
at least every b ⋅ (∣BL∣ − 1) turns, each packet visits each node at most
∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣ times, and the network consists of ∣V ∣ nodes, routing agent has a
strategy to deliver each packet within b ⋅ (∣BL∣ − 1) ⋅ ∣BL∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣ ⋅ (∣V ∣ − 1)
turns (which is less than ∣BL∣2 ⋅ ∣V ∣2 ⋅ b turns). Hence, routing agent wins
the ℓ-delivery game.

Again, we can to solve bounded delivery games under weak constraints
by solving a safety game. For this, it su�ces to solve an ℓ-delivery game
with a �xed ℓ, which is provided by the previous theorem. Additionally,
we may also bound the number of packets at each node according to
�eorem 2.9 in order to reduce the state space that we have to explore.

Corollary 2.17. For routing games with weak constraints, solving bounded de-
livery games is decidable.

Finally, we can also decide for routing games with weak constraints
whether there exists an ℓ for that routing agent wins the ℓ-delivery game.
�is follows immediately from the previous result, because the question is
equivalent to solving bounded delivery games (�eorem 2.3)

Remark 2.18. Given a dynamic network routing game with weak constraints,
one can decide whether there exists some ℓ such that routing agent wins
the ℓ-delivery game.
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2.4 Solving Routing Games with Simple

Constraints

�is section deals with solving dynamic network routing games under
simple constraints. Besides determining the winner of a given routing
game, the aim of this section is to compute an e�cient routing algorithm.
Whenever routing agent wins a given routing game, we want to synthesize a
winning strategy that has a simple format and allows fast routing decisions
at each network node. More precisely, a routing algorithm should

◆ run locally at each network node u, i.e., in each turn the routing
decisions at u are independent from the routing decisions at other
network nodes,

◆ provide fast routing decisions for the packets at u a�er each update
of the network state by demand agent (in the form of generated
packets and blocked edges), and

◆ provide routing decisions only depending on the packets at u (or,
in the case of delivery games, only depending on the packets in a
small neighborhood of u). Also, if possible, the algorithm should
only depend on the blocked edges in a small neighborhood of u.

In this section we provide routing algorithms for delivery, boundedness,
and bounded delivery games with simple constraints.

For delivery games we will see that, whenever routing agent wins,
she has a winning strategy that only depends on a local neighborhood of
each node. In this way we obtain a routing algorithm, for which routing
decisions at each node u only depend on the packets at u and on the
blocked edges in the #t-hop neighborhood of u. Also the current turn
number is used to associate a �xed time slot with each packet, in which
only this single packet is delivered. For the case of #t = 1 we obtain a
more e�cient algorithm, which routes packets simultaneously. In this case,
the routing decisions only depend on the packets at u and the available
incident edges (Section 2.4.1).

For boundedness games we will present a simple routing algorithm,
which associates with each packet a distinct path when this packet is gen-
erated. �e algorithm provides a solution for all scenarios where – as long
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as the blocked edges do not change – �xed forwarding paths are su�cient.
Using this algorithm the routing decisions at a node u only depend on the
blocked edges in the network and the packets at u (Section 2.4.2).

Finally, we will discuss bounded delivery games, for which we re�ne
the routing algorithm that we used for boundedness games. �e re�ned
algorithm only works under additional assumptions on both the demands
and the paths for the packets. More precisely, we need an additional fair-
ness assumption saying that a connection between each pair of adjacent
nodes is available again and again; and the algorithm requires that the paths
for routing the packets cannot be combined to any loop (Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1 Delivery Games

First, we develop a local routing algorithm for delivery games with simple
constraints. �e central observation is that it is su�cient for routing agent
to route only one packet at the same time to its destination. �is leads us
to the idea to extend the notion of sabotage games, which we discussed
in Chapter 1. More precisely, we know that demand agent wins a delivery
game if and only if he has a strategy to generate a packet that will never
be delivered. Hence, it su�ces to check for every pair (s, d) of source
and destination node separately whether demand agent can prevent the
packet delivery. We introduce so-called extended sabotage games where the
player Runner starting at vertex s has to reach vertex d . Blocker’s actions of
edge removal are adapted to demand agent’s actions in routing games with
simple constraints; also, edges are restored as in routing games. We show
that solving a delivery game G under simple constraints is equivalent to
solving the extended sabotage game for all pairs of source and destination
provided with G. Based on this result we derive a local routing algorithm
for solving delivery games under simple constraints. Finally, we discuss the
special case of #t = 1, i.e., the case that demand agent completely deter-
mines the set of blocked edges in every turn (as opposed to determining
only a subset of the blocked edges in every turn).

Extended Sabotage Games

An extended sabotage game is a tuple

S = (G, s, d , #e , #t)
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where G = (V, E) is a connectivity graph,6 s ∈ V is the initial vertex where
Runner starts, d ∈ V is the goal vertex which Runner has to reach, #e
is the number of edges which Blocker may block per turn, and #t is the
number of turns for which an edge stays blocked (if not blocked again in
the meantime).

Blocker blocks edges in the extended sabotage game according to the
parameters #e and #t in the same way as in the dynamic network routing
game with simple constraints. So, there are at most #e ⋅#t edges blocked in
the network at the same time. A position of the extended sabotage game
is a tuple (v, E1 , . . . , E#t), where v is the vertex where Runner currently
resides and each Ei is a set containing at most #e single edges; these are
the edges that are blocked for the next i turns. Hence, the sets Ei are
pairwise disjoint. In contrast to usual sabotage games, the initial position
of an extended sabotage game depends on initial edge blockings of Blocker.
More precisely, at the beginning of the game Blocker has the opportunity
to block #t times #e edges. �e resulting initial position is (s, E1 , . . . , E#t),
where Runner resides at the initial vertex s and each set Ei contains at
most #e edges (and all sets Ei are pairwise disjoint). �en, starting from
this initial position Runner and Blocker move in alternation as in a usual
sabotage game. From a position (u, E1 , . . . , E#t), �rst Runner traverses the
graph from the vertex u via a non-blocked edge (u, v), i.e., she chooses an
edge from the set ({u} × V) ∖ (E1 ∪ . . . ∪ E#t). �e position is updated
to (v, E1 , . . . , E#t). �en, Blocker blocks #e edges, say the edges of a set
B = {e1 , . . . , e#e} ⊆ E. �e edges in E1, which were previously blocked for
the next turn only, become available again if they are not in B. �e new
position is (v, E2 ∖ B, . . . , E#t ∖ B, B).

A play is an in�nite sequence of positions

π = (u0 , E0
1 , . . . , E

0
#t)(u1 , E0

1 , . . . , E
0
#t)(u1 , E1

1 , . . . , E
1
#t) . . .

where (u0 , E0
1 , . . . , E

0
#t) is the initial position (a�er Blocker’s initial edge

blockings) and the subsequent positions arise by moves of Runner and
Blocker as described above. Runner wins a play π of the extended sabotage

6 As in routing games with simple constraints we do not distinguish between di�erent
frequencies in extended sabotage games. Hence, a connectivity graph can be seen in this
context as a multi graph without edge labels. We use here the concept of connectivity
graphs as we borrow the graph directly from the dynamic network routing game.
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game S if she reaches the goal vertex. In contrast to the sabotage games
discussed in Chapter 1, plays are in�nite as edges are also restored a�er
some time (except for the case that #e ⋅ #t ≥ ∣E∣). However, a play can be
considered as �nite if Runner reaches the goal vertex. Plays that are won
by Blocker are in�nite.

A strategy for Runner is a function from (V × (2E)#t)+ to V which
maps each play pre�x to the vertex to which Runner moves next or to
Runner’s current vertex if she skips. A strategy for Blocker is given by
some initial edge blockings and a function which maps each play pre�x
to a set B containing the #e edges that Blocker blocks next. Runner wins
an extended sabotage game S if she has a strategy to win every play of S in
which she moves according to this strategy. In the same way Blocker winsS
if he has a strategy to win every play in which he blocks edges according to
this strategy. It is easy to see that extended sabotage games are positional
determined, as discussed for the original sabotage games in Chapter 1, i.e.,
for each extended sabotage game exactly one of the players has a positional
winning strategy.

Proposition 2.19. Extended sabotage games are determined. Moreover, the
winning player always has a positional winning strategy.

�is implies that extended sabotage games can also be evaluated a�er
a �nite number of turns. When Runner wins with a positional strategy,
each position occurs at most once until she reaches a �nal vertex. So, we
can evaluate a play as winning for Blocker if a position occurs twice before
Runner visits a �nal vertex. Indeed, one of the two cases always occurs
since the number of positions is �nite.

Properties of Runner’s Winning Strategies in Extended Sabotage Games

To use Runner’s winning strategies for routing in delivery games with
simple constraints, we analyze two further aspects. First, towards a local
routing algorithm we show that Runner only needs to know about the
blocked edges in the #t-hop neighborhood of her current vertex. Second,
we show that Runner can reach a �nal vertex in a certain number of turns
(if she wins at all). Since we want to route the packet in the delivery game
one a�er the other, this bound can be used as an upper bound on the
number of turns a�er which we can begin to transmit the next packet.
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Towards a local strategy for Runner, we observe that it cannot be
useful for Blocker to block an edge which will be restored at least as soon
as Runner reaches an incident vertex. To formalize this, we de�ne the
k-hop-neighborhood Nk(u) of a node u as the set of edges which occurs
in any path of length at most k starting at u (where the length of a path
corresponds to its number of edges), i.e.,

Nk(u) = {(vi−1 , vi)a ∈ E ∣ i ∈ {1, . . . , l} and there is a
path v0v1 . . . vl with v0 = u and l ≤ k} .

Because each edge is restored #t turns a�er blocking (if Blocker does not
block it again), neither of the players has to care about the blocked edges
outside the #t-hop neighborhood of Runner’s current vertex u. If an edge
outside the #t-hop neighborhood of u is blocked, it will be available again
unless Blocker chooses this edge for blocking in a future turn.

Proposition 2.20. In each extended sabotage gameS = (G, s, d , #e , #t)where
Runner (Blocker) wins, she (he) also has a winning strategy which only depends
on Runner’s current vertex and on the edges that are blocked in the #t-hop neigh-
borhood of Runner’s current position.

Now we show an upper bound on the number of turns that Runner
needs to reach the goal vertex (in the case that she has a winning strategy).
For this, we give an upper bound on the number of times that Runner has
to revisit a node.

Lemma 2.21. If Runner wins an extended sabotage game S = (G, s, d , #e , #t),
Runner also has a winning strategy with which she visits each vertex v ∈ V at
most (∣N#t(v)∣ + 1)#e⋅#t times.

Proof. Note that sabotage games are positional determined; and for both
players strategies su�ce that only depend on the #t-hop-neighborhood of
Runner’s current position. Also note that in an extended sabotage game
there are at most #e ⋅ #t edges blocked in the graph. For each vertex v ∈ V
we can overapproximate the number of combinations of blocked edges in
N#t(v) by counting the number of di�erent functions from {1, . . . , #t} to
(N#t(v) ∪ {�})#e; such function assigns to each number i ∈ {1, . . . , #t}
the set of edges which are blocked for the next i turns (� is used as a
placeholder if less than #e edges are blocked for i turns). �ere exist
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(∣N#t(v)∣ + 1)#e⋅#t such functions. So, at the latest when Runner visits v
more than (∣N#t(v)∣ + 1)#e⋅#t times, a position is repeated where Runner
is at v and exactly the same edges are blocked in the #t-hop neighborhood
N#t(v). Hence, if Runner wins S , she has a winning strategy with which
she visits each vertex v at most (∣N#t(v)∣ + 1)#e⋅#t times.

For a sabotage game S = (G, s, d , #e , #t) with G = (V, E) we de�ne

bound(S) ∶=∑
v∈V

(∣N#t(v)∣ + 1)#e⋅#t .

�is serves as an upper bound on the number turns that Runner needs to
win an extended sabotage game (if she wins at all). Note that the bound
bound(S) does not depend on the initial vertex s and the goal vertex d.

Corollary 2.22. If Runner wins an extended sabotage game S , Runner has a
winning strategy to win S within bound(S) turns.

We recall that in the original two-player sabotage game, which we
discussed in Chapter 1, Runner has to visit each vertex at most once. More-
over, in the two-player as well as in the randomized version of the sabotage
game the length of the play is bounded by the number of edges. We used
this polynomial bound as a key to prove that solving sabotage games is
Pspace-complete. For extended sabotage games, however, it is an open
problem whether a play can be evaluated as winning for either of the two
players a�er polynomially many turns.

In the case that #e = 1 and the parameter #t is equal to the number of
edges, we obtain a usual sabotage game, for which we know that solving
them is Pspace-hard. Hence, solving extended sabotage games is also at
least Pspace-hard. But since we only have an exponential bound on the
number of turns that Runner needs to win, we cannot borrow the Pspace
solution method known from the original sabotage games. However, it
is easy to see that solving extended sabotage games is in ExpTime, since
the unfolding of a given extended sabotage game games yields an in�nite
two-player game (see �omas, 2008a; Grädel, �omas, and Wilke, 2002)
on a game graph which size is exponential in the given game. On the
unfolding one can solve the reachability game in linear time. However,
it is an open issue to �nd a tight complexity bound for solving extended
sabotage games.
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From Extended Sabotage Games to Delivery Routing Games

We show that the problem of solving delivery games under simple con-
straints can be reduced to solving extended sabotage games.

�eorem 2.23. Given a dynamic network routing game G = (G, D, #e , #t)
with simple constraints andD = ((s1 , d1), . . . , (sn , dn)), we de�ne for each pair
of source and destination the extended sabotage game Sj = (G, s j , d j , #e , #t).
�en, routing agent wins the delivery gameG i� Runner wins each of the extended
sabotage games S1 , . . . ,Sn .

Proof. Assume that Runner wins the extended sabotage game Sj for ev-
ery j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We claim that routing agent can deliver all generated
packets in G by routing only one packet at once. More precisely, routing
agent chooses one of the packets with the highest time stamp and route
it according to Runner’s sabotage-game strategy. Before routing agent
begins to transmit such a packet (id, s j , d j , t), the packet is at its source
node s j and some sets of edges are blocked, say E1 , . . . , E#t , where each
E j contains the edges that are blocked for the next j turns. Routing agent
sends the packet according to Runner’s strategy in the extended sabotage
game Sj where the initial position is (s j , E1 , . . . , E#t) a�er Blocker’s initial
edge blockings. �en, the actions of demand agent and Blocker as well
as the actions of routing agent and Runner coincide until the packet is
delivered. Note that routing agent does not send any other packet as long
as this single packet has not been delivered. �us, a�er she delivers this
packet, all other packets are still at their respective source nodes. �en,
routing agent delivers the next packet according to the sabotage-game strat-
egy. As Runner wins each of the extended sabotage games, routing agent
eventually delivers every generated packet. Hence, she wins the delivery
game G.

Conversely, assume that there exists a j ∈ {1, . . . , n} for which Blocker
wins the sabotage game Sj. �en, demand agent can use Blocker’s strategy
for Sj to prevent in G the delivery of one of the packets generated at s j. For
this, demand agent starts blocking the #e ⋅ #t edges according to Blocker’s
initial edge blockings in Gj. Also, in the same turn as in which Blocker
performs the last of these initial edge blockings, demand agent generates
one packet at s j with destination d j. �en, demand agent always blocks
edges according to Blocker’s sabotage-game strategy for Sj where Runner’s
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current vertex corresponds to the position of the generated packet in G.
Since Blocker wins Sj, demand agent prevents the delivery of the generated
packet in G. Hence, he wins the delivery game G.

�e proof of the previous theorem is constructive in the sense that it
provides a positional strategy for both routing agent and demand agent. In
contrast to Runner’s strategy in the extended sabotage games Sj, however,
the constructed strategy for routing agent lacks the property to depend
on the #t-hop neighborhood only. In order to know whether routing
agent can begin to route a packet, she has to check whether any previously
transmi�ed packet has reached its destination. �is means that in general
routing agent has to be aware of the packets at all network nodes. She also
has to agree on one of the packets with the highest time stamp.

To avoid these problems we partition the turns into time slots, each of
which su�ces to deliver any packet to its destination. We set the length
of the time slots to the bound on the number of turns that Runner needs
to win an extended sabotage game, which is provided by Corollary 2.22.
Again, we route only one packet at a time; but instead of checking whether
any previously transmi�ed packet has reached its destination, we route
packets from di�erent source nodes in a round-robin fashion and grand
routing agent bound(Sj) turns to deliver each packet.

�is idea is implemented in Algorithm 2.1. �ere, we de�ne exactly
one time slot for all pairs in ((s1 , d1), . . . , (sn , dn)) which have the same
source node s j. Here, we assume that we have k ≤ n such time slots, which
corresponds to the number of nodes where packets are generated.

Whenever the time slot for the node s j begins, always the packet with
the highest time stamp at s j is chosen. In the remaining turns of this time
slot, only this packet is routed at s j (in the case that the packet revisits s j).
In the turns which do not belong to the time slot of s j, we only route
packets whose source node di�ers from s j. So, in each time slot for some
node s j exactly one packet, whose source is s j, is routed to its destination.

�e following precomputations are needed to run the algorithm. �e
maximal time that is needed to deliver a packet is provided by the parame-
ter slot-time; we set this parameter to bound(Sj), which is the same value
for every j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. �e time for all slots is given by the parameter
round-time; since we have k nodes where packets are generated, we set
this parameter to k ⋅ slot-time. �e parameter o�set is the time o�set of
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Algorithm 2.1: A routing algorithm that guarantees packet delivery
under simple constraints.

Input: routing game G with simple constraints, own node name u,
slot-time, round-time, o�set, winning strategies τ1 , . . . , τn for
the extended sabotage games S1 , . . . ,Sn

1 while true do (* repeat forever *)
2 get global-timestamp
3 if o�set ≤ global-timestamp mod round-time < o�set + slot-time

then (* own time-slot – only route packets with source u *)
4 if o�set = global-timestamp mod round-time then

(* own time slot just started – choose a new packet to route *)
5 if there exists a packet at current node u then

(* when a time slot starts, every packet at u has source u *)
6 choose the packet (id, s j , d j , t) that has the highest

time stamp t
7 current-packet ∶= id
8 route packet (id, s j , d j , t) according to its sabotage-game

strategy τ j for the game Sj
9 end if
10 else (* own time-slot continues – only route the current packet *)
11 if there exists a packet (id, s j , d j , t) with id = current-packet

then
12 route packet (id, s j , d j , t) according to its sabotage-game

strategy τ j for the game Sj
13 end if
14 end if
15 else (* foreign time slot – only route packets with a source that di�ers

�om u *)
16 if there exists a packet (id, s j , d j , t) with s j ≠ u then
17 route packet (id, s j , d j , t) according to its sabotage-game

strategy τ j for the game Sj
18 end if
19 end if
20 wait for the next turn
21 end while
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each source node; for the j-th source node ( j ∈ {1, . . . , k}), we set the
o�set to ( j − 1) ⋅ slot-time. Indeed, since the algorithm runs on each node
independently, a global time stamp is needed to make use of the time
frames in a round-robin fashion; we assume here that the algorithm can
obtain this information via a “get global-timestamp” command.

Compared to the strategy in the proof of �eorem 2.23 the local strat-
egy from Algorithm 2.1 has the disadvantage that it leads to higher packet
delivery times since routing agent always waits for the next time slot before
she routes the next packet. However, the proposed algorithm leaves much
room for improvements. On the one hand the bound bound(Sj) provided
by Corollary 2.22 could be improved. On the other hand packets can be
routed simultaneously as long as a bo�leneck of two or more packets does
not lead to a situation where demand agent can cut o� a packet from reach-
ing its destination. It’s a challenging problem to detect these situations in a
re�ned analysis of the network structure and the sabotage-game strategies.

An Improvement for #t = 1

Finally, we discuss the special case of #t = 1, i.e., the case that demand
agent completely determines the set of blocked edges in every turn. In-
deed, we could also obtain a solution for this case by solving the extended
sabotage game with #t = 1 for each pair of source and destination. How-
ever, we discuss the solution separately, since in this case the extended
sabotage games, which we used to solve routing games, have a very simple
form.

More precisely, the number of edges that Blocker can delete in his
initial edge blocking is equal to the number of edges that Blocker can delete
a�er each of Runner’s moves. As a consequence Blocker’s ability to block
a certain set of edges does not depend on his previous moves anymore. So,
in each move Blocker chooses #e edges, and these are exactly the edges
that are blocked for Runner’s next move. Clearly, in an extended sabotage
game with #t = 1 it su�ces for Runner to visit each vertex at most once.
If Runner visits a vertex twice, Blocker will ensure that Runner can move
exactly to the same positions as she visited this vertex for the �rst time. �is
means that Runner wins an extended sabotage game S = (G, s, d , #e , 1) if
and only if she wins S within ∣V ∣ turns. Moreover, Runner wins S if and
only if she can move from s to an adjacent node s′ and wins the extended
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sabotage game S ′ = (G, s′ , d , #e , 1) within ∣V ∣− 1 turns from s′. She then
proceeds in a similar fashion.

In an equivalent formulation this means that Runner wins an extended
sabotage game S = (G, s, d , #e , 1) if and only if the following holds: �ere
exists a path of length at most ∣V ∣ from s to d for each edge blocking; from
the next node on each of these paths there exists a path of length ∣V ∣ − 1
to d for every edge blocking, and so on. �is enables us to compute
strategies for such a game inductively in an e�cient way. Given a game
S = (G, s, d , #e , 1) we �rst mark the goal vertex d as a vertex from which
Runner wins within 0 turns. �en, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , ∣V ∣} we mark each
vertex u as a vertex from which Runner wins within i turns if – against
all possible edge removals of Blocker – there exists an edge from u to
a vertex from which Runner wins within i − 1 turns. �is is the case if
there exist at least #e + 1 edges from u to vertices from which Runner
wins within i − 1 turns. We can compute the sets of vertices from which
Runner wins within i turns iteratively. �e computation can be seen as an
“a�ractor” construction for a reachability game (see for instance �omas,
2008a, section 4.1). So, we can check whether Runner wins S in time
O(∣V ∣ + ∣E∣) for a connectivity graph G = (V, E), and if this is the case,
we also obtain a winning strategy in this time.

Transferred to delivery routing games with #t = 1 this has two con-
sequences. First, we can compute a winning strategy for routing agent in
time O(∣D∣ ⋅ (∣V ∣ + ∣E∣)) if she wins the delivery game. Second, packets
cannot be cut o� from their destination as long as they are only routed
according to their sabotage-game strategy or are not routed at all. �is
means that routing agent can try to route all packets in the network simul-
taneously. To guarantee that no packet is delayed in�nitely long, it su�ces
that routing agent tries to transmit packets with a higher time stamp �rst.
We implemented this idea in Algorithm 2.2.

2.4.2 Boundedness Games

We now develop a simple routing algorithm for boundedness games with
simple constraints. To obtain a convenient and feasible solution, we assume
that our routing algorithm has to ful�ll an additional requirement, namely
that generated packets for each pair of source and destination are forwarded
via the same path as long as the same set B of edges is blocked. �is means
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2.4 Solving Routing Games with Simple Constraints

Algorithm 2.2: A routing algorithm that guarantees packet delivery
under simple constraints if #t = 1.

Input: routing game G with simple constraints and #t = 1, own
node name u, strategies τ1 , . . . , τn for the extended sabotage
games S1 , . . . ,Sn

1 while true do (* repeat forever *)
2 mark all packets at u
3 while there exists an marked packet at u do
4 choose the packet (id, s j , d j , t) with the highest time stamp t

and unmark it
5 route the packet (id, s j , d j , t) according to its sabotage-game

strategy τ j for the game Sj if an accordant edge is still available
for transmission

6 end while
7 wait for the next turn
8 end while

that – as long as B stays �xed – the packets generated due to a certain
pair always take the same path. However, when the set of blocked edges
changes, this property may be violated for several turns.

Under this assumption, the major insight is that every pair of source
and destination in D needs its own independent path, i.e., a path which
does not share an edge with a path connecting another pair in D.7 As
demand agent can block up to #e ⋅ #t edges, we have to �nd independent
paths in every graph which results from the given connectivity graph by
removing up to #e ⋅ #t edges. So, we need to map each set B of blocked
edges (with ∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t) to the independent paths from the source to the
destination nodes. In the following we refer to this mapping as a scheme.
Whenever the edges in the set B are blocked, routing agent should route
the packets via the independent paths which the scheme associates to B.
Later, we will see that the existence of a scheme exactly characterizes the
boundedness games where routing agent can win with a routing algorithm

7 Note that we refer here with “edge” to a particular labeled edge from a nodes u to a
node v in the connectivity graph. So, another path may also contain an edge from u

to v if this edge has a di�erent label.
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that ful�lls our additional assumption on the forwarding paths. However,
we will also see that schemes some boundedness games can only be solved
without our additional requirement. So, schemes do not provide a solution
to every solvable boundedness games.

Schemes

We �rst formally de�ne a list of independent paths. For a connectivity
graph G = (V, E) with edge labels over an index set Σ, we call a list of paths
(v11 . . . v1m1

, . . . , vn1 . . . v
n
mn

) independent if the number of edges (v ji , v
j
i+1)

with 1 ≤ i ≤ m j and 1 ≤ j ≤ n in this list does not exceed the num-
ber of edges (v ji , v

j
i+1)a in E (a ∈ Σ), i.e., for each pair (u, v) ∈ V × V it

holds

∣{(i , j) ∶ (v ji , v
j
i+1) = (u, v)}∣ ≤ ∣{a ∈ Σ ∶ (u, v)a ∈ E}∣ .

Based on this de�nition we now de�ne schemes for dynamic network
routing games with simple constraints. A scheme for a routing game G =
(G, D, #e , #t) with G = (V, E) and D = ((s1 , d1), . . . , (sn , dn)) is a func-
tion S that maps each set B ⊆ E of blocked edges (with ∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t) to a
list of independent paths (ρ1 , . . . , ρn) such that ρi leads from si to di for
every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We denote with S(B)i the i-th path ρi in S(B). We
assume that each path ρi of a scheme does not have any loop and hence
has a length of at most ∣V ∣. �en, there exist only �nitely many schemes S
for a game G. Consequently, we can compute all possible schemes S with
an exhaustive search.

Concerning the complexity of computing a scheme, let us note that
one has to compute independent paths from the source nodes to the des-
tination nodes for each graph resulting from the connectivity graph by
demand agent’s edge blockings. Computing these paths for each of these
graphs is an integer multi-commodity �ow problem, which is known to be
NP-complete (Even, Itai, and Shamir, 1976; also see Costa, Létocart, and
Roupin, 2005). However, one has to �nd independent paths for each set
of blocked edges B with ∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t. �e number of di�erent sets con-
taining at most #e ⋅ #t elements is∑#e⋅#t

k=0 (∣E∣k ) = 2#e⋅#t . However, one could
formulate the routing algorithm also in a way where routing agent always
assumes that exactly #e ⋅#t edges are blocked in every turn. More precisely,
if demand agent blocks a set B containing less than #e ⋅ #t edges, there
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2.4 Solving Routing Games with Simple Constraints

also exists a set B′ with B ⊆ B′ containing exactly #e ⋅ #t edges. Clearly, if
there exist independent paths in the graph resulting from removing the
edges in B′, these independent paths also exist in the graph resulting from
removing the edges for B. In this way one obtains a slightly be�er bound
since there are only ( ∣E∣

#e⋅#t) di�erent sets containing exactly #e ⋅ #t blocked
edges.

Using Schemes for Routing in Boundedness Games

We use a scheme by routing packets via their independent paths in S(B)
where B is the set of edges that were blocked when the packets are gen-
erated. Clearly, as long as the set of blocked edges B does not change,
routing agent delivers every packet in at most ∣V ∣ turns. When the set
of blocked edges changes, say from B to B′, also the independent paths
change from S(B) to S(B′). So, in general some undelivered packets in
the network cannot be routed anymore. In this case, our routing algorithm
only routes packets that were generated while the edges in the current
set B′ were blocked. However, when the set B is blocked again, routing
agent continues to deliver the previously generated packets. �erefore, the
number of packets in the network stays bounded.

To realize this procedure, we have to remember which edges were
blocked when a packet was generated. For this reason, we denote with
PastB(t) the set B of edges that were blocked t turns before (so, PastB(0)
denotes the set of the currently blocked edges). It is easy to prove that the
existence of a scheme implies a solution to the boundedness game.

�eorem 2.24. Let G = (G, D, #e , #t) be a dynamic network routing game
with simple constraints and D = ((s1 , d1), . . . , (sn , dn)). If there exists a
scheme for G , routing agent wins the boundedness game G .

Proof. Assume that there exists a scheme S for G. We de�ne a strategy for
routing agent as follows. In every turn where currently the set of edges B
is blocked, routing agent sends every packet at u, say (id, s j , d j , t), to the
next node on the path S(B)j if B = PastB(t); otherwise she does not send
the packet. In the case that the path S(B)j is ambiguous due to multiple
occurrences of the pair (s j , d j) in D, routing agent ensures that every
packet is routed via the same path as long as the same set B of blocked
edges is blocked. Note that there are at most as many packets of the form
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Figure 2.2: A family Gk of connectivity graphs.

(id, s j , d j , t) at a node u as there are paths S(PastB(t))j. Since the used
paths are independent, the described routing actions are always possible.

By playing the proposed strategy, routing agent guarantees that – for
every set of blocked edges – there are at most ∣V ∣ packets on each path
(since the length of each paths is at most ∣V ∣). As we have n pairs (s j , d j)
of source and destination, which are connected via independent paths, the
number of undelivered packets on these paths is bounded by n ⋅ ∣V ∣. In
the worst case this amount of undelivered packets in the network accu-
mulates for each possible set B of blocked edges (with ∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t). �e
number of di�erent sets containing at most #e ⋅ #t edges can be bounded
by ∑#e⋅#t

k=0 (∣E∣k ) = 2#e⋅#t .8 So, overall, there are at most n ⋅ ∣V ∣ ⋅ 2#e⋅#t packets
in the network in any turn.

�e proof of the previous theorem is constructive in the sense that
a positional winning strategy for routing agent can be computed if there
exists a scheme. However, her winning strategy may depend on the blocked
edges in the entire network. In general this is unavoidable. For instance,
consider the family of directed connectivity graphs {Gk}k∈N∖{0} depicted
in Figure 2.2 and the boundedness games Gk = (Gk , D, 1, 1) with D =
((s, d)). Demand agent can block at most one edge in every turn. Hence,
routing agent wins the boundedness game Gk for every k by routing the
packets either via the path su1 . . . ukd or via the path sv1 . . . vkd depending
on which of these paths all edges are available. It is also easy to see that
a winning strategy for routing agent must depend on the (k + 1)-hop
neighborhood. More precisely, to route a packet generated at the node s
routing agent has to know whether the edge (uk , d) or (vk , d) is blocked.

8 As mentioned before, if routing agent assumes that exactly #e ⋅ #t edges are blocked in
every turn, we can improve this bound to (

∣E∣
#e⋅#t).
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However, this example only works for directed edges. In the undi-
rected case routing agent would be able route the packets �rst via the path
su1 . . . ukd as long as the edges on this path are available. If demand agent
blocks one of the edges on this path, say (ui , ui+1) or (ui , d), routing agent
can extend the path to su1 . . . uiui − 1 . . . u1sv1 . . . vkd, which in this case
does not contain any blocked edge. By routing packets in this way we
obtain a winning strategy for routing agent. Note that this only works
because routing agent can use an edge u, v for two transmissions in the
same turn, one from u to v and one from v to u. Here it remains open
whether routing agent always has a completely local strategy for bounded-
ness games on undirected connectivity graphs, as we are interested in a
general purpose solution.

A Routing Algorithm for Boundedness Games

Now we formulate a routing algorithm based on �eorem 2.24. However,
the strategy provided with the proof of this theorem has the disadvantage
that routing agent sends a packet with time stamp t only if the set PastB(t)
coincides with the set B, i.e., if the edges that were blocked t turns before
coincides with the currently blocked edges. �is means that the algorithm
would need to memorize the sets PastB(t) for all previous turns, which is
unsuitable for implementation as plays are in�nite. To avoid this problem
we propose an algorithm that only checks whether there exists a packet
with source s j and destination d j on the path S(B)j and, if this is the
case, sends the packet to the next node on the path S(B)j. In contrast to
�eorem 2.24 this may cause that some packets that have been partially
routed via some path S(B)j may be routed via some path S(B′)j when
the set of blocked edges changes from B to B′. �is a�ects the delivery
time of the packets but does not increase the upper bound on the number
of packets in the network.

�e proposed routing algorithm is implemented in Algorithm 2.3,
which runs locally on every network node. As input it only needs the
name of its own node and the scheme that has been precomputed with
respect to the given dynamic network routing game. �e algorithm guar-
antees that the number of packets in the network stays bounded whenever
routing agent wins the boundedness game. �e algorithm also guaran-
tees that the generated packets for each pair of source and destination are
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Algorithm 2.3: A routing algorithm based on a scheme S that keeps
the number of packets bounded under simple constraints.

Input: routing game G with simple constraints, own node name u,
routing scheme S

1 while true do (* repeat forever *)
2 get set B of blocked edges
3 for each j in {1, . . . , ∣D∣} do
4 if the path S(B)j = u1 . . . um contains the current node u, and

there exists a packet (id, s , d , t) at u with s = u1 and d = um then
5 route the packet (id, s , d , t) with the highest time stamp t

to the next node on the path S(B)j
6 end if
7 end for
8 wait for the next turn
9 end while

routed via the same path as long as the same set of edges is blocked. When
the set of blocked edges changes, however, this property may be violated
for several turns.

Limitations of Routing via Schemes

As mentioned before, we focus here on routing algorithms that forward
packets generated due to the same pair of source and destination via the
same path (as long as the same edges are blocked). It is easy to see that a
scheme is a requirement for a solution satisfying our additional demand.

Remark 2.25. Let G = (G, D, #e , #t) be a dynamic network routing game
with simple constraints and D = ((s1 , d1), . . . , (sn , dn)). Assume that
there does not exist any scheme for G. Even under the assumption that
demand agent always blocks the same set of blocked edges (from some turn
onwards), routing agent does not have a strategy to win the boundedness
game G by routing the packets that were generated for each pair of source
and destination via the same path.

Proof. Assume that routing agent has such a strategy, but that there does
not exist a scheme for G. �is means that demand agent can block a
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Figure 2.3: A connectivity graph of a boundedness game which routing agent wins, but
for which a scheme does not exist.

set B of edges with ∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t such that in the resulting graph, say G′,
there do not exist independent paths connecting all pairs of source and
destination. We assume that demand agent always blocks this set B from
some turn onwards. But since we assumed that routing agent can keep
the number of packets in the network bounded by forwarding the packets
generated for each pair of source and destination via the same path, she
has to route the packets via independent paths in G′. �is is contradiction,
because there do not exist independent paths connecting all sources and
destinations.

So, the existence of a scheme characterizes boundedness games where
routing agent can win by forwarding packets generated due to the same
pair of source and destination via the same path as long as the same edges
are blocked. However, there exist boundedness games which routing agent
wins but for which do not exist any scheme. In these games, routing
agent has to distribute packets generated for some pair of source and
destination via di�erent paths even if demand agent blocks the same set
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of edges in every turn. As an example, imagine the boundedness game
G = (G, D, #e , #t) on the connectivity graph depicted in Figure 2.3 with
D = ((s1 , d1), (s2 , d2)) and #e = #t = 0. In this game, demand agent
cannot block any edges, and it is easy to see that there does not exist
any scheme. Nevertheless, routing agent wins the boundedness game
by forwarding every packet generated at s1 (s2) in an odd turn via the
path s1u1u2v1v2d1 (s2u1u2x1x2d2) and every packet generated at s1 (s2)
in an even turn via the path s1x1x2w1w2d1 (s2v1v2w1w2d2). It is an open
problem to �nd a more general concept than schemes that characterizes
exactly the solutions of boundedness games with simple constraints.

2.4.3 Bounded Delivery Games

Finally, we propose a routing algorithm for bounded delivery games, which
is based on our routing algorithm for boundedness games. We also infer
under which condition the algorithm guarantees ℓ-delivery. In order to
reuse our scheme-based approach, we introduce additional assumptions
for that we can guarantee that routing agent can also deliver every packet
(besides guaranteeing boundedness).

Generally speaking, it is very challenging to develop a feasible routing
algorithm for bounded delivery games with simple constraints. We cannot
use our technique from Section 2.4.1 for solving a delivery game, where
only one packet is routed at once. It inherently con�icts with routing all
packets simultaneously via schemes, which we used to solve boundedness
games. Indeed, bounded delivery games are solvable under simple con-
straints since we showed that these games are already solvable under weak
constraints; but an exhaustive search of the state space does in general not
yield an e�cient routing algorithm that runs locally on each node.

�erefore, we extend our algorithm for solving boundedness games
based on schemes (which we introduced in the previous section). In
principle, this is possible because a solution for a boundedness games
can only violate a bounded delivery condition with respect to �nitely
many packets. However, to establish this solution, we need two additional
ingredients. On the one hand we require a fairness assumption on demand
agent’s actions of edge blocking. On the other hand the schemes must
have a special property – namely an order on the edges along all routing
paths – to yield a suitable solution.
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In the following we �rst introduce the mentioned fairness assumption.
�en, we de�ne ordered schemes. Based on these concepts we �nally
present a routing algorithm that works locally at each network node.

Fair Demands

�e main obstacle to apply a scheme (as introduced in Section 2.4.2)
to a bounded delivery game arises from the situation where a packet is
routed via a node that is suddenly cut o� from its destination. Here, we
explore a scenario where this cannot happen. We propose the fairness
assumption that – for each pair (u, v) of adjacent nodes in the connectivity
graph – some edge from u to v is available again and again. Formally, given
a routing game G on a connectivity graph G = (V, E), a strategy σ of
demand agent is fair if in each play where demand agent plays according
to σ the following holds: for each (u, v)a ∈ E there is a non-blocked edge
from u to v again and again. We say that demands are fair if demand agent
only plays according to a fair strategy. For bounded delivery games, we also
want to be able to determine a delay bound, i.e., a bound on the number
of turns that a packet needs to reach its destination. For this reason we
also consider the scenario that some edge between two adjacent nodes u
and v is available at least every p turns. So, a strategy σ of demand agent
is p-fair if it guarantees that for each (u, v)a ∈ E a non-blocked edge from
u to v is available at least every p turns. We say that demands are p-fair if
demand agent only plays according to a p-fair strategy.

Before we propose a solution for delivery games where demands are
fair we note that in this scenario the bounded delivery winning condition
and the ℓ-delivery winning condition are in general not equivalent (unlike
it was shown by �eorem 2.3 for scenarios where demand agent’s strategies
are not required to be fair). Of course, Remark 2.1 is still valid, i.e., if routing
agent wins a play π with respect to an ℓ-delivery condition, she also wins π
with respect to the bounded delivery condition. But when demands are
fair, a winning strategy for routing agent in the bounded delivery game
does in general not imply that there exists an ℓ such that routing agent wins
the ℓ-delivery game. �e reason is that demand agent may cut o� some
packets from their destinations for an increasing number of turns. �en,
the packet delay (delivery time) cannot be bounded, although routing
agent wins the bounded delivery game.
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Ordered Schemes

Although fair demands guarantee that an edge between each connected
pair of nodes is available again and again, there is no guarantee that a
certain set B of blocked edges will be blocked again in the future. For this
reason it is an insu�cient strategy to hold packets that where generated
when set B was blocked until B is blocked again and all paths in S(B)
become available again. As a solution we will route packet also via their
original path in S(B) when the set B is not blocked (but the next edge
of the path is available). �is can delay routing of other packets in the
network. As we will see later in an example, this could lead to a situation
where packets on two paths delay each other again and again, so that
the number of packets does not stay bounded. �is situation, however,
cannot occur when the edges on all paths de�ned by a scheme S obey
some (arbitrary) order. In other words, with an ordered scheme S it is
not possible to build a loop by concatenating any path fragments de�ned
by S. Formally, a scheme S is called ordered if there exists a total order ⪯
on the edges (de�ned by E) such that for every path S(B)j = v1v2 . . . vk
with ∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t and j ∈ {1, . . . , ∣D∣} we have v1 ⪯ v2 ⪯ . . . ⪯ vk . If there
does not exist such a total order ⪯ on the edges, we call S non-ordered.

For an example, on the connectivity graph depicted in Figure 2.4, con-
sider the routing game G = (G, D, #e , #t) with D = ((s, d)), #t = 1,
and #e = 2. We consider the sets B1 = {(s, u1), (v2 , d)} and B2 =
{(s, v1), (u2 , d)} of blocked edges. To treat these scenarios, we could
de�ne a scheme S which de�nes the paths

S(B1) = (sv1v2u1u2d) and S(B2) = (su1u2v1v2d) .

Clearly, S is non-ordered, because for the total order ⪯ we would obtain
v1 ⪯ u1 and u1 ⪯ v1, which would be a contradiction as u1 ≠ v1. Of course,
in this example, one could also de�ne an ordered scheme, for instance,
one where packets are always tried to be routed directly from s to d . For a
connectivity graph where this edge does not exist, this is not possible; in
the resulting game, however, independent paths do not exist at all against
all possible sets of blocked edges. It is an open problem, whether there
exists a routing game with simple constraints for which there exists only a
non-ordered scheme.
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Figure 2.4: A connectivity graph of a bounded delivery game illustrating the di�erence
between ordered and non-ordered schemes.

Using Schemes for Routing in Bounded Delivery Games

In the following we propose a simple routing strategy based on ordered
schemes; it is a re�nement of the routing algorithm that we introduced in
Section 2.4.2 for boundedness games with simple constraints. �e basic
idea is to send each packet via the independent paths S(B) as long as the
same set of edges B is blocked. When the set of blocked edges changes,
say from B to B′, routing agent routes all the newly generated packets via
the paths S(B′) and tries to route the previously generated packets via the
previous paths S(B). �is is eventually possible since an edge between
two adjacent nodes will be available again and again. Nevertheless, such
a procedure involves the problem that the packets which remain to be
routed via previous paths may cause a delay in the packet delivery. We
show that the number of packets in the network still stays bounded if the
used scheme is ordered.

In detail, we propose the following routing strategy in a bounded
delivery game G = (G, D, #e , #t) for which we assume that there exists an
ordered scheme S and that demands are fair. In every turn routing agent
tries to send every packet at u, say (id, s j , d j , t), beginning with the highest
time stamp t to the next node on the path S(PastB(t))j. In the case
that the path to choose from S(PastB(t)) is ambiguous due to multiple
occurrences of the pair (s j , d j) in D, routing agent routes every packet
(id, s j , d j , t) always via the same path S(PastB(t))j, i.e., she assigns a �xed
index j to each packet when it is created.

�eorem 2.26. Let G be a dynamic network routing game with simple con-
straints, and assume that exists an ordered scheme S for G . If demands are fair,
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routing agent wins the bounded delivery gameG . Moreover, if demands are p-fair,
demand agent wins the ℓ-delivery game for ℓ = p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅(2n−1), where n denotes
the number of single edges in the network graph.9

Proof. We show that the claims hold with the aforementioned routing
strategy. Clearly, with the proposed strategy routing agent eventually de-
livers every packet (because packets with a higher time stamp are routed
with a higher priority and a link between each pair of adjacent nodes is
available again and again).

In the following we show that also the number of packets in the net-
work stays bounded. Since S is an ordered scheme, there exists an or-
der on the edges, say e1 ⪯ . . . ⪯ en, that is respected by every path de-
�ned by S. Let kti be the number of packets in the network at turn t
that still have to be routed via the edge ei . We claim that kti ≤ ki where
k1 ∶= ∣D∣ and ki+1 ∶= ∣D∣ + ∑i

j=1 k j. �is claim implies that – in every
turn – the number of packets in the network is bounded, for instance, by
∑n

i=1 ⋅ki ≤ ∑n
i=1 2i−1 ⋅ ∣D∣ ≤ n ⋅ 2n−1 ⋅ ∣D∣. We prove the claim by induction

over the turn number t. In the �rst turn t = 1, the claim is obviously true
(as demand agent can generate at most ∣D∣ packets in one turn).

For the induction step, let us assume that the claim holds in turn t,
and let us consider some edge ei = (u, v) with i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let mi be
the number of packets that are generated in turn t + 1 and that have to be
routed via an edge ei . We distinguish between two cases depending on
the previous value kti . If kti ≤ ki − mi , it clearly holds kt+1i ≤ kti + mi ≤ ki .
Otherwise we have kti = ki − mi + x for some x ∈ {1, . . . , mi}. For the
la�er case, we now show that there are at least x packets at u. All packets
that still have to be routed via ei and that are not at u have to be routed at
least via some other edge e j with j < i (as e j ⪯ ei). We know by induction
that ktj ≤ k j for all j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We conclude that the number of packets
in turn t that have to be routed via ei but that are not at u is at most
∑j<i ktj ≤ ∑j<i k j ≤ ki − ∣D∣ ≤ ki − mi . �is shows that there are at least x
packets at u in turn t. Because mi packets are generated in turn t + 1 that
have to be routed via the edge ei , the multiplicity of the edge must be at
least mi . Since x ≤ mi , routing agent can forward the x packets at u via ei .
Hence, in turn t + 1, the number of packets to be routed via ei remains
bounded by ki .

9 �e proof idea for this theorem is due to Christof Löding.
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It remains to be shown that routing agent can deliver each packet
within p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅ (2n − 1) turns if demands are p-fair. To show this, we note
that in each turn the number of packets that still have to be routed via the
edge ei = (u, v) is bounded by ki ≤ ∣D∣ ⋅ 2i−1. �erefore, an individual
packet that is waiting at u can be delayed by at most ∣D∣ ⋅ 2i−1 packets. As
a consequence, routing agent sends this packet to v in at most p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅ 2i−1
turns, because at least every p turns an edge connecting u to v becomes
available. Since – in the worst case – routing agent transmits the packet
via all of the edges e1 , . . . , en, each packet reaches its destination within
∑n

i=1 p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅ 2i−1 = p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅ (2n − 1) turns.

A Routing Algorithm for Bounded Delivery Games

For the sake of completeness, we now formulate the proposed routing
algorithm in more detail. �is algorithm requires that there exists an or-
dered scheme S for the given scenario. �en, it works for bounded delivery
games under the assumption that demands are p-fair. �e routing algo-
rithm tries to route each packet (id, s j , d j , t) via its path S(PastB(t))j. For
this reason the routing algorithm has to save the sets of the previously
blocked edges PastB(t) for every t ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}, where ℓ = p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅(2n−1)
is the worst-case delay bound of the packets as provided by �eorem 2.26.
If a pair (s j , d j) occurs multiple times in D, we have to guarantee that each
packet (id, s j , d j , t) is always routed via the same path S(PastB(t))j. For
this reason we assume that the set of possible identi�ers (i.e., the set of
natural numbers) is partitioned into ∣D∣ sets, each of which containing
the identi�ers for the packets that demand agent generates for the j-th
pair in D. For instance we can assume that, for each identi�er idj of some
packet generated for the j-th pair in D, it holds

idj mod ∣D∣ = j .

�is concept is implemented in Algorithm 2.4. �e algorithm fetches the
set B of the currently blocked edges in every turn and updates the sets
PastB(t) accordingly. �en it tries to route each packet (idj , s , d , t) via the
j-th path in S(PastB(t)), where idj is an identi�er associated with the j-th
pair in D. Under the assumption that demands are p-fair, the algorithm,
which runs locally on each network node, guarantees that every packet is
delivered within ℓ = p ⋅ ∣D∣ ⋅ (2n − 1) turns.
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Algorithm 2.4: A routing algorithm based on an ordered scheme S
that delivers each packet within a bounded delay for p-fair games
under simple constraints.

Input: routing game G with simple constraints, own node name u,
ordered routing scheme S, worst-case delay bound ℓ

1 while true do (* repeat forever *)
2 get set B of blocked edges

(* update the sets of the previously blocked edges *)
3 for t �om 1 to ℓ do
4 PastB(t) ∶= PastB(t − 1)
5 end for
6 PastB(0) ∶= B

(* route packets *)
7 for each packet (idj , s , d , t) (beginning with the highest time stamp)

do
8 set ρ to the j-th path in S(PastB(t))
9 send the packet (idj , s , d , t) to the next node on the path ρ if

an accordant edge is still available for transmission
10 end for
11 wait for the next turn
12 end while

If we only assume that demands are fair (but not p-fair), the algorithm
cannot be used in the stated form. �e reason is that we do not know a
worst-case delay bound ℓ, which we used to bound the number of turns
for that we must remember the previously blocked edges. Moreover, it is
possible that such a worst-case delay bound does not even exist. One can
imagine di�erent solutions to overcome this issue. For instance, one can
think of a variant of the routing algorithm that can use in�nite memory
or – as an approximation to this – saves the previously blocked edges for
a very long time. In practice, this could be an adequate approach, since
usually one does not care anymore about packets that were not delivered
in a reasonable time. Another approach would be to broadcast the ages of
the packets through the network. �en, the routing algorithm can discard
all older sets of previously blocked edges. At least the number of needed
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communication messages is bounded, because we have shown a bound
on the number of packets in the network in �eorem 2.26. However, a
mechanism to guarantee that each broadcast eventually reaches every node
is required.

2.5 Conclusion and Open Problems

In this chapter we introduced dynamic network routing games and studied
various routing problems, each of which corresponds a particular winning
condition: delivery, boundedness, bounded delivery, or ℓ-delivery. As prin-
ciple limitations we showed that – in the general framework – ℓ-delivery
games are algorithmically solvable, whereas solving boundedness, delivery,
and bounded delivery games is undecidable. With weak constraints we
presented a coarser model; it prevents that the network packets can be
used as a memory structure to do computations. We showed that, under
weak constraints, solving routing games is decidable for all of our winning
conditions. To obtain – beyond the principle solvability – concrete rout-
ing algorithms, we studied routing games with simple constraints, which
are again coarser than weak constraints. For delivery games with simple
constraints, we showed that we can always put a winning strategy into a
simple routing algorithm, which runs locally on each network node. For
delivery games where demand agent claims the blocking of edges for the
next turn only, we proposed a variant of this algorithm where even the
precomputations for the routing decisions can be done in linear time. For
boundedness games, we needed an additional requirement to transform
a winning strategy into a simple routing algorithm; namely, we assumed
that the forwarding path of each pair of source and destination stay �xed
as long as the blocked edges stay �xed. Finally, we extended this routing
algorithm to solve bounded delivery games; for this, we required (besides
the aforementioned assumption for boundedness games) an additional
fairness assumption on the behavior of demand agent. In each of the pro-
posed algorithms for games with simple constraints, a routing decision at
a node only requires knowledge of a local neighborhood of this node.

Although we provide routing algorithms which run e�ciently once
some precomputations for the given routing game have been done, this
chapter only sketches the complexity issues of solving routing games and
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computing winning strategies. For solving routing games under weak con-
straints, and also for solving ℓ-delivery games in the general se�ing, our
decidability results only provide very expensive methods. �e bounds on
the state space we provide lead to a multi-exponential number of positions
in the unfolding (on which we then solve a safety game that is equivalent
to the original routing game). It is an open problem to �nd tighter bounds
for the complexity of solving these routing games. Also bounds on the
size of the obtained winning strategies are still missing. It is also unknown
whether computing a winning strategy is as hard as determining the winner
in a routing game.

Problem 2.1. For the decidable cases, prove tight upper and lower com-
plexity bounds for determining the winner of a dynamic network routing
game. Which computational e�ort is needed to compute a winning strat-
egy for the winning agent? How much memory is needed to represent a
winning strategy?

For solving delivery games under simple constraints we already ob-
tained tighter complexity bounds. We can solve these games e�ciently
in the case of #t = 1, i.e., in the case that demand agent completely de-
termines the set of blocked edges in every turn. �en, we can compute a
winning strategy in linear time. For solving delivery games under simple
constraints in general, we have to solve extended sabotage games for all
pairs of source and destination. Solving extended sabotage games is at least
Pspace-hard (since solving the original sabotage games is Pspace-hard
as discussed in Chapter 1); but so far we only know an ExpTime upper
bound. To improve this bound to Pspace it would su�ce improve the
bound in Lemma 2.21 (or in Corollary 2.22); more precisely, one needs to
prove a polynomial bound on the number of times that Runner needs to
revisit a vertex (or on the number of turns that Runner needs to win) in
an extended sabotage game.

Problem 2.2. Does there exist a polynomial bound on the number of turns
in which Runner visits a certain vertex in an extended sabotage game (and
hence a polynomial bound on the number of turns that Runner needs to
win an extended sabotage game)? Are extended sabotage games solvable
in polynomial space?
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�e routing algorithms that we proposed for boundedness games
(and bounded delivery games) with simple constraints require (ordered)
schemes; these schemes maps each possible set of blocked edges to inde-
pendent paths. Finding independent paths is an integer multi-commodity
�ow problem; this can be formulated as an integer programming problem
and is known to be NP-complete (Even, Itai, and Shamir, 1976; also see
Costa, Létocart, and Roupin, 2005). However, in practice one should ob-
tain a solution to this problem in reasonable time, especially if the length
of the paths (the number of hops) and the maximal number of adjacent
nodes (the node degree) are small. It is also possible to restrict the allowed
number of hops in order to obtain shorter routing paths and decrease the
computation time. �e more crucial aspect of computing schemes is that
one has to �nd independent paths for each set B of blocked edges with
∣B∣ ≤ #e ⋅ #t. We already mentioned that one can reduce this e�ort by only
considering maximal edge blockings, i.e., edge blockings with ∣B∣ = #e ⋅ #t.
In practical scenarios, however, the number of combinations of blocked
edges may be much lower. For instance, one can consider a �xed number
of interferers, each of which only blocks a certain subset of the edges. �en,
one needs to compute independent paths only for the edge blockings that
can actually be caused by these interferers.

Another aspect of computing schemes is that independent paths needs
to be computed for very similar sets of blocked edges. Even if one edge
is available instead of another one, all independent paths have to be re-
computed with the naive approach. It is unknown whether one can save
some of the computational e�ort. �is also raises the question whether
a scheme for a routing game G can be adapted if we change the routing
game by adding an edge to the connectivity graph or a pair of source and
destination. It is an ambitious task to develop an online algorithm that
e�ciently maintains a scheme (and maybe some auxiliary data structure)
while small updates are commi�ed to the considered routing game.

Problem 2.3. Does there exist a more e�cient way to compute indepen-
dent paths for a maximal edge blocking if independent paths have been
already computed for other edge blockings? Does there exist an online al-
gorithm for computing schemes, so that the computational e�ort for each
maintenance step is signi�cantly lower than the e�ort for recomputing the
scheme?
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Our scheme-based routing algorithm for boundedness games only de-
pends, at each node u, on the packets at u and on the blocked edges in
the network. Although we showed that the knowledge about the blocked
edges in the network cannot be restricted in general, there exist many rout-
ing games where this is possible. For boundedness games on undirected
connectivity graphs, we discussed that it seems possible to route packets at
each node only depending on which incident edges are blocked (as in the
example sketched in Figure 2.2). It remains to be proven whether such a
completely local routing scheme exists for every boundedness game (with
simple constraints) on undirected connectivity graphs and how it can be
computed.10

One might also consider to restrict schemes in general in a way that
the paths can be uniquely determined at each node u depending on the
blocked edges in the k-hop neighborhood of u. Whenever such a k-local
scheme exists, the routing agent should have a winning strategy that only
depends on the k-hop neighborhood of each node. However, k-local
schemes seems to be hard to compute, as one has to ensure that each
independent path can be uniquely determined with local knowledge.

Problem 2.4. Consider a boundedness game with simple constraints on an
undirected connectivity graph. If routing agent wins, does she always win
with a routing strategy that only depends, at each node u, on the packets
at u and the incident edges of u? In general, try to develop a notion of
k-local schemes where paths can be uniquely determined at each node by
knowledge of the edges in the k-hop neighborhood only. Does there exist
a local routing algorithm based on these k-local schemes whose routing
decisions at each node can be computed e�ciently (and only depend
on the k-hop neighborhood)? Which computational e�ort is needed to
compute a k-local scheme?

We have seen that the solutions via schemes do not capture all solu-
tions of boundedness games under simple constraints. In some bound-
edness games (as the one sketched in Figure 2.3), it is necessary to route

10 However, in a more involved network model where routing agent can transmit from
each node v ∈ V only one packet per frequency a ∈ Σ (as de�ned in Gross, Radmacher,
and �omas, 2010), this observation does indeed not hold anymore. In this case
sending a packet back via a path (via which it was send before) does not come for free,
because each transmission consumes a frequency for all packets at some node.
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packets of the same type via di�erent paths even if the set of blocked edges
does not change. For this reason, solving a boundedness game seems to be
closer related to a �actional multi-commodity �ow problem (see Shahrokhi
and Matula, 1990; Garg and Könemann, 2007). It is an open question
whether there is a more appropriate notion of schemes based on these
problems. �ere is hope that boundedness games are then solvable more
e�ciently, because �actional multi-commodity �ow problems are solv-
able by linear programming (see Shahrokhi and Matula, 1990; Garg and
Könemann, 2007).

Problem 2.5. Is there another notion of local routing schemes that capture
all solutions of boundedness games? (Of course, this new notion of routing
schemes does not need to follow the restriction that forwarding paths stay
�xed as long as the blocked edges do not change.) Which computational
e�ort is needed to compute such a scheme? Is it possible to compute
the routing decisions for these new kind of routing schemes by solving
�actional multi-commodity �ow problems?

We used ordered schemes for solving bounded delivery games under
simple constraints. For this, our routing algorithm required that demands
are fair, besides the assumptions that routing agent has a winning strat-
egy and that she has to forward packets via the same path as long the
same edges are blocked. We illustrated (by the routing game sketched in
Figure 2.4) that our routing algorithm needs ordered schemes to work
probably. However, it is an open problem whether the requirement for
open schemes lessens the number of games that we can solve with our
routing algorithm. An example of a bounded delivery game where only
exists a non-ordered scheme (but not an ordered scheme) is still missing.

Problem 2.6. Let us restrict ourselves to bounded delivery game with
simple constraints where demands are fair and where routing agent has
a winning strategy which forwards all packets that were generated for
each pair of source and destination via the same path as long as the set of
blocked edges does not change. Does there exists a game satisfying all of
the mentioned requirements for which there exists an ordered scheme but
not a non-ordered scheme?

Also for bounded delivery and ℓ-delivery games a notion of routing
schemes and local routing algorithms that capture exactly the solutions
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of these games are still missing. A �rst step would be to provide such a
local routing algorithm in the case of #t = 1, i.e., in the case that demand
agent completely determines the blocked edges in every turn. In this case
it might be possible to combine the method of routing packets via some
kind of routing schemes with the routing algorithm that we developed for
delivery games.

Problem 2.7. Is there another notion of local routing schemes or a local
routing algorithm that captures all solutions of bounded delivery or ℓ-
delivery games? Is the same possible for the case of #t = 1 (possibly in
a more e�cient way)? What is the computational complexity of solving
bounded delivery and ℓ-delivery games under simple constraints?

At the end of this chapter we illustrate some ways to re�ne the model
and the problem statement for practical applications. One issue that one
might observe is that, in delivery, bounded delivery, and ℓ-delivery games,
a single undelivered (or lately delivered) packet su�ces for demand agent
to win the game. In the boundedness games, on the other hand, a �xed
number of packets may not be delivered, but we can obtain neither an
upper bound on the number of undelivered packets nor a worst-case delay
bound (i.e., a bound on the delivery time) for the delivered packets. �ere-
fore, it is natural to allow routing agent to drop packets. �en, routing
agent has to ensure the winning condition with respect to the non-dropped
packets while guaranteeing that the number of dropped packets does not
exceed a given drop rate.

Also our routing game model could be criticized to be rigid in the
sense that the demand agent blocks edges as fast as the routing agent can
transmit packets between adjacent nodes. To handle this problem one can
introduce an additional parameter, say a waiting time #w, that speci�es that
demand agent may block edges at most every #w turns.

Finally, one might also combine our routing game model with stochas-
tic aspects as demands are usually best described in a stochastic model.
Especially for the routing game model based on simple constraints, it is
easy to model the network tra�c stochastically. �ere, we only have to
replace the �xed list of pairs of source and destination by a probability
distribution on each pair of network nodes. Also, one might replace the
two parameters #e and #t by appropriate probability distributions. �is
turns our two-player routing game into a Markov decision process. �en,
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one can determine, for example, the probability with which a worst-case
delay bound can be guaranteed for each packet.
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3Constructor vs. Destructor

Dynamic Network

Connect iv it y Games

Complementary to the previous chapters, where we studied routing prob-
lems, the subject of this chapter is a game model that focuses on the
network connectivity. A dynamic network connectivity game is played by two
players, called Destructor and Constructor. While Destructor can delete
nodes, Constructor can relabel nodes, restore nodes, or create complete
new nodes in the network with respect to a given set of rules.

We distinguish three di�erent types of rules for Constructor, each of
which corresponds to one of Constructor’s possible action to maintain the
network. �e �rst type of rule is concerned only with the information
�ow through the network (evoked, for instance, by the users of the net-
work); nodes and edges stay �xed. A natural way to describe this aspect
is to assume a labeling of the nodes that may change over time. For in-
stance, the label a on node u and a blank label on the adjacent node v are
modi�ed to the blank label on u and the label a on v, corresponding to
a shi� of the data a from u to v. Only the labels of adjacent non-deleted
nodes can change, for the same reason as in communication networks only
neighboring active clients are able to send or receive messages. �erefore,
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Figure 3.1: Movement of a strong node u restoring a deleted node v.

the rules of the �rst type are relabeling rules, which describe in which way
Constructor may change the labels of adjacent nodes. �e other rules
entail changes to the network structure. Constructor can restore nodes,
which could have existed before, or create completely new nodes. For these
operations Constructor require so-called strong nodes; these nodes cannot
be deleted and are the prerequisite for restoring and creating nodes. One
can view strong nodes as maintenance resources of suppliers which are
located on some places in the network. We also refer to the node property
of being strong as the strongness property. �is property may be moved
through edges to existing nodes. Being at some node u, the strongness can
also be used to restore a deleted node v by moving to it if there was an
edge (u, v) in the network before v has been deleted (see Figure 3.1). For
the creation of a node we can pick some set U of strong nodes, create a
new node v (which may be strong or not) and connect it by an edge with
each node of U (see Figure 3.2). Both the movement of a strong node
and the creation of a new node are either feasible in general or subject to
constraints given by the labels of the involved nodes. We will collect these
constraints in movement and creation rules.

Since the information �ow in a network should be faster than the main-
tenance of the network, we allow rules that combine multiple relabeling
actions in a single rule, while movement and creation rules only contain
single actions. We also take into account that node creation is “more ex-
pensive” than restoration. For this reason a creation rule may also change
the labels of the involved strong nodes. So, the involved strong nodes may
need to be relabeled �rst before they can be used again for some node
creation. We introduce the game model in detail in Section 3.1.

In this chapter we are only concerned with the network connectivity.
�us, we consider the connectivity of the network as winning condition,
either in a reachability version, where Constructor has to establish a con-
nected network (starting from a disconnected network), or in a safety
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Figure 3.2: Creation of a new node by a set U = {u1 , u2 , u3} of strong nodes.

version, where Constructor has to guarantee that the network is always
connected. We analyze the decidability and the computational complexity
of solving these safety connectivity games (Section 3.2) and reachability
connectivity games (Section 3.3). For the analysis we consider variants
of each of these games; there Constructor’s rules are restricted to involve
only rules of certain types, or moreover, nodes cannot be distinguished
by labels. �e results di�er depending on the considered restriction of
the rules, and, perhaps more surprisingly, the results also di�er for safety
and reachability games. We will show that both solving reachability and
solving safety connectivity games are undecidable in general, but for some
fragments where Constructor’s rules are restricted or node labels are omit-
ted these games become solvable. Some of our complexity results for
the decidable fragments depend on the balance between node deletion
and restoration; if Constructor restores a node or creates a new node,
Destructor can delete another one immediately. �erefore, we consider
also connectivity games with multi-rules where multiple movement and
relabeling actions can be combined into a single rule. We will show that
multi-rules rise the complexity of solving connectivity games for some
decidable fragments. At the end of this chapter we summarize our results
(see Table 3.1, page 184), and we also discuss some cases in which solving
connectivity games remains an open problem (Section 3.4).

Many results in this section were developed in discussion and collab-
oration with Sten Grüner and Wolfgang �omas (see Radmacher and
�omas, 2008; Grüner, Radmacher, and �omas, 2011, 2012). �e results
on multi-rule games were not published before.
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3.1 The Connectivity Game Model

A dynamic network connectivity game (or short connectivity game) is played
by two players, Destructor and Constructor, who modify a special kind of
graph, called network, starting from an initial network G. While in every
turn Destructor can delete one of the nodes in the network, which does
not correspond to a maintenance resource, Constructor’s moves are subject
to a given set of rules R. Formally, a dynamic network connectivity game
is a pair

G = (G, R)

consisting of an initial network G and a �nite set R of rules for Constructor.
In the following we will de�ne networks, the possible moves of the two
players, and the rules that may be contained in Constructor’s rule set.

Networks

In contrast to the previous chapters where networks were represented as
graphs (possibly with multiple edges), connectivity games require an en-
riched graph structure that captures the features of node labels, deactivated
(deleted) nodes, and maintenance resources (strong nodes), which are
needed to restore deactivated nodes and to create new nodes. Formally, a
network is a tuple

G = (V, E , A, S , (Pa)a∈Σ)

with

◆ a �nite set V of vertices (also called nodes),

◆ an undirected edge relation E ⊆ V × V ,

◆ a set A ⊆ V of active nodes,

◆ a set S ⊆ A of strong nodes, and

◆ a partition of V into sets Pa1 , . . . , Pak for some label alphabet Σ =
{a1 , . . . , ak}. A node that belongs to Pa carries the label a.
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We say that a node is deactivated or deleted if it is not active. A weak node
is an active node which is not strong. A network is connected if the graph
that is induced by the active vertices is connected, i.e., for any two active
vertices u, v there exists a path from u to v which only consists of active
nodes.

Moves and Rules

In a dynamic network connectivity game G = (G, R) the dynamics arises
from the initial network G by the moves of Destructor and Constructor,
which make their moves in alternation; Destructor starts. Also, both play-
ers are allowed to skip at each turn. A play of a game G is an in�nite
sequence

π = G1G2G3 . . .

where G1 is the initial network and each step from Gi to Gi+1 results from
the move of Destructor (if i is odd) or Constructor (if i is even). If a player
skips in turn i, the network does not change, i.e., Gi = Gi+1. So, plays are
in�nite in general, but may be considered �nite when neither of the players
can move anymore or a given objective (winning condition) is satis�ed.

In the following we describe the players’ moves in detail. When it is
Destructor’s move, he can perform a deletion step by deleting some weak
node v ∈ A∖ S; the set A is changed to A∖ {v}. When it is Constructor’s
move, she can choose a rule from her rule set R that is applicable on the
current network; then she selects vertices that match this rule. �e rules
in R for Constructor can be of three di�erent types, which are described
in the following.

Relabeling rule: A rule ⟨ a, b Ð→ c , d ⟩ allows Constructor to change
the labels a and b of two active adjacent nodes in A into c and d,
respectively. Formally, for two vertices u ∈ Pa and v ∈ Pb with
(u, v) ∈ E the sets Pa, Pb, Pc , and Pd are updated to Pa ∖ {u}, Pb ∖
{v}, Pc ∪ {u}, and Pd ∪ {v}.

For relabeling rules we will also consider rules with multiple relabel-
ings in one turn. �is corresponds to our intuition that there can
be a lot of information �ow in the network at the same time. For
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example, for two relabeling steps in one turn we use the notation

⟨ a, b Ð→ c , d ; e , f Ð→ g , h ⟩ .

Constructor applies the relabelings one a�er the other, but in the
same move. Moreover, we require that Constructor applies all or
none of the relabelings of such rule, i.e., Constructor is only allowed
to choose a rule with multiple relabelings if she then carries out
each of the relabeling actions.

Movement rule: Each rule ⟨ a moveÐÐ→ b ⟩ allows Constructor to shi� the
strongness from a strong node that carries the label a to an adjacent
node that is labeled with b and must not be strong. Formally, for
two vertices u ∈ Pa and v ∈ Pb with u ∈ S, v /∈ S, and (u, v) ∈ E, the
set S is updated to (S∖{u})∪{v} and A is updated to A∪{v}. �e
case v ∈ A means to simply shi� strongness to v; the case v ∈ V ∖ A
means restoration of v, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1. We use both
terms “moving a strong node” and “shi�ing its strongness” in this
chapter with exactly the same meaning.

Creation rule: �ese rules enable Constructor to create a completely new
node, which was not in V before. A rule

⟨ a1 , . . . , an
create(c)ÐÐÐÐ→ a′1 , . . . , a

′
n ⟩

allows Constructor to choose any set U = {u1 , . . . , un} ⊆ S of n
di�erent strong nodes such that the label of ui is ai (for all i ∈
{1, . . . , n}). �en, Constructor creates a new active node w, labels
it with c, and connects it to every node in U . Formally, the sets V
and A are updated to V ⊍ {w} and A⊍ {w}, respectively; also E is
updated by adding edges between w and each node of U . Also the
labels of the nodes in U may change a�er creation; the label of ui is
changed to a′i (for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}). For n = 3 this is depicted in
Figure 3.2.

For the creation of a strong node we use the notation

⟨ a1 , . . . , an
s-create(c)ÐÐÐÐÐ→ a′1 , . . . , a

′
n ⟩ .

In this case also S is updated to S ⊍ {w}.
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Note that a creation rule may also change the labels of the strong
nodes in U . So, before this rule can be applied again on U , addi-
tional relabeling steps may be required. �is corresponds to our
intuition that node creation causes higher costs than restoration.

We also consider some variants of the connectivity game in which Con-
structor’s moves are restricted. A game (G, R) is called non-expanding if
R does not contain any creation rule. In unlabeled non-expanding games,
nodes can never be distinguished by their labels; formally, we assume
that all vertices are labeled with a blank symbol and the movement rule
⟨ moveÐÐ→ ⟩ is the only available rule.

We will also consider connectivity games with multi-rules; there R is
allowed to contain rules that combine multiple of the above introduced
rules into a single one (not only in the case of relabelings as in usual
connectivity games). For instance the rule

⟨ a moveÐÐ→ b ; a, b Ð→ c , d ; d moveÐÐ→ e ⟩

allows Constructor to do in one turn �rst a movement step, then a relabel-
ing step, and �nally again a movement step. �e parts of such a rule can
only be applied together in the same turn and only in the given order. We
shall pay a�ention to non-expanding games with multi-rules, where each
rule may consist of arbitrary many steps, but must not involve any node
creation; we will show that the computational complexity to solve these
games increases if we allow multi-rules.

Winning Conditions

For dynamic network connectivity games we only analyze the connectivity
of the network (more precisely, of the active nodes). We consider this
connectivity property either as a reachability objective or as a safety objec-
tive for Constructor. So, we can consider a dynamic network connectivity
game G = (G, R) either as a reachability connectivity game or as a safety
connectivity game. In the former the initial network is disconnected, and
Constructor’s objective is to reach a connected network. We say that Con-
structor wins a play π of the reachability connectivity game G if π contains a
connected network; Destructor wins otherwise. Conversely, in the safety
game the initial network is connected, and Constructor has to guarantee
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that the network always stays connected. So, Constructor wins a play π of
the safety connectivity game G if all networks in π are connected; otherwise
Destructor wins.

Strategies and Determinacy

A strategy for Destructor is a function (here denoted by σ) that maps each
play pre�x G1G2 . . . Gi with an odd i to a network Gi+1 that arises from
Gi by a node deletion. A strategy for Constructor is again such a function
(denoted by τ) where i is even and Gi+1 arises from Gi by applying one
of the rules from R. A strategy is called positional (or memoryless) if it
only depends on the current network, i.e., it is a function that maps the
current network Gi to Gi+1 as above. Destructor wins the reachability (safety)
game if he has a strategy σ to win every play of the reachability (safety)
game in which he moves according to σ . Analogously, Constructor wins
the reachability (safety) game if she has a strategy τ to win every play of
the reachability (safety) game. We call a strategy with which a particular
player wins a winning strategy for this player.

It is easy to show that every reachability and safety connectivity game
is determined, i.e., either Destructor or Constructor has a winning strategy.
In the same way as in the games treated in the previous chapters, this
follows from the fact that every game with a Borel type winning condition
is determined (Martin, 1975; also see Martin, 1985; Kechris, 1995). To apply
this result it su�ces to transform the connectivity game into an in�nite
two-player game played on a graph (see �omas, 2008a; Grädel, �omas,
and Wilke, 2002), in which each vertex corresponds exactly to one network
of the connectivity game and an indication of which player acts next. Each
vertex in the unfolded game graph corresponds either to a connected or a
disconnected network. Hence, every Borel type winning condition over
the property of being connected carries over to the unfolded game.

In this thesis we study connectivity games only with reachability and
safety objectives. For these winning conditions one can show with the
same argument of unfolding the connectivity game that both players’ win-
ning strategies can be restricted to positional strategies, i.e., if Constructor
(Destructor) wins a game G, she (he) also has a positional winning strat-
egy for G. �is follows since in the unfolded reachability or safety game
the winning player can always win with a positional strategy (see �omas,
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1995, 2008a; Grädel, �omas, and Wilke, 2002). �erefore, we will always
assume in this chapter that strategies are positional.

Proposition 3.1. Dynamic network connectivity games with a Borel type win-
ning condition over the property to be connected (e.g., reachability or safety
connectivity games) are determined. Moreover, in reachability and safety connec-
tivity games the winning player always has a positional winning strategy.

�e Problem of Solving Connectivity Games

�is chapter mainly deals with the problem of solving a given connectivity
game. More precisely, we analyze the following decision problems.

◆ Solving reachability connectivity games: Given a connectivity game G,
does Constructor win the reachability connectivity game (i.e., does
Constructor have a strategy to eventually reach a connected net-
work)?

◆ Solving safety connectivity games: Given a connectivity game G, does
Constructor win the safety connectivity game (i.e., does Construc-
tor have a strategy to guarantee that the network always stays con-
nected)?

Usually, a solution of a game G comprises both the winner of G and a
winning strategy for the player who wins. To classify this problem in terms
of computational complexity (see Papadimitriou, 1994), we only formu-
late the question of whether Constructor wins G as a decision problem.
Nevertheless, the solutions for connectivity games that we shall present in
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 can be adapted to produce a winning strategy.

Example 3.1. As a �rst example we consider a safety connectivity game,
where Constructor has to guarantee that the network always stays con-
nected. �e game is played on the network G = (V, E , A, S , (Pa)a∈Σ)
which is depicted in Figure 3.3. �e nodes are labeled over the alpha-
bet Σ = {�, }. �e nodes in S = {s1 , s2 , u1 , w1} are strong; all other
nodes are weak. As a scenario for this game one could imagine two clients
s1 , s2 communicating over a network via unreliable intermediate nodes;
though the clients are supported by two mobile maintenance resources
(initially located on u1 and w1). Formally, we de�ne the dynamic network
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u1
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Figure 3.3: �e initial network of a safety connectivity game.

connectivity game G = (G, R), where the initial network is the depicted
network G. We will see that Constructor will only be able to maintain this
network depending on her rule set R.

First, we consider the rule set R that consists of the rule ⟨ moveÐÐ→ ⟩
only. It means that the strong nodes s1 and s2 are not able to move because
their labels do not match the movement rule. By taking a closer look at
this example we see that Destructor has a winning strategy. He deletes w3

in his �rst move; then, we distinguish between two cases. If Constructor
restores w3, Destructor deletes v1 in his next move and �nally u1, v2 or w2.
If Constructor does not move the upper movable strong node to w3, the
node w1 has to remain strong; otherwise Constructor loses by deletion
of w1. It is easy to see that in this case Destructor wins by suitable deletions
of nodes in {u1 , u2 , v1 , v2}.

As a variant of this example, let us consider the same safety game, but

with an additional creation rule: ⟨ ,
create( )ÐÐÐÐ→ , ⟩. We claim that now

Constructor has a winning strategy. Whenever Destructor deletes a node,
Constructor uses the creation rule to create a new vertex, say v3, which
establishes a new connection between the two strong nodes u1 and w1.
Even if the newly created node is deleted, Constructor creates a new node
again and again. Note that in this way the number of vertices in the set V
can increase to an unbounded number.

Example 3.2. As an example for a reachability game, where Constructor has
to establish a connected network, we consider a game G = (G, R) on the
unlabeled network G which is depicted in Figure 3.4. �e nodes u1 , v3 , v6
are deactivated, and the node v1 is strong. Since this is an unlabeled non-
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v1
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Figure 3.4: �e initial network of an unlabeled reachability game.

expanding game, all nodes of G carry the same label , and the rule set R
consists of the single rule ⟨ moveÐÐ→ ⟩.

We claim that Constructor wins this reachability game. First of all,
Destructor, who tries to keep the network disconnected, has to delete
the node u2; otherwise Constructor could establish a connected network
by shi�ing the only strong node from v1 to u1. If Destructor deletes u2,
Constructor moves the strong node from v1 to v2. �en, Destructor has to
delete v4 in the following turn; otherwise Constructor restores the node v3
and hence wins. So, we can assume that a�er Destructor’s �rst two deletion
steps exactly the vertices in the set {u1 , u2 , v3 , v4 , v6} are deactivated. �en,
Constructor moves the strong node from v2 via v1 to v7 in her next two
moves. We note that a�er these moves the subgraph induced on G by
the vertex subset {v1 , v2 , v7 , w1 , w2 , w3 , w4} is still connected, also when
Destructor deletes two arbitrary nodes. Also, Destructor will not delete v5
because this node deletion leads immediately to a connected network
(since u2 and v4 are already deactivated). But then Constructor wins by
moving the strong node from v7 to v6.

�is example gives rise to two notable remarks. First, it is mentionable
that in a reachability game it may be worse for Destructor to delete a node
than to skip. �e reason for this is that a node deletion may decrease the
number of connected components in the subgraph induced by the active
vertices. �e second remark is that it may be necessary for Constructor to
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shi� a strong node to a certain vertex more than once, i.e., to shi� a strong
node in a loop. Moreover, it may happen that she has to shi� a strongness
in a loop even if she does not restore any deactivated node with these
moves. In the example Constructor moves the strong node from v1 to v2
and then back to v1 without restoring any vertex. Constructor does not
have a winning strategy which also guarantees that the strongness visits
each vertex at most once.

3.2 Solvability of Safety Connectivity Games

In this section we analyze the problem of solving safety connectivity games,
for which we show in our �rst result that it is undecidable in general (Sec-
tion 3.2.1). Later we point out decidable subcases. We show upper bounds
on the complexity of solving these safety games (Section 3.2.2) and a tight
lower bound that even holds in the unlabeled non-expanding case (Sec-
tion 3.2.3). At the end of this section we analyze non-expanding safety
games with multi-rules (Section 3.2.4).

3.2.1 The general case

To show that solving safety connectivity games is undecidable we construct
a safety game to simulate a Turing machine. In this game Constructor is
able to keep the network always connected exactly if the Turing machine
never halts. It is indeed remarkable that we need weak creation, movement,
and relabeling rules for this construction. Later we will see that solving
safety games becomes decidable if weak creation or movement rules are
absent.

�eorem 3.2. Solving safety connectivity games is undecidable, even if Construc-
tor can only apply weak creation, movement, and relabeling rules.

Proof. We reduce the halting problem for Turing machines to the problem
of solving safety connectivity games. Here, we present Turing machines in
the format

M = (Q , Γ , δ, q0 , qstop)
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with a state set Q , a tape alphabet Γ (including a blank symbol ), a
transition function δ∶Q ∖{qstop}×Γ → Q ×Γ×{L, R}, an initial state q0,
and a stop state qstop.

For a Turing machine M we construct a game G = (G, R) such that
M halts when started on the empty tape i� Constructor is not able to keep
the network always connected by applying the rules of R, i.e., Destructor
wins the safety game G. �e idea is to consider a con�guration of M as a
connected network where Constructor creates additional vertices during
the simulation of a valid computation of M. If M stops, she cannot create
vertices anymore, and Destructor is able to disconnect the network. We
label the nodes that correspond to a con�guration of M with triples of
the from Γ × (Q̂ ∪ {l, r}) × { ∣ , ] } with Q̂ ∶= Q × {0, 1,◁,▷}. �e �rst
component of each node label holds the content of its represented cell of
the tape. �e second component is labeled with l if the represented cell
is on the le�-hand side of the head and with r if the represented cell is
on the right-hand side of the head (the information given by the labeling
of the nodes with l or r and by the edges between nodes is su�cient to
recover the total order on the cells of the tape); the second component
is labeled with q ∈ Q and some auxiliary symbol if M is in state q and
the head is on the cell represented by this node. �e third element is
either an end marker ( ] ) or an inner marker ( ∣ ) depending on whether
the node is the currently the right-most represented cell of the tape or
not. Since each of these nodes represents a cell of the tape, we will refer
to these nodes as cell nodes. Additionally, the label alphabet contains the
symbols ⊺, �, +, and !. �e labels ⊺, � are used for the two additional
strong nodes that Constructor has to keep connected; the �-labeled node
is always connected to every cell node while the ⊺-labeled node is only
connected to the �-labeled node via some weak nodes that are labeled
with +. �e exclamation mark (!) is used as a label that Destructor has
to prevent to occur; if Constructor manages to relabel a strong node to
a !-labeled node, she has a winning strategy regardless of the behavior
of M.

Constructor has to create a +-labeled weak node in every turn where
she simulates a transition of M. Since we want Constructor to simulate
valid transitions only, we ensure that an accordant creation rule can only
be applied to the cell node carrying the current state of M and to an adja-
cent cell node. For this reason only two cell nodes are strong at any time.
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⊺

+ + + +
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( , (q0 , 0), ∣) ( , r, ])

Figure 3.5: �e initial network of a safety game representing the initial con�guration of a
Turing machine.

Constructor is able to shi� these strong nodes depending on whether she
wants to simulate a le� or a right transition of M. We ensure that Con-
structor shi�s the nodes at most once between simulating two transitions;
otherwise she would be able to shi� them forever instead of simulating M.
For this reason the cell node representing the head has auxiliary symbols in
{0, 1,◁,▷}. �e symbol 0 means that Constructor can choose either to
move the strong nodes or to simulate a transition. If this symbol is 1, she
has already shi�ed the strong nodes and now must simulate a transition.
�e symbols ◁ and ▷ are used as intermediate labels when Constructor
moves the strong nodes to the le� and to the right, respectively. �e initial
network, which corresponds to the initial con�guration of M on an empty
working tape, is depicted in Figure 3.5. A�er some turns of Destructor
and Constructor, the network may contain several new cell nodes as well
as several new +-labeled nodes. An example of a network a�er several
turns of both players is given in Figure 3.6; there, the tape contains the
sequence bab , the Turing machine is in state q1, and its head is on the
cell containing the a.

In the following we describe the rule set R. As mentioned before, the
rule

⟨ !, ⊺, � create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→!, ⊺, � ⟩

allows Constructor to ensure the connectivity of the network if a strong
node obtains the !-label.

To allow Constructor to shi� the two strong cell nodes to the right,
we add the following rules for all q ∈ Q , a, b ∈ Γ, and ∗ ∈ { ∣ , ] }:
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⊺

+ + + + + + +

�

(b, l, ∣) (a, (q1 , 0), ∣) (b, r, ∣) ( , r, ])

Figure 3.6: A network of a safety game representing a con�guration of a Turing machine
a�er several turns of Destructor and Constructor.

1. ⟨ (a, (q , 0), ∣), ⊺, � create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ (a, (q ,▷), ∣), ⊺, � ⟩,

2. ⟨ (a, (q ,▷), ∣) moveÐÐ→ (b, r, ∗) ⟩,

3. ⟨ (a, l, ∣) moveÐÐ→ (b, (q ,▷), ∣) ⟩, and

4. ⟨ (a, (q ,▷), ∣), ⊺, � create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ (a, (q , 1), ∣), ⊺, � ⟩.

�e rules for shi�ing the two strong nodes to the le� are built analogously.
(Note that these sequences of rules are only used to prepare the simulation
of a transition; as explained beforehand, they can be applied between the
simulation of two transitions to make the cell node strong to which the
head moves next.) Whenever Constructor applies the second or the third
rule, we want to force Destructor to deactivate the weak cell node (instead
of a +-labeled node). For this reason we add the relabeling rule

⟨ (a, l, ∣), (b, (q , z), ∣)Ð→ !, ! ; !, (c , r, ∗)Ð→ !, ! ⟩

for every a, b, c ∈ Γ, z ∈ {◁,▷}, and ∗ ∈ { ∣ , ] }. Constructor can apply
this rule i� a series of three cell nodes is active; it leads to an !-labeled
strong node and hence to a network where Constructor wins.

A transition of M is simulated by changing the labels of the two strong
cell nodes. One of the cell nodes has to carry, besides the state of M, the
auxiliary symbol 0 or 1; in this case it is guaranteed that the two strong
cell nodes are adjacent. Due to the rules for moving these strong nodes we
can assume that these strong nodes are already at their desired position.
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�en, it is easy to supply a set of creation rules that mimics the transitions
of M. Formally, for each tuple (q , a, p, b, X) with δ(q , a) = (p, b, X) and
for every c ∈ Γ, z ∈ {0, 1}, and ∗ ∈ { ∣ , ] } we add the rule

⟨ (c , l, ∣), (a, (q , z), ∗), ⊺, � create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ (c , (p, 0), ∣), (b, r, ∗), ⊺, � ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ (a, (q , z), ∣), (c , r, ∗), ⊺, � create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ (b, l, ∣), (c , (p, 0), ∗), ⊺, � ⟩

if X = R.
Finally, rules are needed to extend the network in the case that more

space on the tape is needed. New cell nodes are allocated next to the
end marker, which represents the rightmost used cell of the tape. For this
allocation we add the rule

⟨�, (a, (q , 0), ]) create(( ,r,]))ÐÐÐÐÐÐÐ→ �, (a, (q , 0), ∣) ⟩

for every a ∈ Γ, and q ∈ Q . Destructor will deactivate the created node
with the label ( , r, ]) immediately to prevent Constructor from relabeling
a strong cell node to a !-labeled node.

To show the correctness of the construction, we �rst assume that M
never stops. Constructor continuously simulates the computation of M in
order to create new +-labeled nodes, each of which connects the ⊺- with
the �-labeled node; otherwise Destructor wins by deleting all of these
nodes. We argue that Constructor can guarantee that there is at least one
active +-labeled node, which connects the nodes labeled ⊺ and �. In the
�rst turn Destructor deletes one of the three +-labeled nodes that are
active in the initial network. Destructor may delete another of these nodes
if he misbehaves a�er some tape extension or a strong node shi�, but in
this case Constructor obtains a strong !-labeled node. So, Destructor can
only reduce the number of +-labeled nodes to one in the following move,
before Constructor can produce a new node connecting the ⊺- with the
�-labeled node in every turn from this point onwards. �us, whenever
Constructor shi�s a strong cell node, Destructor has to deactivate the node
where this strongness was shi�ed from; whenever Constructor creates a
new cell node, Destructor has to deactivate this node immediately; and
whenever Constructor simulates a transition, she creates a new +-labeled
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node. Since M never stops, Constructor keeps the network connected by
simulating M.

Conversely, if M stops, Constructor cannot apply any rule for simulat-
ing a transition from some point onwards. �e construction ensures that
Constructor can shi� the strong cell nodes or create a new cell node at
most once a�er simulating a transition. So, Constructor can only skip from
some point onwards. Hence, Destructor wins by deleting all +-labeled
nodes.

3.2.2 Decidable Subcases

Now, we analyze safety games under some restrictions of the given rule set.
If we prohibit weak creation rules, solving safety games is Pspace-complete
(where the input size is given by the size of the initial network and the
size of the rule set of Constructor). �e Pspace-hardness also holds in
the more restricted unlabeled non-expanding case (see �eorem 3.8). In
the following we show the inclusion in Pspace. �e basic idea is to show
that the we can already determine the winner a�er a number of turns that
is polynomial in the size of the given game. To follow this idea we ob-
serve that it is optimal for Destructor to delete a node in every turn. As
a consequence the number of weak nodes can be assumed to be mono-
tonically decreasing. �is allows us to bound the number of turns that
Destructor needs to win a game (if he has a winning strategy) to a number
that is polynomial in the size of the given game. �is bound allows us to
solve safety connectivity games by traversing the game tree in a depth-�rst
manner; similarly, we solved sabotage games in Section 1.3.

We call a strategy of Destructor strict if he deletes a vertex in every
turn (i.e., he does not skip) whenever there is still a weak node le� for
deletion. We can assume that Destructor always plays a strict strategy in a
safety game: if Destructor skips, so Constructor can skip as well leading
the play to the same network (which is still connected).

Remark 3.3. If Destructor wins a safety connectivity game G, he also has a
strict strategy to win G.

For a play π = G1G2 . . . we de�ne the level of a network Gi as the
number of weak nodes in Gi if Destructor acts next (i.e., i is odd) and as
the number of weak nodes in Gi plus 1 if Constructor moves next (i.e.,
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i is even). Clearly, if Destructor plays according to a strict strategy, the
level is monotonically decreasing as long as the level has not reached 0 (or
Destructor has won).

Lemma 3.4. Consider a safety connectivity gameG without weak creation rules.
If Destructor wins G , he also wins G with a strict strategy such that, for each ℓ,
Constructor is able to shi� each strongness at most nℓ ⋅ dℓ times in networks of
level ℓ before a disconnected network is reached, where nℓ (dℓ) is the number of
nodes (deactivated nodes) of the �rst occurring network of level ℓ.

Proof. Assume that Destructor has a strict winning strategy σ . Towards
a contradiction, also assume that Constructor has a strategy τ where, for
some ℓ, she is able to shi� a strongness more than nℓ ⋅dℓ times in networks
of level ℓ before Destructor wins. Now, consider a play π where Destructor
and Constructor play according to σ and τ, respectively. So, there exists
some ℓ such that Constructor shi�s a strongness at least nℓ ⋅ dℓ + 1 times
in networks of level ℓ. Let Gi be the �rst network of level ℓ in π, and
let Gk be the last network of level ℓ in π, where either Destructor has
already won (i.e., Gk is disconnected) or Constructor’s move decreases
the level. We note that applying a strong creation rule would immediately
decrease the level to ℓ − 1; and weak creation rules, which preserve the
level, are forbidden. So, since Destructor’s strategy σ is strict, we know
that Constructor only applies movement rules in the play in�x Gi . . . Gk .
Hence, the set of nodes and their labels are preserved in this play in�x.

In the play in�x Gi . . . Gk each strongness is shi�ed along a certain path
of nodes, each of which must have been deactivated before Constructor
shi�s the strongness to it; otherwise the level would decrease to ℓ − 1
immediately. Among these deactivated vertices we distinguish, for each
network in Gi . . . Gk , between the nodes that have already been deactivated
since Gi and the nodes that have been deleted by Destructor in some net-
work of level ℓ at least once. As the network Gi consists of dℓ deactivated
nodes, in the play in�x Gi . . . Gk Constructor shi�s a strongness at most dℓ
times to a node that has not been deleted by Destructor in some network
of level ℓ before. Since there is a strongness that Constructor shi�s at least
nℓ ⋅ dℓ + 1 times in networks of level ℓ, there is a play in�x G j1

. . . G j2 of π
with i ≤ j1 < j2 ≤ k where a strongness is shi�ed in a loop such that the
node where this strongness is shi�ed to has been deleted by Destructor
before in some network of level ℓ. Assume that this loop consists of m
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nodes. Since Constructor restores these m nodes, none of these m nodes
stays deactivated until Destructor wins or the level decreases.

It remains to be shown that Destructor does not have to delete all of
these m nodes in order to prevent Constructor from applying a certain rule.
By de�nition the m deleted nodes are restored by the same strongness;
none of the other strong nodes has to be moved in order to restore them.
�e vertices, edges, and labels of the network stay unchanged during the
loop. So, Constructor’s possibilities for node creation and movement are
not constricted. It remains the case that Destructor has to delete all of the
m nodes to prevent Constructor from applying a relabeling rule. In this
case we obtain a winning strategy for Constructor since she would be able
to move the strong node in the loop again and again, which would take
her as many turns as Destructor needs for the node deletions (in this case
Destructor would not be able to perform any other node deletion).

�erefore, at least one of these m node deletions is needless for De-
structor; we can eliminate it from Destructor’s strategy without harming
his strict winning strategy. (For the elimination step, we let Destructor
successively delete the next weak node that he would delete by playing
his strategy σ .) We can optimize Destructor’s strategy by repeating this
elimination step. �is improvement process is �nite, because the resulting
play changes only from the point onwards where we change Destructor’s
strategy (and Destructor eventually reaches a disconnected network). De-
structor still wins with the resulting strategy and additionally prevents for
all ℓ that any strongness is shi�ed more than nℓ ⋅ dℓ times in networks of
level ℓ. �is is a contradiction to our assumption.

So, for safety games where Destructor wins, we obtained an upper
bound to the length of any path along which a certain strongness can be
shi�ed within the same level. From this we can derive an upper bound for
the number of node deletions that Destructor needs to win.

Lemma 3.5. Consider a safety connectivity game G without weak creation rules.
Let ∣V ∣ (∣S∣) be the number of active nodes (strong nodes) of the initial network.
If Destructor wins G , he also has a strict strategy to win G with at most ∣S∣ ⋅
(2∣V ∣ − ∣S∣)3 node deletions.

Proof. Assume that Destructor wins the safety game G. �e previous
lemma states that Destructor also wins with a strict strategy where, for
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each ℓ, Constructor can shi� each strongness at most nℓ ⋅ dℓ times in net-
works of level ℓ. Since the number of strong nodes is �xed, Destructor
wins with a strict strategy where, for each ℓ, he acts at most ∣S∣ ⋅ nℓ ⋅ dℓ =
∣S∣ ⋅ nℓ ⋅ (nℓ − ∣S∣ − ℓ) times in networks of level ℓ. For strict strategies
the level is monotonically decreasing (as long as it has not reached 0).
�e level decreases at most ∣V ∣ − ∣S∣ times; so, for every ℓ we can over-
approximate the total number of nodes in a network of level ℓ by nℓ ≤
∣V ∣+ (∣V ∣− ∣S∣) = 2∣V ∣− ∣S∣. Hence, Destructor wins with a strict strategy
deleting at most

∣V ∣−∣S∣
∑
ℓ=0

∣S∣ ⋅ nℓ ⋅ (nℓ − ∣S∣ − ℓ) ≤
∣V ∣−∣S∣
∑
ℓ=0

∣S∣ ⋅ nℓ ⋅ (nℓ − ∣S∣)

≤ (∣V ∣ − ∣S∣ + 1) ⋅ (∣S∣ ⋅ (2∣V ∣ − ∣S∣) ⋅ (2∣V ∣ − ∣S∣ − ∣S∣))
≤ ∣S∣ ⋅ (2∣V ∣ − ∣S∣)3

nodes.

To show that we can solve safety connectivity games is in Pspace (if
weak creation rules are forbidden) it su�ces to build up the game tree,
which we truncate a�er ∣S∣⋅(2∣V ∣−∣S∣)3 moves of Destructor. We construct
the game tree on-the-�y in a depth-�rst manner; so, we only have to store
a path from the root to the current node, which length is polynomial in
the size of G.

�eorem 3.6. In the case that Constructor does not have any weak creation rule,
solving safety connectivity games is in Pspace.

Proof. Consider a safety connectivity game G without weak creation rules.
We build up the game tree tG; each node of tG consists of a network
and the move number. �e root of tG is the initial network with move
number 1. �e successors of a node with an odd move number i arise by
all possible moves of Destructor and have the even move number i + 1.
Analogously, the successors of a node with an even move number i arise
by all possible moves of Constructor and have the odd move number i +1.
We build tG up to height k ∶= 2 ⋅ ∣S∣ ⋅ (2∣V ∣ − ∣S∣)3. So, each node of tG
with move number k is a leaf. Also, each node of tG that consists of a
disconnected network is a leaf. Since tG is �nitely branching, tG is �nite.
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We can construct tG on-the-�y in a depth-�rst manner; at each back-
tracking step we label the current node v with 1 if Constructor wins form v
and with 0 otherwise. If v is a leaf, we label it with 1 i� v consists of a
connected network. We label an inner node v that has an odd move num-
ber with 1 i� all successors are labeled with 1. Analogously, we label an
inner node v that has an even move number with 1 i� it has at least one
successor labeled with 1. Using the bound from the previous lemma it
follows that Constructor wins the safety game on G i� the root of tG is
labeled with 1.

In order to compute tG as described, we only have to store a path from
the root to the current node and some auxiliary information about the
labels of the successors of the current node. Since the height of tG is at
most k, the required space is polynomial in the size of G.

Another decidable fragment of safety connectivity games arises from
restricting Constructor in such a way that she cannot move any strong
node. Since Constructor is not able to restore any deleted node, we can
ignore the deleted nodes in each network. Hence, we only have to explore
a �nite state space which is at most exponential in the size of the given
game.

�eorem 3.7. In the case that Constructor does not have any movement rule,
solving safety connectivity games is in ExpTime.

Proof. Consider a safety connectivity game G without movement rules.
We transform G into an in�nite two-player game (see �omas, 2008a; Grädel,
�omas, and Wilke, 2002) on a game graph G′ such that each vertex of G′

corresponds to a network of G and an indication of which player acts next.
�e edges of G′ are directed; they lead from networks where Constructor
moves to networks where Destructor acts and vice versa according to the
possible movements in G.

Due to Remark 3.3 we can assume w.l.o.g. that Destructor plays ac-
cording to a strict strategy. We assume that the initial network consist of
∣V ∣ active nodes and ∣S∣ strong nodes. �en, the level decreases at most
∣V ∣ − ∣S∣ times before Destructor wins or all nodes in the network are
strong.

Constructor is not able to restore any deactivated node; thus, we re-
duce the state space by ignoring the deactivated nodes in each network.
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Assuming that Destructor never skips a�er a node creation and ignoring
deactivated nodes, the number of di�erent networks of the same level
is at most exponential in G; the number of di�erent levels that we have
to consider is linear in G. So, the size of the game graph G′ is at most
exponential in G; hence, we can compute G′ in exponential time. Solving
the safety connectivity game G is equivalent to solving the safety game on
the unfolded game graph G′, which is feasible in linear time with respect
to the size of the given game graph G′ (see �omas, 1995, 2008a; Grädel,
�omas, and Wilke, 2002).

3.2.3 Unlabeled Non-Expanding Games

We have already showed in �eorem 3.6 that we can solve safety con-
nectivity games in Pspace if weak creation rules are forbidden. In the
following we show that this lower bound cannot be improved: solving
safety connectivity games is Pspace-hard even in the more restricted unla-
beled non-expanding case. We show this result by simulating reachability
sabotage games, for which we know that solving them is Pspace-hard
(Section 1.4).

�eorem 3.8. In the unlabeled non-expanding case, solving safety connectivity
games is Pspace-hard.

Proof. We use a polynomial-time reduction from solving reachability sab-
otage games, which is Pspace-hard (see �eorem 1.4), to the problem of
solving unlabeled non-expanding safety games (i.e., safety games where all
nodes are labeled with and the only rule for Constructor is ⟨ moveÐÐ→ ⟩).
For every sabotage game Gs = (Gs , vin) on a game graph Gs = (Vs , Es)
with a designated set F ⊆ Vs of �nal vertices, we construct an unlabeled
non-expanding game G such that Constructor can guarantee that the net-
work G always stays connected i� Runner wins the reachability sabotage
game Gs.

�e idea is to simulate each move of the Runner by the moving a strong
node. Intuitively, Constructor should be able to move a strong node to
a �nal vertex in the connectivity game exactly if Runner reaches a corre-
sponding �nal vertex in the sabotage game. Only in this case Constructor
can prevent Destructor from destroying the connectivity. We will ensure
this by connecting the �nal vertices to a complete graph, which we denote
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start

K∣Vs ∣

vtarget⋯

⋯

⋯

Figure 3.7: A game graph Gs of a sabotage game and its corresponding initial network G
of a safety game. Bold squares are the replacement gates for the edges of Gs .

by K∣Vs ∣, consisting of ∣Vs∣ nodes. Each �nal vertex has an edge to every
node of K∣Vs ∣, and every node of K∣Vs ∣ is also connected with an additional
target node, denoted by vtarget. Destructor will be able to isolate the target
node by deleting all nodes of the subgraph K∣Vs ∣ if Constructor cannot
move a strong node to K∣Vs ∣. For the remaining network Constructor can
always guarantee the connectivity.

In order to realize the construction, we replace the edges of Gs by
so-called gates, which we depict by a bold square. Figure 3.7 shows the
initial graph Gs of an example sabotage game and its equivalent initial
network G of our safety game. �e replacement gate for an edge between
two nodes u and v is depicted in Figure 3.8. All gates in the network share
the same vertices z1 and z2, and each node of the complete subgraph K∣Vs ∣
is connected to z1 as well. Constructor simulates a move of Runner from
u to v by moving the strong node at w to v without giving Destructor the
opportunity to isolate one of the nodes xi . For this Constructor needs
a strong node at u that she can move to w in case Destructor deletes
a yi-node.

Formally, we de�ne the initial network as G = (V, E , A, S , (P )) with
V ∶= Vs ∪ Es ∪ {w, x1 , x2 , y1 , y2} × Es ∪ {z1 , z2} ∪ V(K∣Vs ∣) ∪ {vtarget},
S ∶= {vin , z1} ∪ {w} × Es, and P ∶= V , where V(K∣Vs ∣) is the set of
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u v

u w v

x1 x2

y1 y2

z1

z2

Figure 3.8: An edge between two nodes u and v in the sabotage game and its replacement
gate.

vertices of the complete subgraph K∣Vs ∣. �e set E of edges arises from Es
as in the �gures; additionally, each node in K∣Vs ∣ is connected to the vertex
vtarget, to every vertex in F, and to the z1-vertex of each gate. It is easy to
see that the constructed network G is only polynomial in the size of the
sabotage game Gs.

In this proof we assume Constructor starts the game (alike Runner
starts the sabotage game). One can easily construct an equivalent game
where Destructor starts: Connect the strong node of G that corresponds
to the initial vertex in Gs with one of the �nal vertices via an additional
replacement gate; then, Destructor has to delete a yi-node of this gate in
the �rst turn.

In order to show the correctness of the construction, we assume that
Runner has a winning strategy in the sabotage game Gs. We know that
then Runner can also win Gs without visiting any vertex twice (Rohde,
2005). �erefore, we assume that Runner wins within ∣Vs∣ − 1 moves.
Whenever Runner moves in Gs from a node u to a node v, Constructor
shi�s the strongness from w to v in the replacement gate for the edge (u, v).
If Destructor deletes one of the nodes y1, y2, or w in this gate later on,
Constructor reacts by securing this gate by moving the strong node from
u to w (otherwise this move is not necessary). Since Runner reaches a
�nal vertex in Gs within ∣Vs∣ − 1 moves, Constructor is able to move a
strongness to the associated �nal node in the connectivity game within
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∣Vs∣−1 moves, i.e., the network is still connected a�er the following move of
Destructor. �en, Constructor can move this strong node to a node of K∣Vs ∣.
From this point onwards Constructor can keep the network connected by
securing the gates by moving the strong nodes from u-nodes to w-nodes
as described before. Hence, Constructor wins G.

Conversely, assume that Blocker has a winning strategy in Gs. For
each deletion of an edge (u, v) in Gs, Destructor deletes a yi-node of the
associated gate in the connectivity game. In the case that Constructor shi�s
the strongness from a w-node to a v-node without having the required
strongness at the associated u-node, Destructor reacts by deleting a yi-
node of this gate (and therea�er the w-node if Constructor does not shi�
the strongness back to w). If Constructor shi�s a strongness from a w-node
to a xi-node, Destructor tries to isolate the other xi-node. In the case that
Constructor moves the strong node at z1, Destructor wins immediately by
deleting z1. Since Runner loses the sabotage game, Constructor cannot
move a strong node to the subgraph K∣Vs ∣ without allowing Destructor to
disconnect he network. A�er blocking the replacement gates according to
Blocker’s winning strategy in Gs , Destructor can delete all vertices of K∣Vs ∣.
In this case vtarget becomes isolated. Hence, Destructor wins G.

So, solving safety connectivity games is Pspace-complete also in the
cases where we only consider non-expanding and unlabeled non-expanding
games.

3.2.4 Non-Expanding Multi-Rule Games

We have seen that solving non-expanding safety games is Pspace-complete.
�is result depends on the balance between node deletion and restoration;
if Constructor restores a node, Destructor can delete another one immedi-
ately. If we allow rules that combine multiple movement and relabeling
actions in a single turn, solving these safety games becomes ExpTime-
complete.

It is easy to see that non-expanding multi-rule games are still solvable
in ExpTime since the unfolding of a non-expanding multi-rule game is
still at most exponential in the size of the given game.

Remark 3.9. In the case of non-expanding multi-rule games, solving safety
connectivity games is in ExpTime.
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Proof. Analogously to �eorem 3.7 we can transform the game G into an
in�nite two-player game Since G is non-expanding, the size of G′ is at most
exponential in G, and we can compute G′ in exponential time.

To obtain the ExpTime-hardness, we use a reduction from the halting
problem of polynomial space-bounded alternating Turing machines (see
Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981; Papadimitriou, 1994). An alter-
nating Turing machine allows besides the existential states of an ordinary
non-deterministic Turing machine, also universal states. If the Turing ma-
chine is in an existential state, it continues its computation by choosing
non-deterministically one of the possible transitions (with the aim to reach
eventually an accepting state). If the Turing machine is in a universal state,
it has to continue its computation with all of the possible transitions; and
for all of these choices the Turing machine must reach eventually an ac-
cepting state. We denote with APspace the class of decision problems that
can be solved by a polynomial space-bounded alternating Turing machine.
We obtain ExpTime-hardness since APspace = ExpTime (see Chandra,
Kozen, and Stockmeyer, 1981; Papadimitriou, 1994).

�eorem 3.10. In the case of non-expanding multi-rule games, solving safety
connectivity games is ExpTime-hard.

Proof. We reduce the accepting problem of polynomial space-bounded
alternating Turing machines to the problem of solving non-expanding
multi-rule safety games. We present alternating Turing machines in the
format

M = (Q , Γ ,∆, q0 , g)

with a state set Q , tape alphabet Γ (containing a blank symbol ), transi-
tion relation ∆ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q × Γ × {L, R}, initial state q0, and a function
g∶Q → {∧,∨, accept, reject} specifying the type of each state. If M is in
a state q with g(q) = accept (with g(q) = reject), M is in an accepting
(rejecting) con�guration. Con�gurations where M is in a state q with
g(q) = ∨ and g(q) = ∧ are existential and universal, respectively. We as-
sume w.l.o.g. that qaccept is the only state with c(qaccept) = accept and qreject
is the only state with c(qreject) = reject. We also assume w.l.o.g. that each
con�guration, except the accepting and rejecting con�guration, has at least
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one successor con�guration, i.e., for all (q , a) ∈ Q × Γ with c(q) = {∧,∨}
there exists a tuple (q , a, p, b, X) ∈ ∆.

For a polynomial space-bounded alternating Turing machine M and
an input word w ∈ Γ∗ we construct a game G = (G, R) such that M
does not accept w i� Constructor can preserve the connectivity of the
network. �e idea is to represent the current con�guration of the space-
bounded Turing machine by a sequence of nodes. Destructor’s objective is
to reach a network that represents an accepting con�guration; he chooses
a transition by actions of node deletion if the Turing machine is in an
existential state. Conversely, Constructor’s objective is that a con�gura-
tion containing qaccept will be never reached; she chooses a transition
by selecting a certain rule from R if the Turing machine is in a univer-
sal state. More precisely, we represent a Turing machine con�guration
a1 . . . an−1qanan+1 . . . aP(∣w∣) (where the head is on the an-labeled cell) by
a sequence of P(∣w∣) strong nodes labeled with these symbols in succes-
sion; per de�nition of a space-bounded Turing machine the length of the
tape of M is bounded by P(∣w∣) for some polynomial P. Formally, we
label these nodes of the network with pairs of the form Γ × (Q ∪ {l, r}).
�e additional component in the labels of these strong nodes indicates
whether a position is le� or right to the position of the head (and con-
tains the state of the Turing machine for the position of the head). So,
the above con�guration corresponds to the sequence of strong nodes la-
beled (a1 , l), . . . , (an−1 , l), (an , q), (an+1 , r), . . . , (aP(∣w∣) , r). We will de-
note these vertices as cell nodes.

Besides the cell nodes, we de�ne a component containing 2 ⋅ ∣∆∣ ver-
tices; these nodes allow Destructor to choose the transition if M is in an
existential state and to disconnect the network if an accepting con�gura-
tion is reached. �is component consists of ∣∆∣ weak nodes v1 , . . . , v∣∆∣,
called choice nodes, ∣∆∣ − 1 strong nodes v′1 , . . . , v′∣∆∣−1, called delay nodes,
and a single strong node vtarget, called the target node. Each of the ∣∆∣
choice nodes corresponds to a transition ti of the transition relation ∆.
Intuitively, the existential choice of a transition (i.e., from an existential
state) is propagated via the delay nodes to the choice nodes, each of which
is labeled with a transition ti ∈ ∆. Each rule that relabels the cell nodes
according to an existential computation step involving a transition ti also
applies a relabeling action on the choice node for ti . Destructor is able to
delete ∣∆∣ − 1 of these weak choice nodes before Constructor can applies
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such a rule. So, Destructor chooses a transition ti in an existential state by
deleting all choice nodes except the one for ti . We de�ne relabeling rules
such that the rejecting state is reached if Destructor chooses an invalid
transition; this is the case if Destructor leaves a choice node deactivated
whose transition cannot be applied. In order to give Destructor the op-
portunity to delete ∣∆∣ − 1 of the choice nodes, a chain of ∣∆∣ − 1 delay
nodes is used. �e delay nodes carries labels in {#, ↓}; the symbol # is
the default labeling, and the ↓-label is used to propagate the choice in an
existential state down to the weak nodes with a delay of ∣∆∣ − 1 turns. �e
target node, labeled with �, is used to restore all of the (possibly deleted)
choice nodes a�er the transition was selected. Also this is the vertex that
will be isolated if the computation ends in an accepting state, so that the
network becomes disconnected if M reaches qaccept.

�e initial network for the construction is depicted in Figure 3.9. �e
initial network depends on the problem instance; for a given Turing ma-
chine M and an input word w = w1 . . . wn we label the cell node u1 with
(u1 , q0), and each cell node ui with 2 ≤ i ≤ n is labeled with (wi , r). �e
cell nodes un+1 , . . . , uP(n) are labeled with ( , r).

In the following rules we use “reset” as an abbreviation for

� moveÐÐ→ t1 ; t1
moveÐÐ→ � ; . . . ; � moveÐÐ→ tn ; tn

moveÐÐ→ �

with t1 , . . . , tn ∈ ∆. �is reset-sequence is not a stand-alone rule, but is
used as an ingredient for other rules whenever all choice nodes should be
restored.

�e rule set R is de�ned as follows. In order to simulate transitions in
universal states, for each transition (q , a, p, b, X) ∈ ∆ with g(q) = ∧ and
every c ∈ Γ we add the rule

⟨ (c , l), (a, q)Ð→ (c , p), (b, r) ; reset ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ (a, q), (c , r)Ð→ (b, l), (c , p) ; reset ⟩

if X = R. Towards the simulation of transitions in existential states we add
the rules

⟨ (c , q), #Ð→ (c , q), ↓ ⟩
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Figure 3.9: �e initial network of a safety game representing the initial con�guration of
an alternating Turing machine.

for all c ∈ Γ and q ∈ Q with g(q) = ∨ and

⟨ ↓, #Ð→ #, ↓ ⟩

to propagate the ↓-label to the choice nodes when M is in an existential
state. �en, for each transition ti = (q , a, p, b, X) ∈ ∆ with g(q) = ∨ and
for all c ∈ Γ we add rules

⟨ ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti ; (c , l), (a, q)Ð→ (c , p), (b, r) ; reset ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti ; (a, q), (c , r)Ð→ (b, l), (c , p) ; reset ⟩

if X = R. Note that the �rst part ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti of such a rule can only be
applied if the choice node labeled with the transition ti = (q , a, p, b, X)
has not been deleted a�er the last reset. In order to prevent Destructor
from choosing a transition ti that cannot be applied, we add rules

⟨ ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti ; q′ , a′ Ð→ qreject , a′ ; reset ⟩
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for all a′ ∈ Γ, q′ ∈ Q with q′ ≠ q or a′ ≠ a; these let Constructor proceed
to the state qreject immediately. Since we assumed that each con�guration
(except the accepting and rejecting con�guration) has at least one successor
con�guration, Destructor will choose an applicable transition ti . Finally,
we add the rules

⟨ qreject , c Ð→ qreject , c ; reset ⟩

for arbitrary c ∈ Γ, which allow Constructor to keep the network connected
permanently as soon as a rejecting con�guration is reached.

To show the correctness of the construction, we �rst assume that M
accepts w. Constructor continuously tries to simulate the computation of
M in order to restore the choice node by applying a rule that contains the
reset sequence; otherwise Destructor wins by deleting all of the ∣∆∣ choice
nodes. In a universal state, Constructor chooses a valid transition. In an
existential state Destructor is able to delete ∣∆∣ − 1 choice nodes before
Constructor is able to apply a transition; so, Destructor chooses a valid
transition. Since M accepts w, Constructor �nally generates a cell node
that contains a qaccept in its label. �is prevents Constructor from applying
rules. Hence, Destructor wins in the next ∣∆∣ turns by deleting all of the
choice nodes (so, vtarget becomes isolated).

Conversely, let us assume that M does not accept w. �en, M either
reaches qreject or never halts. In the �rst case Constructor preserves the
network by simulating transitions of M forever. In the second case Con-
structor reaches a network containing a qreject in its label, which allows
her to restore the choice nodes in every turn. If Destructor misbehaves by
choosing an invalid transition, Constructor is also able to reach a network
that contains a qreject label. Hence, in any case Constructor can preserve
the connectivity of the network.

3.3 Solvability of Reachability

Connectivity Games

�is section deals with the problem of solving reachability connectivity
games. First we analyze the general case, for which we obtain undecidabil-
ity even with a restricted rule set (Section 3.3.1). �en we discuss decidable
subcases. For solving these reachability games, we get an ExpTime upper
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bound and a Pspace lower bound (Section 3.3.2). For the unlabeled non-
expanding case, we improve these results to a Pspace upper bound and
an NP lower bound (Section 3.3.3). At the end of this section we analyze
non-expanding reachability games with multi-rules (Section 3.3.4).

3.3.1 The General Case

Solving reachability connectivity games is also undecidable in general. In
contrast to the undecidability result for the safety connectivity games,
we obtain the undecidability for reachability games also with restricted
rule sets. In the reachability game we simulate a Turing machine solely
by Constructor, who may connect a network if a stop state is reached
(whereas in the safety game Constructor has to simulate transitions in
order to compensate Destructor’s node deletions). As a consequence
Constructor can simulate a Turing machine also in a game where the
network consists of strong nodes only, and Constructor modi�es the cell
nodes only with strong creation and relabeling rules. Alternatively, we can
also use the idea of the proof of �eorem 3.2 to relabel adjacent cell nodes
with weak creation rules and guarantee with movement rules that only
these two adjacent cell nodes are strong. In both cases node deletions
do not a�ect the reduction; so, solving reachability connectivity games
remains undecidable even for the solitaire game version where Destructor
always skips.

�eorem 3.11. Solving reachability connectivity games is undecidable even if
Constructor can only apply strong creation and relabeling rules or she can only
apply weak creation and movement rules. In both cases the problem remains
undecidable in the solitaire game version where Destructor never moves.

Proof. We �rst describe the proof for the case that Constructor can only
apply strong creation and relabeling rules; later we describe the modi�ca-
tions that are necessary for the case that Constructor is restricted to weak
creation and movement rules.

We use a reduction from the halting problem for Turing machines.
Again, we present Turing machines in the format

M = (Q , Γ , δ, q0 , qstop)
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with a state set Q , a tape alphabet Γ (including a blank symbol ), a
transition function δ∶Q ∖{qstop}×Γ → Q ×Γ×{L, R}, an initial state q0,
and a stop state qstop.

For each such Turing machine M we construct a reachability game G =
(G, R) such that M halts when started on the empty tape i� Constructor
can reach a connected network from the initial network G by applying the
rules of R.

�e idea of the construction is to represent a Turing machine con�gu-
ration a1 . . . ai−1(q , ai)ai+1 . . . an by a sequence of n nodes. We label the
nodes for such a sequence with pairs from Γ × (Q ∪ {l, r}). �e �rst com-
ponent holds the entry of its corresponding cell of the tape. �e second
component is labeled with q ∈ Q if M is in state q and the head is on the
cell represented by this node; otherwise the label l or r denotes whether
the represented cell is on the le�-hand side or right-hand side of the head.
Additionally, the label alphabet contains the symbols ], ⊺, �, and +, where
] is an end marker connected to the rightmost cell of the tape, ⊺ is the label
of a disconnected node, � is the label of an anchor node that is connected
to all nodes except the ⊺-labeled node, and + is only used as a dummy
label for the node that Constructor creates to connect the nodes labeled
with ⊺ and with � in case M stops.

As initial network we take a four node graph. Two connected nodes
labeled ( , q0) and ] represents M in its initial state q0 on the empty tape.
�e third node is labeled with ⊺ and is disconnected from any other node.
�e fourth node labeled � is connected to any other node except the
⊺-labeled node. We de�ne all of these nodes as strong.

It is easy to supply a set of relabeling rules which allow to change the
network only in a way that the computation of M is simulated. Formally,
for each tuple (q , a, p, b, X) with δ(q , a) = (p, b, X) and for each y ∈ Γ
we add the rule

⟨ (y, l), (a, q)Ð→ (y, q), (b, r) ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ (a, q), (y, r)Ð→ (b, l), (y, q) ⟩

if X = R. For the case that more space on the tape is needed (beyond the
current end marker), we introduce a strong creation rule that extends the
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network by relabeling the current end marker to a cell node (carrying the
blank symbol) and creating a new end marker that is connected to the
former end marker and also to the �-labeled anchor node:

⟨ ], � s-create( ] )ÐÐÐÐÐ→ ( , r), � ⟩ .

Finally, we allow a special creation rule that can be applied when the stop
state qstop is reached:

⟨ qstop , ⊺
s-create(+)ÐÐÐÐÐ→ qstop , ⊺ ⟩ .

Constructor can apply this rule if M halts; only in this case a connected
network is reached.

Since in our simulation we have de�ned all nodes as strong, Destructor
is never able to delete any node. Hence, the undecidability results also
hold for the solitaire version of the game where Destructor never moves.

In the following we provide a modi�ed version of the construction for
the case that Constructor can only apply weak creation and movement
rules. We de�ne the initial network exactly as before, but now we supply
a set of weak creation rules to simulate the computation of the Turing
machine. Formally, for each tuple (q , a, p, b, X) with δ(q , a) = (p, b, X)
and for each y ∈ Γ we add the rule

⟨ (y, l), (a, q) create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ (y, q), (b, r) ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ (a, q), (y, r) create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ (b, l), (y, q) ⟩

if X = R. In order to allow Constructor only to simulate valid transitions,
only the cell node labeled with the current state and one adjacent cell
node are strong (which correspond in the initial network the cell node
and the end marker node). �is ensures that Constructor can apply an
accordant creation rule only to these two cell nodes. To simulate a transi-
tion Constructor has to shi� the two strong nodes to the desired positions.
Formally, we add all movement rules of the form

⟨ u moveÐÐ→ v ⟩
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where either u ∈ Γ × Q , v ∈ Γ × {l, r} ∪ { ] }, or u ∈ Γ × {l, r} ∪ { ] },
v ∈ Γ × Q . �ese rules guarantee that the two strong nodes are adjacent
whenever one of the nodes carries the current state. Again, we have the
rule

⟨ ], � create( ] )ÐÐÐÐ→ ( , r), � ⟩

to extend the tape and the rule

⟨ qstop , ⊺
create(+)ÐÐÐÐ→ qstop , ⊺ ⟩

to connect the network if the stop state is reached.
In this modi�ed construction relabeling rules are absent. Also, De-

structor cannot disconnect originally connected nodes by node deletion.
Hence, the undecidability results also hold for the solitaire version of the
game where Destructor never moves.

3.3.2 Decidable Subcases

As shown by the previous theorem the undecidability of solving expanding
reachability games rely on the availability of creation moves. If these are
omi�ed, the state space is �nite and hence the problem becomes trivially
decidable.

Remark 3.12. In the non-expanding case, solving reachability connectivity
games is in ExpTime.

Proof. We transform G into an in�nite two-player game (see �omas, 2008a;
Grädel, �omas, and Wilke, 2002) on a game graph G′ such that each
vertex of G′ corresponds to a network of G and an indication of which
player acts next. �e edges of G′ lead from networks where Constructor
moves to networks where Destructor acts and vice versa according to the
possible movements in G.

Since G is non-expanding, the size of G′ is at most exponential in G,
and we can compute G′ in exponential time. Solving the reachability
connectivity game G is equivalent to solving the reachability game on the
unfolded game graph G′, which is feasible in linear time with respect to
the size of the given game graph G′ (see �omas, 1995, 2008a; Grädel,
�omas, and Wilke, 2002).
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3.3 Solvability of Reachability Connectivity Games

Complementary to this ExpTime upper bound, we provide a Pspace
lower bound.

�eorem 3.13. In the non-expanding case, solving reachability connectivity
games is Pspace-hard.

Proof. We use a polynomial-time reduction from solving reachability sab-
otage games, which is Pspace-hard (see �eorem 1.4), to the problem of
solving non-expanding reachability connectivity games. For every sabotage
game Gs = (Gs , vin) on a game graph Gs = (Vs , Es) with a designated set
F ⊆ Vs of �nal vertices, we construct a non-expanding game G = (G, R)
such that Constructor can reach a connected network in G i� Runner wins
the reachability sabotage game Gs.

�e idea is to allow Constructor to propagate a label through the graph
according to Runner’s movement in the sabotage game. For that purpose
we use the node labels “vertex”, “edge”, “run”, “�nal”, “reach”, ⊺, and �.
Each vertex of the sabotage game becomes “vertex”-labeled strong node
in the initial network of the connectivity game except the initial vertex,
which is labeled “run”, and the �nal vertices, which are labeled “�nal”. We
represent each edge of the sabotage game by a weak intermediate nodes
labeled “edge”. We simulate Runner’s movements by relabeling rules of the
form ⟨ run, ∗Ð→ ∗, run ⟩. Each of Blocker’s edge removal corresponds the
deletion of an intermediate “edge”-labeled node. If the “run” label reaches
the “�nal” label, it is relabeled to “reach”. �e network contains an isolated
⊺-labeled strong node, which is only connected to the remaining network
via a deactivated �-labeled node. More precisely, the deactivated �-labeled
node is adjacent to all strong nodes. In the case of a successful simulation,
where the “run” label is relabeled to a “reach” label, Constructor can reach
a connected network by moving the “reach”-labeled strong node to the
deactivated �-labeled node.

�e network G is de�ned as described. Figure 3.10 shows the initial
game graph Gs of an example sabotage game and the equivalent initial
network G of our game. �e rule set R consists of the following three
rules. To simulate Runner’s moves the rule

⟨ run, edgeÐ→ vertex, run ; run, vertexÐ→ edge, run ⟩

allows Constructor to propagate the “run” label from one “vertex”-labeled
node to another by passing one non-deleted “edge”-labeled node. We add
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● ●

●
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run edge vertex
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�nal⊺ �

Figure 3.10: A game graph Gs of a sabotage game and its corresponding initial network G
of a reachability game.

a second rule that additionally relabels a node from “�nal” to “reach” if it
is reached by the “run” label:

⟨ run, edgeÐ→ vertex, run ; run, �nalÐ→ edge, reach ⟩ .

�e third rule ⟨ reach moveÐÐ→ � ⟩ allows Constructor to connect the network
immediately if a node carries the “reach” label.

In this proof we assume Constructor starts the game (alike Runner
starts the sabotage game). One can easily construct an equivalent game
where Destructor starts: Connect the “run”-labeled node to one “�nal”-
labeled node via an additional “edge”-labeled node; then, Destructor has
to delete this extra “edge”-labeled node in the �rst turn.

Since applying the third rule is the only way for Constructor to con-
nect ⊺-labeled node with the remaining network, Constructor can reach a
connected network i� she can reach a network containing a “reach” label.
Hence, Constructor is able to reach a connected network in G i� Runner
wins the reachability sabotage game Gs.

We have seen that solving connectivity reachability games becomes
decidable if we forbid any creation of nodes. However, we can also identify
a decidable fragment that still allows the creation of weak nodes. More
precisely, reachability games are also decidable if we only allow weak cre-
ation and relabeling rules. �ese games lack the dynamics that arises from
modifying the set of strong nodes. In particular, a new created weak node
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3.3 Solvability of Reachability Connectivity Games

can never be isolated from its strong adjacent nodes. As a consequence
we can assume that Destructor never skips a�er a creation step of Con-
structor (instead of skipping, he can deactivate the weak node that has just
been created). �is allows us to adapt the proof of �eorem 3.7, where we
reduce the state space by ignoring the deactivated nodes.

�eorem 3.14. In the case that Constructor does neither have strong creation
rules nor movement rules, solving reachability connectivity games is in ExpTime.

Proof. Consider a reachability game G without strong creation and move-
ment rules. Again, we transform the game G into an in�nite two-player
game on a game graph G′ such that each vertex of G′ corresponds to a
network of G and an indication of which player acts next (see �eorem 3.7
and Remark 3.12).

Since the set of strong nodes is �xed throughout every play, every
node that Constructor creates with a weak creation rule is only adjacent to
strong nodes. Destructor is not able to isolate this node from its adjacent
nodes. Hence, if a network G where such a created node u is active is
disconnected and Destructor has a winning strategy from G, Destructor
also wins from the network that arises from G by deactivating u. �us, we
can assume w.l.o.g. that Destructor never skips a�er Constructor creates
a node (in any case it is be�er for Destructor to delete the created node
than to skip).

Constructor is not able to restore any deactivated node; thus, we re-
duce the state space by ignoring the deactivated nodes in each network.
Assuming that Destructor never skips a�er a node creation and ignoring
deactivated nodes, the number of di�erent networks is at most exponential
in G. So, the size of G′ is at most exponential in G; hence, we can compute
G′ in exponential time. Solving the reachability connectivity game G is
equivalent to solving the reachability game on the unfolded game graph G′,
which is feasible in linear time with respect to the given game graph.

Also for this fragment we obtain a Pspace lower bound.

�eorem 3.15. In the case that Constructor does neither have strong creation
rules nor movement rules, solving reachability connectivity games is Pspace-hard.

Proof. We reuse the reduction presented in the proof of �eorem 3.13. In
this construction we have to replace the movement rule ⟨ reach moveÐÐ→ � ⟩,
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which lets Constructor connect the network in the case that the Runner
reaches a �nal vertex in the sabotage game. To achieve this we introduce
instead the weak creation rule

⟨ reach, ⊺ create(�)ÐÐÐÐ→ reach, ⊺ ⟩ ,

which lets Constructor connected the isolated ⊺-labeled node with the
remaining network if a vertex obtains the “reach” label.

3.3.3 Unlabeled Non-Expanding Games

In the unlabeled non-expanding case, where Constructor can only move
strong nodes, we give an NP lower bound and a Pspace upper bound for
solving reachability games.

�eorem 3.16. In the unlabeled non-expanding case, solving reachability con-
nectivity games is NP-hard.

Proof. We use a polynomial-time reduction from the vertex cover problem,
which is well-known to be NP-hard. We state the vertex cover problem
in the following form: Given a graph GVC = (V ′ , E′) and an integer k, is
there a vertex cover of GVC of at most k vertices (i.e., is there a set C ⊆ V ′

of at most k vertices such that each edge of GVC is incident to at least one
vertex in C)?

We construct an unlabeled non-expanding game G, i.e., the only node
label is and the only rule for Constructor is ⟨ moveÐÐ→ ⟩. �e idea is to
modify GVC (by adding an intermediate node for each edge) in order to use
the graph as the initial network of a connectivity game. �en, Constructor
will only be able to reach a connected network by moving k strong nodes
to vertices that form a vertex cover of GVC.

More precisely, the initial network G results from GVC by adding a
weak node for each edge. We keep the original nodes of GVC as deactivated
nodes. Additionally, each of these deactivated nodes is connected with
k strong nodes s1 , . . . , sk . For example the graph GVC in Figure 3.11 has a
vertex cover of size two. So, two strong nodes are su�cient for Constructor
to preserve the connectivity in the corresponding network G.

If for GVC a vertex cover with at most k vertices exists, player Con-
structor wins by moving strong nodes to the vertex cover. In this case each
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s1 s2

Figure 3.11: A graph GVC and the corresponding initial network G of a reachability game
for testing GVC for a vertex cover of size two.

of the nodes that corresponds to an edge in GVC is connected to a strong
node. Note that all strong nodes are still connected via the vertex si from
which Constructor shi�s the last strongness to the vertex cover; Destructor
can only delete si in the next turn.

For the converse note that it is best for Constructor to move strong
nodes to nodes that correspond to vertices in GVC; if Constructor shi�s
such a strongness again to any other node, Destructor immediately deletes
the vertex where this strongness was shi�ed from. So, if Constructor wins
the reachability game G, the vertices to that Constructor moves the strong
nodes corresponds to a vertex cover in GVC.

Now, we establish a Pspace upper bound for solving reachability games
in the unlabeled non-expanding case. �e basic observation is the follow-
ing. If Constructor moves some strong node a certain number of times,
she moves a strong node in a loop that cannot be necessary for a winning
strategy. For this purpose, we �rst note an upper bound on the number of
moves of a strong node; we know that a�er k ⋅ ∣V ∣ moves Constructor has
shi�ed this strongness in some loop at least k times starting from a certain
vertex.

Remark 3.17. If Constructor shi�s some strongness k ⋅ ∣V ∣ times, there is a
vertex v ∈ V that this strongness visits k + 1 times, i.e., the strongness is
shi�ed through k loops that start and end at v.

We show that Constructor does not need to shi� a strong node through
more than 2 ⋅ ∣V ∣ − 2 loops starting from the same vertex. �en, we can
infer from the previous remark that it is su�cient for Constructor to shi�
each strongness at most 2 ⋅ ∣V ∣2 − 1 times.
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Lemma 3.18. Consider an unlabeled non-expanding reachability game G . If
Constructor wins G , she also wins G with a strategy where she shi�s each strong-
ness at most 2 ⋅ ∣V ∣2 − 1 times.

Proof. Let us assume that Constructor has a winning strategy σ but that,
towards a contradiction, Destructor has a strategy τ such that Constructor
has to shi� some strongness at least 2⋅∣V ∣2 times before she wins. Consider
a play π where Destructor and Constructor play according to σ and τ,
respectively. �en, the previous remark states that there is a vertex v ∈ V
from which Constructor moves some strong node through at least 2 ⋅ ∣V ∣
loops before she wins the play π.

In a reachability game where only movement rules are allowed, De-
structor cannot restrict Constructor’s possibilities to move. Hence, there
are only two possible reasons for Constructor to move the mentioned
strong node in a loop that starts and ends at v.

1. Some node u ∈ V∖{v} is restored by moving the strong node in that
loop. However, in this case we can assume that Constructor does
not restore u again while shi�ing the strongness in a loop that starts
and ends at v. Otherwise Constructor can omit each former loop in
which she moves the strong node only for this reason; Constructor
still wins with this modi�ed strategy.

2. Destructor deletes some node u ∈ V ∖{v} while Constructor moves
the strong node in that loop. (Here, we consider this as an achieve-
ment for Constructor, e.g., it may be that Destructor loses during
this loop if he does not delete u.) Also in this case we can assume
that Constructor does not shi� again this strongness in a loop that
starts and ends at v. If u is still deactivated, Constructor can clearly
omit shi�ing this strongness in this loop only for the reason of let-
ting Destructor delete u; if Constructor has restored u (before she
wins), she can omit each former loop in which she shi�s this strong-
ness only for this reason. In either case Constructor wins with the
modi�ed strategy.

Since u ∈ V ∖ {v} in both cases, we can assume that each of these cases
occurs at most ∣V ∣ − 1 times if Constructor plays optimal. Hence, we can
optimize Constructor’s winning strategy τ to a winning strategy τ′ with
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which she shi�s each strongness through at most 2 ⋅ ∣V ∣−2 loops that start
and end at the same vertex. (�e optimization can be done iteratively,
similarly as described at the end of Lemma 3.4 for Destructor’s strategy.)
�e obtained winning strategy τ′ lead to a contradiction as we have shown
already that in the before mentioned play π there must be a vertex v ∈ V
from which Constructor moves some strong node through at least 2 ⋅ ∣V ∣
loops before she wins.

We li� the upper bound for the number of moves of each strong node
(in reachability games where Constructor wins) to the overall number of
moves that Constructor needs to win.

Lemma 3.19. Consider an unlabeled non-expanding reachability gameG where
the network consists of ∣V ∣ vertices, ∣S∣ of which are strong. If Constructor winsG ,
she also has a strategy to win G with at most 2 ⋅ ∣S∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣2 − 1 moves.

Proof. For connectivity games with a reachability objective we can assume
that Constructor never skips: if Constructor skips, Destructor can skip as
well leading the play to the same network (which is still disconnected).
Since Constructor never skips, there exists a strongness that she shi�s at
least k times within ∣S∣ ⋅ k moves. By Lemma 3.18 Constructor wins with
2 ⋅ ∣S∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣2 − 1 moves if she has a winning strategy.

To show the decidability in Pspace it su�ces to build up the game
tree and truncate it a�er 2 ⋅ ∣S∣ ⋅ ∣V ∣2−1 moves of Constructor (analogously
to �eorem 3.6).

�eorem 3.20. In the unlabeled non-expanding case, solving reachability con-
nectivity games is decidable in Pspace.

Proof. �e proof is analogous to the proof of �eorem 3.6; we use the
bound from Lemma 3.19 to truncate the game tree.

3.3.4 Non-Expanding Multi-Rule Games

We have seen that we can solve non-expanding reachability games in Exp-
Time, but we only proved a Pspace lower bound. It is an open problem to
close this gap. However, in the following we will prove that solving these
non-expanding reachability games is ExpTime-complete if we also allow
multi-rules.
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Since the unfolding of a non-expanding multi-rule game is still at most
exponential in the size of the given game, we can solve non-expanding
multi-rule games in ExpTime as mentioned before (see Remark 3.12).

Remark 3.21. In the case of non-expanding multi-rule games, solving reach-
ability connectivity games is in ExpTime.

We obtain the ExpTime-hardness by a reduction from the halting
problem of polynomial space-bounded alternating Turing machines as we
used it at the end of Section 3.2 to prove �eorem 3.10.

�eorem 3.22. In the case of non-expanding multi-rule games, solving reach-
ability connectivity games is ExpTime-hard.

Proof. We reduce the accepting problem of polynomial space-bounded
alternating Turing machines to the problem of solving non-expanding
multi-rule reachability games. As in the proof of �eorem 3.10 we present
alternating Turing machines in the format

M = (Q , Γ ,∆, q0 , g)

with a state set Q , tape alphabet Γ (containing a blank symbol ), transi-
tion relation ∆ ⊆ Q × Γ × Q × Γ × {L, R}, initial state q0, and a function
g∶Q → {∧,∨, accept, reject} specifying the type of each state. We assume
w.l.o.g. that qaccept (qreject) is the only accepting (rejecting) state. We also
assume w.l.o.g. that each con�guration, except the accepting and rejecting
con�guration, has at least one successor con�guration.

For a polynomial space-bounded alternating Turing machine M and an
input word w ∈ Γ∗ we construct a game G = (G, R) such that M accepts w
i� Constructor can preserve the connectivity of the network. As in the
proof of �eorem 3.10 we represent the current con�guration of the space-
bounded Turing machine by a sequence of nodes. Constructor chooses
the transitions in the existential states; Destructor chooses the transitions
in the universal states (thus, in contrast to the proof of �eorem 3.10,
Constructor is now the existential player). More precisely, we represent
a Turing machine con�guration a1 . . . an−1qanan+1 . . . aP(∣w∣) (where the
head is on the an-labeled cell) by a sequence of P(∣w∣) strong nodes labeled
with these symbols in succession (for some polynomial P). We will denote
these vertices as cell nodes. An additional component in the labels of these
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strong nodes indicates whether a position is le� or right to the position of
the head (and contains the state of the Turing machine for the position of
the head).

Besides the cell nodes, the network contains 2⋅∣∆∣+2 vertices. �ese are
∣∆∣ weak nodes, called choice nodes, ∣∆∣− 1 strong nodes, called delay nodes,
and three so-called target nodes. Each of the ∣∆∣ choice nodes corresponds
to a transition ti of the transition relation ∆. �e universal choice of a
transition (i.e., from a universal state) is propagated via the delay nodes
to the choice nodes. Each rule that relabels the cell nodes according to a
universal computation step involving a transition ti also applies a relabeling
action on the choice node for ti . Destructor is able to delete ∣∆∣−1 of these
weak choice nodes before Constructor applies such a rule. So, Destructor
chooses a transition ti in a universal state by deleting all choice nodes
except the one for ti . We de�ne relabeling rules such that the accepting
state is reached if Destructor chooses an invalid transition; that is the case
if Destructor leaves a choice node deactivated whose transition cannot be
applied. In order to give Destructor the opportunity to delete ∣∆∣−1 of the
choice nodes, a chain of ∣∆∣−1 delay nodes is used (to delay Constructor’s
relabeling action involving the choice node). �e three target nodes are
labeled with ⊺, +, and �. �e ⊺- and �-labeled nodes are strong, the +-
labeled node is deactivated. �e ⊺-labeled node is used to restore all of
the (possibly deleted) choice nodes a�er the transition was selected. �e
�-labeled node is isolated in the graph of active nodes, but Constructor
can establish a connection by restoring the +-labeled node (if she can
simulate an accepting run of the Turing machine).

�e initial network for the construction is depicted in Figure 3.12. �e
initial network depends on the problem instance; for a given Turing ma-
chine M and an input word w = w1 . . . wn we label the cell node u1 with
(u1 , q0), and each cell node ui with 2 ≤ i ≤ n is labeled with (wi , r). �e
cell nodes un+1 , . . . , uP(n) are labeled with ( , r).

Analogously to the proof of �eorem 3.10, we use in Constructor’s
rules “reset” as an abbreviation for

⊺ moveÐÐ→ t1 ; t1
moveÐÐ→ ⊺ ; . . . ; ⊺ moveÐÐ→ tn ; tn

moveÐÐ→ ⊺

with t1 , . . . , tn ∈ ∆. �e rules are de�ned as follows. In order to simulate
transitions in existential states, for each transition (q , a, p, b, X) ∈ ∆ with
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Figure 3.12: �e initial network of a reachability game representing the initial con�gura-
tion of an alternating Turing machine.

g(q) = ∨ and every c ∈ Γ we add the rule

⟨ (c , l), (a, q)Ð→ (c , p), (b, r) ; reset ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ (a, q), (c , r)Ð→ (b, l), (c , p) ; reset ⟩

if X = R. Towards the simulation of transitions in universal states we add
rules

⟨ (c , q), #Ð→ (c , q), ↓ ⟩

for all c ∈ Γ and q ∈ Q with g(q) = ∧ and

⟨ ↓, #Ð→ #, ↓ ⟩
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to propagate the ↓-label to the choice nodes when M is in a universal state.
�en, for each transition ti = (q , a, p, b, X) ∈ ∆ with g(q) = ∧ and for all
c ∈ Γ we add rules

⟨ ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti ; (c , l), (a, q)Ð→ (c , p), (b, r) ; reset ⟩

if X = L, and

⟨ ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti ; (a, q), (c , r)Ð→ (b, l), (c , p) ; reset ⟩

if X = R. In order to prevent Destructor from choosing a transition ti that
cannot be applied, we add rules

⟨ ↓, ti Ð→ #, ti ; q′ , a′ Ð→ qaccept , a′ ; reset ⟩

for all a′ ∈ Γ, q′ ∈ Q with q′ ≠ q or a′ ≠ a; these let Constructor proceed
to the state qaccept immediately. Since we assumed that each con�guration
(except the accepting and rejecting con�guration) has at least one successor
con�guration, Destructor will choose an applicable transition ti . Finally,
we add the rules

⟨ qaccept , c Ð→ qaccept , c ; �
moveÐÐ→ + ⟩

for arbitrary c ∈ Γ, which allow Constructor to restore the +-labeled node
if an accepting con�guration is reached.

To show the correctness of the construction, we �rst assume that M
accepts w. Constructor simulates the computation of M to obtain a la-
beling of the cell nodes that represents an accepting con�guration. As M
accepts w, Constructor established a connected network by restoring the
+-labeled node with the last-mentioned rule.

Conversely, if M does not accept w, Destructor can prevent Construc-
tor from simulating an accepting computation of M (by accordant dele-
tions of the choice nodes). �en, Constructor cannot restore the +-labeled
node. Hence, the network always stays disconnected.

3.4 Conclusion and Open Problems

In this chapter we introduced dynamic network connectivity games and
studied the complexity of solving these games in both the reachability and
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game variant
allowed rules

objective

reachability safety

expanding
w-create, move, relabel undecidable undecidable
s-create, w-create, relabel undecidable in ExpTime
s-create, move, relabel undecidable Pspace-complete
s-create, relabel undecidable Pspace-complete
w-create, move undecidable open
w-create, relabel Pspace-hard / in ExpTime

in ExpTime
non-expanding

move, relabel Pspace-hard / Pspace-complete
in ExpTime

same but with multi-rules ExpTime-complete ExpTime-complete
unlabeled non-expanding NP-hard / in Pspace Pspace-complete

Table 3.1: �e complexity of solving reachability and safety connectivity games. We
distinguish whether Constructor is allowed to create strong nodes (s-create), create weak
nodes (w-create), move strong nodes, or relabel nodes. Multi-rules are only allowed for
relabeling actions unless states otherwise (with multi-rules).

the safety version. We showed that both problems are undecidable in gen-
eral. Nevertheless, we pointed out decidable fragments by restricting the
permi�ed rule types. For these fragments, we encountered fundamental
di�erences in the decidability and the computational complexity of solving
reachability and safety connectivity games. In particular, we investigated
the complexity for non-expanding connectivity games, where node cre-
ation is forbidden. In this case, we studied the unlabeled fragment, where
nodes are labeled uniformly, and the extension to multi-rule games, where
single rules may contain multiple relabeling and movement actions. An
overview of the results is given in Table 3.1.

�e careful reader may have noticed that we have not discussed every
possible restriction of the rule set in this chapter. Some of these missing
cases are easy to analyze or described already in a more general way with
another restriction of the rule types (e.g., the games where only weak
creation rules are allowed or only relabeling rules are allowed). Other
cases seem to be challenging.
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Problem 3.1. Are reachability connectivity games algorithmically solvable
under the restrictions that

◆ only strong creation rules are allowed,

◆ only strong creation and weak creation rules are allowed, or

◆ only strong creation and movement rules are allowed?

Are safety connectivity games algorithmically solvable under the restriction
that only weak creation and movement rules are allowed?

�e results in this chapter leave a gap between the upper and the
lower bound for the complexity of solving non-expanding reachability
games. We conjecture that these are easier to solve in the unlabeled non-
expanding case than in the more general non-expanding case. Note, for
instance, that one can use relabeling rules to de�ne a binary counter on
some nodes; then, one may imagine a game in which Constructor has to
perform an exponential number of relabeling steps before she can establish
a connected network. �is indicates that the number of turns that a player
needs to win cannot be bounded by some polynomial, and hence the
winner cannot be determined in Pspace. A proof, however, is still missing.
Also for some other cases listed in Table 3.1 tight complexity bounds are
missing.

Problem 3.2. Are reachability connectivity games in the non-expanding
case harder to solve than in the unlabeled non-expanding case? Is it possi-
ble to provide tight complexity bounds for all cases listed in Table 3.1?

Some of our results depend on the balance between node deletion and
restoration; if Constructor restores a node, Destructor can delete another
one immediately. For non-expanding games we showed that multi-rules
increase the computational complexity. What happens in the expanding
case where the solvability depends on this balance?

Problem 3.3. Are reachability connectivity games with multi-rules algo-
rithmically solvable if only weak node creation and relabelings are allowed?
Are safety connectivity games with multi-rules algorithmically solvable
if weak node creation is forbidden? Are safety connectivity games with
multi-rules algorithmically solvable if movement rules are forbidden?
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3 Dynamic Network Connectivity Games

We only considered dynamic network connectivity games with reach-
ability and safety speci�cations. In practice one may consider a more
involved recurrence (Büchi) condition, where Constructor has to reach a
connected network again and again, or a persistence (co-Büchi) condition,
where Constructor has to guarantee that the network stays connected from
some point onwards (see Grädel, �omas, and Wilke, 2002). We expect at
least that the negative results in this chapter (undecidability and hardness)
for reachability connectivity games also hold for connectivity games with
a recurrence condition and that the negative results for safety connectivity
games also hold for connectivity games with a persistence condition. It is,
however, not clear whether we can adapt the positive results (i.e., the upper
bounds for solving some games) to connectivity games with recurrence
and persistence conditions.

Problem 3.4. To what extent can the results in this chapter be generalized
from reachability and safety connectivity games to Büchi and co-Büchi
connectivity games, respectively?

Instead of games with reachability, safety, Büchi, and co-Büchi winning
conditions, one may consider properties in linear temporal logic (LTL), in
which one can express all of the before mentioned conditions. A general-
ization in the context of connectivity games are LTL speci�cations over a
single predicate that is true in move i i� the current network is connected
in move i. For non-expanding games with such an LTL winning condi-
tion we know an ExpTime lower and a 2ExpTime upper bound (Grüner,
2011). �e upper bound is obtained by reducing these games to LTL games
on graphs, whose solvability has been shown to be complete for 2Exp-
Time (Pnueli and Rosner, 1989; also see Rosner, 1991; Alur, La Torre, and
Madhusudan, 2003). �e lower bound is shown by a reduction from poly-
nomial space-bounded alternating Turing machines; this proof is a variant
of our proofs for the ExpTime lower bound for solving non-expanding
multi-rule games (see �eorems 3.10 and 3.22). However, Grüner’s proof
does not use multi-rules; instead it uses the power of LTL to force De-
structor to delete nodes in certain turns and to prevent him from deleting
nodes in other turns.

Finally, we mention possible re�nements of the model and the problem
statement, which could be used to overcome some of the simpli�cations
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that are built into our connectivity game model. One of these simpli�ca-
tions is the fact that the player Destructor acts as an omniscient adversary.
In the view of verifying fault-tolerant systems, however, such an omniscient
adversary who deletes nodes is rarely realistic; faults are be�er modeled
as random events. We studied this scenario in the framework of sabotage
games (Chapter 1). One can study the corresponding case for connectivity
games, where each action of Destructor is replaced by a random vertex
deletion. It is easy to adapt the hardness results at least for non-expanding
games: Grüner (2011) showed that sabotage games can be simulated by
randomized connectivity games; in these games Constructor wins with a
parametrized probability that can be analyzed in the same way as the prob-
ability pk ,n in Sections 1.5 and 1.6. �us, solving non-expanding reachability
and safety connectivity games in the randomized variant is Pspace-hard
even if the probability we ask for is restricted to an arbitrary small interval
(as in Section 1.5). To obtain a lower bound for solving the randomized
version of non-expanding reachability and safety games, Grüner (2011)
proposed to unfold the connectivity game resulting in a Markov decision
process (see Filar and Vrieze, 1996; Puterman, 2005; Baier and Katoen,
2008). �e size of the unfolding is at most exponential in the size of the
given game and the maximal and the minimal reachability probability in a
Markov decision process can be computed in polynomial time. �us, both
reachability and safety connectivity games are solvable in ExpTime.

Another simpli�cation of our model is that Destructor and Construc-
tor have complete information about the network and its current state.
One might pursue a model where the Constructor has only partial infor-
mation of the network or – more challenging – a model where each strong
node is an autonomous player, each of which with its own information
set. Regarding the �rst case, deciding which player wins in a two-player
game of incomplete information is known to be much harder (Reif, 1984).
In the second case, where individual strong nodes build a coalition, we
yield a multiplayer game of imperfect information. In general, however,
determining the winner for such games is undecidable (Azhar, Peterson,
and Reif, 2001).

Indeed, the game model in this chapter needs also to be re�ned for
studying routing problems. To this end one may pursue two approaches.
�e �rst approach is to extend the winning conditions only. We can take
the model of dynamic network connectivity games (as de�ned in this
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chapter) and re�ne the winning conditions with an additional constraint
that requires that certain labels are propagated with relabeling rules from
their source nodes to their destination nodes. �e second approach is to
combine the connectivity game model with the routing game model from
Chapter 2. In fact, the second approach results in a complex and powerful
model, which can handle an unbounded number of packets, whereas the
�rst approach probably allow be�er algorithmic solutions.

Also, the problem of solving games in the form of a decision problem
(i.e., the question of whether a given speci�cation is satis�ed or not) has to
be re�ned. From a practical point of view it is more useful to formulate the
problem as an optimization problem, where we ask, for instance, how many
strong nodes are necessary to guarantee the connectivity of the network.
For this optimization problem one can use simple heuristics as studied by
Grüner (2011). �ese yield small (although not optimal) solutions with
e�cient winning strategies on various classes of networks.
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